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FOREWORD

The riid and late 197014 were charpcterized by the ,enactment of new,

major legklative mandates in the 'education and empQment of handicapped

individuals. Public Law 94-142 and Sections 503 and 504 of the Rehabilita-

tion Act of 1973 have had profound effects upon educators and employers.
. .

In response to these mandates, a number Of diverse programming ap-

proaches and policies have 'been implemented by vocational and special
.

educators, and vocational rehabilitation personnel at the state and local

level..

.. The Leadership Training Institute (LTI )/Vocational and Special Educe-
,

.

fion was established to assist state leadership personnel in improving and

expanding vocational education- opportunities fort handicapped learners.,
,

. The project- is supported by a grant from the Division of Personnel Pre-
,

parAtion; Office of Special Education,. U.S. 'Department of Eflucation.
7

Through the proje.ct, emerging legislative issues and prioritips pertainingo,

..1 to v.ocational education for handicapped learners are addressed in regional
, 4.

kiadership training institutes. By March, 19E11, eighttitutes were
. ._

conducted throughout the nation addressing a variety of key issues.
(

This 'series of, policy papers oh ETA/Vocational Education, Special

.

,

.4

*

Education, and Vocational Rehabilitation Linkages is a product of the fifth
_. . . , . .

Leadership Training Institute which was held in Hartford, Connecticut, on
......

May 4-6, 1980. A comprehensive literature review and a small scale needs
*

assessment survey identified a number of major concerns in this area siich

as state planning, progran; improvement, and program -evaluation.
^

i

,
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Several recognized leaders in the area of CETA/Vocational Education,

Special Education, and Vocational Rehabilitation Linkages were invited .to

prepare papers addressing each of the major concerns that had been

eridentif ed. It is a pleasure to share these insightful and cogent policy
\

.papers through -the production of this volume. The LTI is greatly in-

debted to the authors for their excellent contributions: Dr. Carole M.

Johnson, Consultant on Education, and Employment; Dr. Nlarc E. Hull,

Verrnobt State Education Department; Dr. Susan Hasazi, University of
Vermont; Sandra Dragon and John Hanzl, 'Vermont CETO; Carol A.

Kochhor, George Washington University; William Eddy, U.S. Department .of

Education, Office for Civil Rights; Barbara Dunn, Research Specialist,

Youthwork, Inc.; Evelyn Garizglass, Director, CETA/Education Consortium;
VirDr.- James M. Brown and Terrence F. Kayser, Minnesota Research and

Development Center for Vocatiortal Education, UniverVy of Minnesota; Dn.

George A. Korn, Massachusetts Departtnent of Education; and Gregory

Wurzburg, Director of Operational Research and- Policy, Youthwork, Inc.,

' T Ite reViewers ,of this draft report provided numerous helpful nd insightl

ful comments:

Dr. Michael E. Borus, Director Dr. Rupert N. Evans, Professor
Center for Human Resource Research. Department of Vocationaj and

, Ohio State University Techni¢al Education
University of Illinois

,Dr, Janet Treichel, Training and Dissemination Coordinator, was' in-
,

strumental in the production and dissemination of -each of the policy paper

series.. A special note of appreciAtion is extended to Ms. Shirley Burton

for her assistance in typing the manuscript.

L. Allen Phelps and ;Thmes P. Greenan
kLeadership Training institute/

Vocational and Special Education
Office of Career Development for Special' Populations

,
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CETA is becomin an increasingly significant service provider for'
-

Special needs persons. It provides training and employmerit programs to

people who meet the .eligibiliiy criteria for individual programs. CETA

participants must be economically disadvantaged; unemployed, b under- ,

'employed', or handicapped. The prime sponsors or local authorities offer

several programs which . may include classroom training, on-the-job train-.
ing, work experience, and other employment-related and suppOrtive ger-

vices.
$

-

Vocational education, 'special education, and vOcational rehabilitation\
prmiide 'similar kinds of pro'grams and services to special needs learners.

I .
In a period o declining resources for social programs it is highly advanta-

geous for th se agencies ,to coordinate their resources ahd efforts with

CETA. Linka es between the agencies and CETA can ensure that spetial
I ,

needs , learners receive appropriate vocational instruction and related ser-
I

vices. Without linkages, these agencies may be providing duplicative

services and disjointed programs..

The CETA/Vocational Education, Special Educatibn, and Vocational

Rehabilitation Linkages Policy 'Paper Series is intended to identify and

address several of the issues that pertain to linkages between CETA and

these agencies. The topics and issues that are addressed include:

Legislative Issues Concerninb CETA/Vocational Education,
Special Education, and Vocational RehabilitatiOn Linkages.

State Planning for CETA/Vocational, Education, Special Educa-
tion, and' Vocational rRehabilifation Lihkages. -

) -.



Funding CETA/Vocational Education, Special Education, pnd
. NOcational ,Rehabilitation Linkages.

Individualized Planning and Coordination.

Personnel Development Pop tides and Practices: Enpanci-ng
Interagency Service of Special Need's Populations.

.Program 'Evaluation in CETA/Vocational Eduattion, Special
Egluecion, and Vocational Rehabilitation Linkages.'

Program Improvement and Research Needs of CETA, Voca-s
tional Education; Special Education, and Vocational R;Aabilita-
ton.

These title's do not reflect an all inclusive list of topics relating to
.

CET-A/Vocational Education, SpeCial Education, and Vocational Retiabilitation

Linkages. However, they do provide a basis for examining some of gle
>

significant isSues and concerns that presently exist.

/".
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4.

Legislative Issues Concerning CETANocational Education,

Special Education, and Vocational Rehabilitation

Carole M. Johnson
Consultant on Education-and Employment

Washington , D. C .

In 1982 two major pieces of federal legilation are scheduled for

reauthorization by the U.S. Congress the Vocational Education Act

4(VEA) of 1963, as amended by P.L. 94-482 and the Comprehensive Employ-

'ment and Training Act of 1974. In addition, the Education for all Handi-

capped Children Act of 1975 (P.L. 94-142) and thy Vocational 'Rehabilitation

Act of 1973 93-112) are expected tO receive attentiqn- from the 97th

and 98th Congresses. These pieces of legislation singularly,and collec-

tively, afford both opportunities and obstacles for the education and

employment of handicapped persons.

.The opportunities result from increased accessibility for handicapped

persons mandated in each act and broaden provision of services to these

indigliduals. The obstacles are essentially administrative. Some creative

administrators in education, rehabilitation, and prime sponsorships have

worked together to overcOme the barriers unintentionally erected among

their programs by the legislation Others have either AV unable or

unwilling to do so.

This paper will examine a number of the barriers encountered in

administration of, plese acts, briefly describe two national problems which

are becoming .more critical,' and identify several options for addressing' the

problems and barriers described. Because neither the Vocational Educatfon

Act nor CETA were designed solely to serve handicapped individuals, the

4.



harriers and recommendations which' follow do hot necessarily pertain solely

to this population. 's

BARRI ERS TO 300PERATION

Differehces in subpopulation definitions contained in the varioUs

pieces of federal legislation often make coordination of services difficult at

best. Differences in ages of eligible recipients also cause considerable

administrative difficulties.'

The ternT "handicapped." is defined by federal legislation as:

Education of Handicapped Children Act (121a .5)

The term "handicapped children" means those children evaluated

in accordante with Section 121. a .530 to 121a .535 as being:
-

mentally retarded , hard of hearing, deaf, speech impaired,

visually handicapped, seriously emotionally disturbed, ortho-

pedically impaired, other health impaired , deaf-blind, multi-

handicapped, and .specific learning disabled who because of those

impairments need sl5ecial education 'and related serv ices.

Vocational Rehabilitation and I ndependent Living Rehabilitation

Program (Section 1361.1)

"Handicapped individual" except in Section 1361.16c, 1361.51e,

1361.52g and 1362.7 means an individual : (a) who has a physi-

cal or mental disability which for that individual constitutes or

results in a substantial handicap to employment; and (b) who

can reasonably be expected to benefit in terms of employiability

from the provision of rehabilitation services, or for whom an
I



extended evaluation of vocational rehabilitation potential is ,neces-

, sary to determine whether he or she might reasonably be ex-

pected to, benefit in termS of employability from the provision of

vocational rehabilitation services; "Handicap.ped individual," for

purposes df VSections 1361.16(c), 1361.51(e), 1361.52(g), and

1362.7, means an individual: (a) who has a physical or mental

. impairment which substantially limits one or more major life

activities; (b) who has a record of -such an impairment; or (c)

who'l is regarded as having such ah impairment.

Vocational _Education Amendments of 1976 (Section 195)

(7) They term "handicapped", when apPlied to persons, means

persons who are mentally! retarded, hard of hearing, deaf,

speech impaired, visually h6ndicapped, seriously emotionally

disturbed, crippled, or other health impaired persons who by

reason 'thereof require special education and related Services,

and who, because of their handicapping condition, cannot suc-

ceed in the regular vocational education progrIm without special

education assistance or who require,..a modified ,vocational .educa-

tion program.

Comprehensive Employment and Training Act Amendments of 1978

(Section 675.4) \ c
The term "'lhandicapped" means any person ho has a mental' or

physical disability which constitutes a substantial barrier to

employment and cah benefit from CETA services provideci,

determined by the prime sponsor. (Handicapped individuats are

not' Tequired tt5 meet an income level requirement to be consid--

ered economically di advantaged' provided their handicap presents
#

a substantial barier to employment)

3- Ii
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These definitional differe9ces that some.. handicapped indiriduals,

particulary thoSe* secondary school age, may be counted for P.L. 94-142

and CETA supported programs but not for VEA programsbecause they do

not "require special education and related services" in order to succeed in

regular vocational edUcation. Others may not be allowed to participate in

CETA programs because the prime spon,rr does not perceive that they can

benefit. from CETA service's.

Further confusing the issue for administrators is Section 504 of the
.\Rehabilitation*Act which prohibits discrimination on the basis of handicap.

If they admit students to programs based on the Rehabilitation Act defini-

tion, then programmatic expenditures (under VEA, P.L. 944-142, or CETA)

may be disallowed because ,the person does not meet the eligibility requirie-

ments'of these program laws.
.44

Participation in the federally. supported various programs is also

governed by tip individuals' ages. In CETA programs, depending on the

Title t.Oer which .the program is funded, individuals may be 14 and older.

Vocational education students may be 16 and over in programs supported
.

by the VEA. Special education students must be 3 to 21. --aehabilitatioo,

clients may be 14 or older but more and more frequently, services are

being limited to individuals who have left secondary school programs.

Cle y, the logical arach to providing ed4cation and employment

prearan for students ages 14 to 16 would be with funds provided by

CETA (Title ITT and P.L. 94-142; for those 16 to'21 (or secon4ary school

leaving ige) VEA, CETA,. and P.L. 94-142; for those 21 and above

through VEA, CETA, astcrihe Rehabilitation Act. Rather than targeting

resources on .individuals, program funds could be allocated to providing
.1

4
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services such, as assessment, counseling, skill training, and others accord-
.% ----
inD74to authorizing legislation and amount of funds available. Several

areas, such as Oklahoma City, are following this or. a .similar procedure.

The following section, on coordination, indicates why this practice is not

. followed frequently.
,

Coordination
(.

Partial duplication of goals and populc ations served by, the .Vocational

Education Act and the Comprehensive Employment and Training Act. re-

sulted in a clear legislative mandate for coordination. The mandate for
)

coordination applies to all levels of government (federal, state, and local)

and cuts across several functions (planning, program administration, and

research and demonstration). Both CETA and yEA specify mandates for
.

coordination at the national level encompassing three functions.

..°
State level coordination is required under both CETA and VEA, and

"specific channels for interaction are described. Collaboration is encour-

aged under CETA through the set-esides. that either require fUnds to ..be
_ .,

spent., by vocational education agencies or alloW funds to be used for
-coordination of vocational education and CETA programs. At the state

level, coordination requirements contained in CETA and VEA are defined in
. 4

terms of planning and program administration. At the local level coordina-

tion requirements are essentially of a planning nature.

. Public Law 94142 does not require significant coordination efforts at

,

any level other than review of state plan by the administorative agents at

the .state level of vocatiohal educetion and special education as well as

membership oti State Advisory Councils by a representative of handicapped
,

persons. Rehabilitation programs, by their design as procurers as well as

provideryf services, refer clients to both CETA and VEA programs but

actual program coordination is"minimal.
c

P
10 5
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The coordination requirements and authorizations in VEA and CETA
-

programs do not Make specific reference to programs fort handicapped

parti9ipants. The assumption is that these requirements and authorities

apiply to all programs ipd participants and that, therefore, coordinated

programs will Jpe prov.ided for all participants including those who are
0

handicapped.

Some evidence exists suggesting that coordin'ated programs involving

handittPjped participants are evolving. The mbjority appear to be the.
.wet

result of national repearch and development suppori of 21 projects under

CETA Title III (DOL NPSPS Report, 1979); and approximately th same

number under Title IV. A study of exemplar,y local level Vocational Educe-
, -

tio.n/CETA Coordination Activities supported by programs of national signi-
.

ficance under VEA revealed that 10 programs of the 111 dted provided

special efforts or a focus for handicapped enronees (Bowers, Oglesby, &

Whitney, 1980).

lf, as Stevens (1979) uggests "current ties (between programs)lre

usually inform'al, unstable, and less than satisfactory in ternis of mutual

program objectives" for gen ral CETA/vocational education coordination

efforts, can this lite any less true for handicapped 1;:rticipants in t+egular

or, separate programs? The predominately "informal, anstable, and less

than satisfactory" arrangements result in many cases from the significant
(

differences ''between the progranis.. These differences contribute to the

erection of - barriers to coordination. Several of the major differences

include:
s. Populations serveCI. Vocational education, whether supPorted by

VSA or not, servesta...wide range of,individuals 16 and

-.4
-
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older.: Some are andicapped, others are econ'omically or educa-
-

tionally disadvantaged, and still others are 'neither. CETA

serves primarily economically disadvantaged individuals with

handicapOd individuals subsumed under that classification.

Smile non-disadvantaged 'youth are served under 'rifle IV.
-

These differences mean that the vocational education systeni is

required to serve a wider audience than is CETA. The pres-

surs'es on a dministrators of both systems are enormous, with

those an the vocational administrator potentially and probably'

being morei diversified. Both systems are constantly- pressured
.to better serve more people.

Governance. Vocational education programs are operated under

the auspices of state and local education agencies witthrthe state

_boaccL fcn:._wcatjonal education determining the distribution of

federal 'funds in accordance with the formula requirements pre-

scribed in VEA and its accompanying regulations.

CETA programs are operated under the ylirection of prime sponsors in

4
states and localities and are funded directl by the Department of Labor.

According .to Steyen; (1979), in 1979 prime sponsors included "66 cities;

180 counties; 144 consortia (cOmbination of city and/or .county govern-

ment); 49 states, and territories.; 20 cities, counties, or rural areas oper-

ating under exceptional circumstances, or as concentrated employment

programs, and 17-6 Native American Organizations" (p. 4).

CETA, then, is essentially a function of local government while voca--
tional education, atrthe local level, operates primarily as a function of local

substantially autonomous school boards (Whaley, 1980). Differenaes be-

tween school 'boards, prime sponsors, governors, and state boards of

7



education may be considerable with respect to commitment to education,
,s

concern for CETA eligible popurations, political and community' pressures,

and philosophies toward the two systems. Further, slocal school' boards are

subject to numerous state education laws, regulations, and policy direc-.

tives which may nof apply k3 prime sponsor programs. Similarly, prime

sponsors are subject to numerous Department of Labor regulations and

policy directives whIch do not apply tc; LEAs.

Fund Distribution

VEA funds are 'distributed to ,states based on population

size, age distributions, and average per capi,ta income: A dollar

-for dollar match is required for Subparts 2 and 3. Subpart 4

(Special Programs for the Disadvantaged.) are 100% federallY

funded. Set-aside funds for the handicapped and disaftantaged

may only be used to pay 50% of the excess costs for educating

thosem students in regular programs or 100% of the cost for

separate -peograms. Funds are distributed within the states

according to suballocation formulas which give priority to eco-

nomically depressed areas or areas with high rates of unem;,.,,''

ployment arid areas proposing programs new to the at.ea. The

two most important factOrs include relative financial ability to

pay and relative 'number or concentration of low income families

or individuals.

Distribution of CETA funds is more complex with the factors generafsly

being the relative number of unemployed persons, relative number of

persons with annual incomes below the Bureau of Labor Statistics lower-

income-level, and the relative number of persoils residing in areas of

substantial unemployment. However, terms such as "relative numbers" are

-defined`differently in each title.

8
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The major problem ,with regrd to ioordination and fund distribution

is that vocational educatiOn is forward funded' while CETA is not (HEW/DOL,

1980). The forward funding issue is'less severe for Title II programs for

which- prime spOnsors receive estiMated funding levels for the next year.

-It is a critical problem for several programs (Whaley, 1980).

- Planning cycles
_

VEA state and local islan's' are geared to a July. 1-June 30

e .

planning and biidget cycle'. vCETA planning is geared to the

October 1 - September 30 federal budget cycle. Because of

their ifinual budget authority, CETA administratorS are forced
cti

into a short-term quick turn around pInning mode (Education

Polic/ Research knstitute, in press).

The schooHCETA Planning cycle differences are'a particular

prOblem in Title IV ,progräms. Schools have great difficulty in

pjanning; staffing, and supplying materials for new or continued

programs a few days before school opens or two tO four months
°-

into ,a semester. As Drewes (1980) ndtes ."This incongruity

makes coordinatea planning, difficult and mitigates against admin-

istrative alignment of 'the tvio sy tems (p.
" ,

Infrastructure Differences

Vocational education has a well defined (though in some cases out of
#

date) infrastructure of secondary and postsecondarj/ facilities, equipment,

curricula, and personnel. It also has an R & D network which includ6

personnel development, curriculUm development, 'and applied research, for
(,improving' and upgrading the syffem, when funds are, available to do so.

,g4'
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The CET(A stem does not have .a imilr infrastrOcture. Services

are procurecr th ough program operators who either provide services

themselve4 or subcon ratt with others, such. as secondary or postsecondary

education institu ions, community organizations, or employers. Stibstantial

fuhding is available for R & D activities'but a similar R & D network does

not formally exi

These differenced lend themselves both' to real and perceived differ-
-

ences in progriam quality. These 'differences when coupled with different

perceptions about CETA eligible individuals, funding levels, and ,percep-

tions of expertise 4n p-reparing people for work often hamper communi-, -

cations (or negotiations) between the systems.

Despite these differences, many vocational and CETA administrators

have bee able to develop positive working relationships. The attitbdinal

barriers or "turf" issue which have fueled the debate and feuding be-\

tween the two systems for almo'st twenty, years have begun to erode. The

availability of Youth Employment Training Programs (YETP) and 61, set-

asides in CETA heave caused many financially pressed school administrators

to view CETA more favorably. Greater accets by CETA program operators

to vocational facilities, equipment, and instructors as well as the poSiti

effects on program ,participants (particularly. those enrolled in off-time and

open- entry open-exit, programs)- has also contri6ute'd to improved relation-

ships'. Within each system administrators are beginning to perceiVe that

each can make a iigniticant: contribution to the total work preparation of

CETA eligible individuals including those who are handicapped. They are

also beginning to perceive that parcelling out delivery of services accord-
.

ing to the real strengths within each system leads to both more efficient

and more effec1ve Services to individuals:

10 16



EMERGING PROBLEMS .

For handicapped individuals, coordination among ISFograrris ope(.ated

under VEA, EHA, CETA, and the Rehabilitation Act can result in

greater availability of work preparation opportunities

higher quality programs

more efficiently operated programs

more cost-effective programs and ultimately jobs for a larger
number of under- and unemployed individuals.

Coordination between VEA ahd CETA can result in iimilar benefits for
.

additional subpoloulations. It is clear that the movement toward improved

cobi-dination is underway, albeit slowly. Reduced federal authorization and

appropriation levels may.serve to further stimulate this movement. Under-

lying issues of coordination and funding, however, is a much more fuinda-

mental, question.. What kinds of programs, and therefore what kinds of

jo,bs, are available for handicapped and nonhandicapped present and future

workers? The answers to this question are intimately related to two in-
.

creasingly serious nationAl problems:

severe shortages of s,killed Workers, and

*, technological illiteracy in youth and adult populations.
, .

These two problems are becoming more evident even in the currept
. . .

"sluggish" economy. They can be expected to increase as factors which

contribute to economic vitality such as increased productivity are ad-

dressed by government and private industry. Changes in inaustrial tax

policy, whether in terms of accelerated depreciafon allowances or tax

credits for R & D or both, and increased se spending will lead to

changes in the workplace and human resource developMent needs. 3Mtssiles

and industrial robots require skilled designers, builders, operators, and

9



mainttlners. In many cases these skilled wo'rkers are not , available. For

example, today 60,000 journeyman machinists are needed but are uneven-
*

able (Goldwater, 1981). By 1990, 210,000 will be needed but only 5% of

that number is projected `to be available basetl on current r'ates of prepara-

tion (Campbell, 1981).

Vocational education enrolled only 11,383 persons in m tool

operations programs in 1978-7 (Wulfsberg, 1980). Similar shortages and

short falls in preparation of porkers are projected in numerous other,

critical skill areas including tool and die making, drafting, industrial

computer analysis, eleitr:onics, and setretarial (particularly word process-
.

ing). These are not occupations which lend themselves readily to short-

term training or on-the-job training for individuals who do not' have prior

or concurrent related instruction. Further, many of these occupationsire

becoming more technologically demanding as computerization is brought to

beIr on the work to be performed. However, while a large number of

these skilled worker domains are jobs for which vocationLI education pro-
:

vides training enrollments, theit have 'shown minimal growth between 197

and 1979 (Wulfsberg and Golladay, 1980). Examples of these predominately

technical and trade and industrial,' program areas include: electronic

technblogy; mechaniCar technology, industrial technology, and metalworking

operations.

At the same, time Ihe country is experiencing skilled worker short-

ages, advances in technology are changing the skill requirements of many

jobs and leading to the creation of new jobs. Some current job holders

J-1

are beings displaced by technological changes, foreign competition, produc-

tion slowdowns, and -industrial efficienbies. At the present time, one out

of thirteen U.S workers is unemployed defined by the Bureau of Labor

2 IJ
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Statktics as all those not working during a survey week but who hate

sought work :during the preVious four' weeks and a re available for work_

sincluding all those who were laid off and waiting to be called back or

waiting to report to a new job within 30 days (TIME, 1981). If 1976

statistics can be applied to today's employment outlook, 60% of the adult

'disabled population\ is not employed SLevitan & Taggart, 1976). Some of
4

these disabled people fall within the Unemployed statistics of the Bueeau of

Labor Statistics, others may not because they haN.T stopped looking for

work or other reasons. There are, then aelarge number of individuals

who want to work and a large number of' jobs available. Therefore one

may conclude that the skills of the former do not, in many cases, niatch

the skill requirements of the latter. Moreover, °projected chages., espe-

clay increases in the application of emerging technologies and further

declines in unskilled and semi-skilled occupations (as projectd for the

.1980's), can be expected to further increase the distance between require-

ments for available jobs and the least skilled job seekers.

This distance, while not solely *attributable to cu-r.ent work prepare-
.

tion prograrg, may be exacerbated by continued reliance within both CETA

and VEA suppDed programs on the work experience method of, training

the Aless skilled for work. In general, the purposes of these progi-ams

with the exception of cooperative voc tional education which has other
or*

purposes as primary, are to teach employability skills (work _habits and

attitudes), provide a work resume, and provide participants with sikcess-
I

ful experiences. Clearly, all these factors contribut, to Vvor*er st.*

However, punctuality, six months work experienck, and a minimu of

self-confidence do not -enable a handicapped individual or anyone else to
.-,i
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\
,o tain a Job as a tool and die maker

4
or for many of the other jobs avail-

v..

rr
.abi today and projected for the future.

\

1
RECOMMENDATIONS

1. 'Prior to the reauthorization of VEA and, CETA a National Employment, ..

Policy should be clearly articulated. Such a policy statement should

be made after a careful review of the current and projected needs of-

busivess and industry; the needs of present and potential youth and
I.

adult workers, including those who are handicapped or disadvan-

taged; and 'existing federal labor, education, and training laws and

regulations and the strengths and weaknesses of current work pre-
>

paration programs. Relationships and responsibilities amOng local,
,

state, and federal governments and the private sector with regard to

labor force preparation should also be carefully examined. The

resulting National Employment Policy should form the conceptual

framewk around ityhich/ employment preparation legislation is devel-

oped.

2. Increased attenfion should be paid at the local, state, and federal

levels'on updating work preparation personnel and curricula; explor-
,

ing low cost learning environment alternatives; exploring alternatives

for equipment upgraditig and modernization in vocational facilities;

and forging stronger ties with business and industry. Particular

attention should be' paid to those occupational specialties in which

technology has or is beginning to change the nature of the jobs for

which training is to be' provided.

3. If retained as separate programs, CETAi7and VEA should be funded

. on the same budget cycle.

.14 22 ,
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If separate jurisdietional authorities are to" be continued in the reau-

thorization of VEA, CETA, P.L. 94-142, and the Rehabilitation Act,

the following recommendations are offerred:

IN
Reexaminh the basic premises under which fie programs are
authorized in light of the needs of the 1980s and 1990s.

r--
Articulate the premises which are sound for the next decade and
reformulate the acts to eliminate those aspects of current law
which have hindered achievement of their purposes.

,

-1

Give stronger emphasis to the needs of adults as displaced
workers, and seekers of job upgrading, retraining, and change.
This should be done without reference to a particular institu-
tional service provider,

Allow greater flexibility for state and local governance bodies.

Employ standard definitions- for subpopulations.

Expand current R 8! 13 networks and increase emphasiS on updat-
ing curricula and personnel with regard to occupational sten-

. dards rd practices. Ttontinue or increase qurrent efforts in
occupational forecasting at all levels, and increase thfri dissemiha-
tion of this information in a usable and readable forni to program
decision makers. Z
Increase incentives to statd and local governance bodies to
respond to changes in the occupational mix in their areas of
jurisdiction.

. I t

Significantly increase incentiNes for coltaboratiop with the priv te
'. sector.

Continue or increase provisions for supportive services to those
most in need. ,

. .
,
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Employment can contribute measurably to the quality of an individual's
, ' .

as well as provide a 'means for securing, Many of life's essential .com-
,

modities
-

-, food, shelter, clothing, transportation, goods, and services.

Consequently, opportunities to engage'-in meaningful and gainful employ-

ment are vital to a majority of Americans, including the nation's 30 Million

citizens who are handicapped.

Handicapped persons are beginning to speak out in increasing h, um-

bers about the importance of employment in their lives. Dr. Frank Bowe,
-the founder of the American Coalition

. of Citizens with Disabilities, aptly,

summarizes the thoughts of disabled persons in his book, Handicapping

AMerica (1978):
..

, Employment can provide deep personal satisfaction and feel-
# ings of self-worth, daily stimulation and challenge, monetary

compensation, -important fringe benefits, -social interaction
with a wide variety of people, the opportunity to produce and

. to create, recreation .and enjoyment, and .a constant impetus
to further personal and professional growth. Enforced idle-
ness, by contrast, denies feelings of self-worth, reduces
opportunities for' human growth through exposure to new
experiences, produce§ bare subsistence-level living, and may
instigate feelings of A If-hkred and disgust (p. 65).

9 --.
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Unfortunately, disabled persons too often have n'ot received the

leiel of job training that enables them to qualify f9r employment oppor-
r

tunities. This fact is reflected tyy the following statistics:,
1. According to U.S. Census Bureau statistics reported in 1976,

85% of the handicapped population earned less than $7,000 per
year:, and 52% of this segment of the population earned less
than $2,000 per year.

2. Of more than 220 millfon people in the United States 30
million are disatiled in pne way or another, yet only 1.4
million disabled persons are employed.

3. Only, '2.1% of the total fiscal year 1978 enrollilentin secondary
vocatiqnal education programs was identified as handicapped.

4. The cost of dependency ampng-unemployed disabled people in
this country presently exceeds $114, billion per year, and is
increasing yearly.

../

Forced idleness of disabled. persons thAugh unemployment is cost-
.

4

ly. The cost to taxp's amounts to billions of dollars annually.
. v.. c .

Family budgets, too, are often seriously strained. But of much graater:

concern is the personal degradation that invariably accompanies the
(.4

waste and cJinement of human potential.
. .

4,

Curbing the disproportionate 'unemployment of handicapped iStkcan

represents a challenge that no single agency can accomplish alone. To

the contrafy, this, multi-faceted problem demands 'genuine cooperation
. .

among several agencies.
6. I

The number and diversity of agencies, organizations, and insti-

tutions involved either directly or peripherally in preparing handi-

capped persons for employment is surprisingly large. In fact, so Many

agencies are now trying to outfit the handicapped for employment.that

job procurement specialists may soon find themselves literally tripping

over each other in their efforts tq find suitableAobs for the handi-
. capped clients which their respective agencies have trained for employ-

ment ,41

.,
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The increase in the number of agencies involved in preparing handi-

capped persons for employment deserves.to be applauded. Nevertheless,

this upsurge is not without certain liabilities that need to be addressed at

this critical point in time.* One of these - the topic of this paper - is the

need for increased interagency coopration ,among key service providers.

This pape'r is limited in scope to the issue of cooperative linkages 'between

special education, vocational education, vocational rehabilitation, and
^

CETA, with an emphasis on .the role oi state planning.

.Although there are many agencies involved in preparing handicapped

persons for employment, there is nd over-abundance of resources which

have- been allocated for training the naiion's 30 million handicapped citi-

zens, many of' whom desire to be employed. Consequently, it is imperative

that all available training resources be coordinated in such a way that a
,-

maxlinum number of handicapped persons receive the highest,,quality of job

training posiible.

Although different missions and mandates guide the day-to-day our-
.]

suits of special education, vocational education, vocatidnal rehabilitation,

and CETA, the four agencies share an important area of overlap in both

mission and mandate assisting handicapped persons to prepare for gainful

employment. This four-tiered overlap can con'Stitute a definite asset for

handicapped clients, ejther serendiptitiously or, preferably, as an outcome

of resource intensification through interagency planning and cooPeration.

Through consistent,and conscientious collaboration, these agencies can

ensure tbat handicapped persons have available effective programs at each

step in the career preparation continuum: awareness, exploration,

decision-making, and preparation,. Without collaboration, thee same agen-

cies may find themselves spending billions of dollars in public revenues

9 8 -
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Into duplicative, disjoin-ted programs hich have relatively few payoffs for

handicapped clients - an outcome against which taxpayers as well as the

handtcapped are sure to revolt.
. .

Although lawmakers have yet to prescribe precise steps to be followed

in establishing interagency linkages between special education, vocational,
eduCation, 'vocational rehabilitation, and CETA, necessity - that proverbial

-

friother of invention' - has sounded a clear clarion call for creative attempts(
.....->

..,, to intensify resources through interagency cooperation. The remainder of

this paper will be devoted to background information'and practical sugges-

tions for achieving successful and productive interagency linkages between
.,

special educ4tiori, vocational education, vocational rehabilitation, and

CETA.

DESCRIPTION OF TARGET AGENCIES
,

Because of the complex nature of CETA, vocational education, special

-- education, and vocational rehabilitation, a brief description of each agency..-

will be provided .

Special,Education

Spetcial education e5<ists to serve children with unique instructional
... needs. A handicap, however dqes,...not always render children eligible for

speCial ed4cation. Eligibility for special education is based on the need

for specially designed instruction or related services because of 'unique

conditions which adversely affect educational pe,rformance. .Among the

students in need of special education and related services are children who

are: hearing impaired, deaf, visually 'impaired, speech impaired, mentally

retarded, learning disabled (specific learning -disabled), seriously emo-
1

tionally disturbed, orthopedically handicapped, and mtAi-handicapped,

,

, & \
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Special education generally includes specially designed instruction

which" maY be proNiided in a variety of settings: regular classes, resource

rooms, special classes, special day schools, residential schools, or institu-
.

tions. Special education may also consist of a variety of related services,

including speech and language pathology, physical and occupational ther-

apy, psychother.apy, adaptive physical education, and special transporta-

tion.

Public Law 94-142 (The 'Education for All Handicapped Children Act of

1975) stipulates Itra; special education is to be provided in a settielg which

most closely approximatts the setting the child would be enrolled in if not

handicapped. Furthermore, every child in special education must 'be

served in accordance with a Written Individualized Education Program (IEP)

hich has been developed cooperatively by school administrators, instruc-:

t o al personnel, special educators, and a child's parent(s).

t lies within the scope of special education to offer ,a variety of

career preparation activities for all the children' and youth which it 'serves.

The career preparation offered through special:education is usually limited

to work-study programs, prevocational programs, and programs which

focus on preparation for selective employment in sheltered workshops or

other non-competitive work settIngs. ,.

4.
By and large, special education does not get deepIV involved in the

...

(business of providing hands-on employment training. Rather, it assu r es.

an oversight rote by ill,suring that handicapped youths have access to

vocational education, vocational rehabilitati4 CETA, and other.employment

training resources. Special educators also serve as valuable resource

persons to the agencies which provide job training. Because of their

advocacy function, special education representatives should be included in

cooperative planning efforts on behalf of handicapped persons.

23
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Vocational Education.

Vocational education is that part of general education which affords

individuals an opportunity to acquire the types of ;kills which are in

ilenwnd in business and industrY. Vocational education is' generally per-

ceived as educational programs which simulate the working environments of

agriculture, building trades, health occupations, office occupations, food

trades, electronics, and others: Indeed, equipment-filled %hop programs
`account for a substantial-part of vocational education. However, there are

other key components includjng: cooperative vocational education (work-

study) programs, vocatio'nal guidance and counseling.programs, and voca-
,

tional youth organizations:

Vocational education provides hands-on training opportunities for-a

broad spectrum of students. In some states, practical arts programs at
-

the junior high school level fall under the auspices of vocational education.

A wide variety of high school' programs are offerod, with incentives to

include-in these programs handicapped and disadvantaged students as well

as other students. Post-secondary programs:leaturing a high degree of .

technical sophiitication (computer technology,'hydraulics, food technology)

also fall under the rubriC of vocational education. Part-time adult educa-

tion programs in food reparation, auto-mechanics, child care, and other

occupational areas are operated within th4 aegis, of vocational education.

Vocational education programs are often designed around a particular

set of skills Which can i-ender a person employable at a pre-specified level

of sorihistication. The desired level of occupational soph4stication often

dictates the length of various training programs ai well as their scope.

Vocational education is an' outcome-conscious organization which for years

24



has used client/student placement ,in industry as its chief index for

measuring program success.

Vocational education,, for the most part, is a long-term program.

People enter the system unskilled and exit as tkilled craft persons, at a

minimal entry-level,, an apprentice's level, or a more advanced journey-
_

man's level. Unlike CETA and rehabilitation, there are no pressures on

vocational education to achieve timely case closures. Vocational education

exists so that its constituents can achieve life-long areer goals. Skill

development within vocational education is approached from a developmental

rtrame of reference rather than remedial or rehabilitation framework.

Vocational Rehabilitation

Vocational rehabilitation provides a variety of services to handicapped

youth and adults. To receive rehabilitation services, a clkint must be

medically certified as having a physical or mental disability which consti-

tutes a barrier to employment.

Each rehabilitation applicant is evaluated to establish the applicant's

potential for employment foleing the provision of rehabilitation services.

If deterniined eligible for rehabilitation, an Individualized Written Rehabili-.

tation Plan (IWRP) is developed by a case counselor. The IWRP specifies

the types of services to be provided and the duration of the services.

Among the services provided by vocational rehabilitation are the followingr:

1. Evaluations - medical, PsychologIcal, and vocational; to
determine employment interests and aptitudes and to
establish whether tlere are medical or psychological
barriers to employmeasShat can be corrected.

2. Restorations or prosthetic 'devices which may be needed
before aniinciividual can obtain employment.

- ,
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3., Training programs of all types: .on-the-job training,
colleges or university training, apprenticeships, public
and private vocational schools.

4. Vocational placement and follow-up at the time a client is
determined to be job-ready.

5. Transportation during the training period.

S. Tools, licenses, supplies, and equipment necessary to
the useful implementation of the training received..

7. Maintenance payments for living expenses incurred
during training.

8. Provision of special modifications in devices which allow
the disabled to operate machinery or equipment involved
in training.or placement.

9. Reader seryice, interpreter services, or similar help
wh,ich will allow the disabled person to benefit from
training.

Comprehensive Employment and Training Act (CETA)

CETA programs pr vide special training and emriloyment for .people

who meet the eligibilit . criteria of the programs. Each one of the C-ETA.

progranis has different criteria for determining' eligibility. The CETA law

was first Passed by' Congress in 1973 and extended in 1978 for another

four years. t\
CETA is overseen by the U.S, Department of Labor which determined

the guidelines that each of ihe individual program operators is obliged to

follow. The actual training or employment programs are administered by

local groups called "CETA Prime Sponsors." These -groups receive money

from the feyleral program and use it' for training and employment prograths

for the area's residents whd need them. Sinci employment problems differ

fr9m one location to another, CETA gives (each local authority (prime

sponsor) the flexibility to decide what type of programs it needs most.

26
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In general,- CETA _participants must be economically disadvantaged,

unemployed, undv-emplO'yed, or handicapped. An "economically disadvan-

tage.d" person is a member of a family receiving welfare payments or which

pas a combined income of 'less than the poverty standard (established by

the Office of Magement and Budget). An "unemployed individual" has

been without a job for a specific period of time and wants to work. An

"under-employed" person is working part-time and seeking full-time work.

Handicapped individuals need not meet income or unemployment criteria to

be CETA eligible, because /their hndicap, by definition, gives them disad-

vantaged s,tatus.-

Prime sponsors must ensure that signifint segments of the popu-

lation are served and that those "most in need" of service are given prior-

ity. "Significant, segments" identified include:

Economically disadvantaged -Older workers

-Veterans -Handicapped

Youth -Ex-offenders

-Public Assista ce redipients -Native Americfns

-Minorities -Educational iy disadvantaged

-Migrants -Persons with limited English j

Identification of significant segments is a respondibUity of each prime

sponsor, not -of the federal government. fn grant applications, prime

sponsors must provide statistics to justify 'Including various segments.

CETA authorizes broad and diverse services to jirovide whatever an

individual may need in order to obtain self-sufficient emploYment. Local

prime sponsors have considerable flexibility in deciding on their particular ,

program mix and how to utilize funds. "q1e. following is a. list describing

various CETA programs which may be offered by prime sponsors.

z7
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Classroom Training - is provided in an institutional setting on an in-

dividualized or group basis. This training may include specific

occupational skills or upgrading skills. Persons in classroom training

usually receive a basic training allowance (minimum wage/ hour) while

at4nding class to allow basic income maintenance.
0.

On-The-Job Trainin_g (OJT) - takes place in.an actual work-site with

a, public or private employer. OJT is designed to provide specific

skills or refine skills in formal settings where trainees are considered

employees of the organization. They are giVen training, Feceive

wages, and other benefits comparable to other employees doing the

same kind of work. CETA usually will reimburse an employer for

wages during thd OJT training period. .

Public Service Employment (PSE) - is desitned to provide an individ-

ual with a consistent work history in a particular occupation, and to

provide job training. After the , public service period,- participants

are assisted in a transition to unsubsidized employment. These PSE

jobs are located in- public and priv non-profit organizations where

CETA reimburses wages. PSEe pidicipants revive the same wage

scales and benefits.as others in the organization do.

_ Work Experience - provides short-term work assignments in order to.
)(Th introduce participants tr`o actual job environments and to 'develop work

historjes. Participants receive at least minimum wage for,their work.

Other Manpower' and Supportive Services - manpower services may

include, bpt are not limited to:

Outreach to locate "significant segments" and "nest in
need."

X ) 4
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Intake - the determination and verification of eligibility
for CETA.,

Assessment 7 to determine wt-lat, services are needed to
develop an individual Employability Development Plan
(EDP).

Counseling in labor market conditions, vocational choice,
career guidance, and on-the-job. counseling.

Job development with an erriphasis'. on invidual job
search and group job solicitation.

Supportive services, handled on an individual basis, may include:

Transportaton or .transportation allowances.

Health care and medical services.

Care for dependents.

Residential support.

Family planning and counselihg.

Legal servicgs.

a Imr/ e complete description of titles which

various CETA programs, see appendix A.

govern the operation of the

THEORY INTO PRACTICE

From the( previous descriptions of special education, vocational educa-

tion, vocational rehabilitation, arid CETA, one can readily see the complex-

ities that will 'face the agency representatives who wish to enter into a

meaningful cooperative alliance. However, the task is not formidable if

,approached through a process practiced by virtually all disciplines in-

volved in employment preparation - task analysis.

Each- agency 'einplos staff with the necessary

ence to identify and task analyze those agency

whicli may benefit from cooperation or coordination

other agencies. These linkage points need to be

29
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level administrators and direct service prcividers Perhaps the most bene-

ficial cooperative undertakings will be carried out by agency specialists, .

ia
'whose areas of responsibility fall within a very restrictive field. .These

044program specialists may be i
4the best position of initially identifying

linkage points.

For example, client assessment is an area which often is 6enefited by

interagency cooperative endeavors. ..uch activities may include sharing

client information (if permission is given to do so), ex4langing information

about assessment procedures, or-,perhaps sharing asses,sment facilities.

Agency administrators may not have the backgrounds enabling them to

specify how or whether cooperation should take place with respect to

assessment activities. Thus, assessment experts from the various agencies

should have the opportunity to get together to identify what types of

linkages relative to assessment could be of benefit to thepagencies. and

their respective clients. in attempting to identify the points,,issues, and

circumstances where interagency cooberation may be beneficial, it is sug-

gested that self-studies be undertaken by representatives of field staff as

weil as agency administrators. Once linkage points have been identified,

agency administrators or their designatees can consider potential policy
4

and service delivery c anges needed to ensure cooperation.

After various lin age points have been identified, it should be deter-
%

mined whether these points call for two-party or multiple-party agreements.

On some points, for example, vocational education may find it necessary or
*4

advantageous to coopera with vocatfonal rehabilitation but not. with CETA

or special education. T is is not a suggestion for developing a series of

disjointed mini-agreements. There can be (broad cooperative statements

which are applicable to a number of agencies. At the same time, there can

or--*
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be subcomponents which stipulate co rete linkages ..,'between subsets of

agencies.

t ,Agency Advisory Councils

A nuniber of states have created state employment and training coun-
-,

cils. These councils are usually made up of representatives from CETA,

10education, abilitation, employment security, business and industry, and
.,

others. A council of this nature provides an excellent forum for endorsing

the notion of interagency cooperation. However, direct service personnel

also need to be provided With opportunities to identify areas wokhy of

potential cooperative endeavors.
, '41.007. c

Vocational education, special education, and CETA eack m.-'51-Ze" use of

advisory councils for thi' purpose of soliciting input froni consumers,

service providers,' and other interested parties. Within the three agen-,

/cies, there are local councils as well as state level councils. Vocational

rehabilitation agencies tYpically Aake less use of advisory groups, and in

many states there are no provisions for vocational rehabilitation advisory,

.tioards. CETA prime sponsors may be advised lila variety of councils,
-

including a private industry council, youth council, planning council; and

a general purpose council.

Advisory groups represent _useful vehicles for establishing one lever

of interagency linkages. Advisory co-Uncils have the advantage of giving

all members of the couhcil genuine status within the host agentjt, including

the right to vote I on council recommendations. Such groups have the

added benefit of meeting reguladya-iomething, that informal interagency

groups may find difficult to accomplrsh.

Councils .provide meaningful forum for discussing 'problem areas,

long-term goals, collaborative projects, training needs,,, evaluation designs,

38
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funding sources, personnel' needs, and numerous other matters that impact

mutually on agencies which have overlapping Missions. However, there are
4

definite drawbacks and limitation's- to the level of cooperation which can be
,

achieved through advisory councils. The leaders within ,an agency may

\ only serve as ex-officio members of theirspective advisory groups.
:

Thus, these leaders who must implement linkage activities may have li-mited
.,

input at the council
,

Council may be bias
,

and current mode of

level. Moreover, concerns raised in a particular

in favor of that agenfy's orieniation, philosophies,

ervice delivery. In spite of their drawbacks, advi-

sory councils deserv lo be considered as
z.,

,

ongoing linkades.

Stete Plans

.4

one avenUe for establishing
e-

,
, \

Virtually every agency which receives federal funds is required to

deyelop a state plan which describes the activities end projects to be
--,

'carried out with-the federal funds. State plans are develosPed annually or
-

at other specified intervals.
. a -...

State plans represent another worthwhile opportunity to create link--

ages. _There are some

representatives of one

educational, benefits to be- derived from having the
..,.......,

agency revieW the pliap of another agency. How-
N,

ever, if substantial benefits are to be derived through state plan input,
,..

agency leaders must meet early in the period" in which a, plan iS being

formulated. If there are discretionary funds which be earmarkei?for

interagency activities, the decision to allocate them for a particular activity
.

must be made rrly in the planning process. In fact, such decisions may
- . w

have to be made a' year or more -prior Ao the time a plan is drafted.

-State plans :typically must go throUg
..,

/

ublic hearing process as well

as an internal A-95 review by state agencies. Both procedures provide
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the opportunity for interagency reviews; but, iri reality, neither provides

the opportunity for genuine interagency planning. That must occur before

%.

the plan is written.
, ..

Cooperative Agreement Documents

A cooperative written agreement is a formal policy ,statement which

Stjpglates the terms and conditions under which two or more agencies will"
4_

coaeerate., A publication prepared by the Office of Manpower within- the

former Department of Health, Education and Welfare, Education and CETA:
\

A Coordination Guide for Adult Education and Vocational Administrators
..

(1976) lists nine considerations which should be addressed in a writtit
,-,

. agreement:
v

1

1. Precisely what is to bilk accomplished between the two parties
(purpose, reason for coordinating).

2. The situatio s in which'the agreement will apply.
I

. *
3. A 'summary o the agency activities that are affected by

coordination a d the way in Which these attivities will be
expected to se ve the coordination project.

,
4. Who, ch organization, .is responsible for the 'spedfic

activities listed.
ti

5. What will constitute service standards, response time, and
others.

6. Administrative procedures (rep
and othersY. t

..--

..

procedures, supervision,
'

7. How and how often service standards will be reviewed.

8. Modificationlprocedures .

9., Finantial arrangemers.

For ,
a more extensive checklist of considerations that should go into

co

: .
the preparation of a cooperative agreement, re r to Appendix A. This

,

checklist was extracted from a resource manual developed by the.Wsisconsin

Vocational Studies Center, University of -Wisconsin-Madison under the

33
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A.

of Dr. Lloyd Tindall. Tindall is -directing a national project on

models for linking. Vocational Education with agencies which serve the

handicapped: The` project was initiated in 1979 and will continue through

1481. .1

Barriers to Interagency Cooperation -de

State agency . adminIstrators often have all they can do tO look after

tlieir own programs. Thus, before manY administrators will enter intota

cooperative endeavor, there has to exist a strong likelihood that the coop-

erative initiative will result in substantial payoffs to clients. Cooperative

agreements have been written for decades but often to no avail. Hence,

experienced administrators, may have too great a history of unproductive

cooperative experiences to respond enthusiastically to the current federal

initiativ& to encourage interagency cooperation.

- There are some fundamental philosophical issues that may impale the
,

move to cooperate. CETA prime sponsors, like the clients whom the

serve, often view the educatiOn community as being stale and disi?terested.

Educators; on the other hand, often yiew CETA as squanderers of huge

sums of money on programs which, lack quality and produce, only a band-

aid approach to complex 'problems. , Attitudes of competition and distrust

are particularly evident between vocational education and CETA. Tindall

(1979) has conceptualized a list of barriers and a list of incentives for

cooperatiOn (See Figure 1).

This brief discussion on brriers not strictly academic. Whild the

listing of potential barriers to successful linkages is not recommended as

the way to launch a coop.erative effort, it is an exercise which should be
A

done at least by the state leaders who support the concept of interagency

3 4



cooperation. Barriers are riey; therefore, contingencies ,must be identified

for dealing with them:

Some barrier-removing strategies have been listed in the Office of

Manpower p blication: Education and CETA, a Coordination Guide for

Adult Eaucatibn a d Vocational Administrors (1976). These includemthe

following:

1

1. Expect problems and budget enough time (both calendarl time
land person-hours) to deal with them. Even the most thor-
dugh planning cannot account for all contingencies.

2. When lack of progress in any one specific area threatens the
undertaking, review the original agreement on benefits,
particularly those accruing to clients, and the agreement to
date, emphasizing where the ability to resolve issues has
already been demonstrated.

t
"

3. Keep ig mind that individuals in both organizations have the
same kinds of concerns (political, personalities, regulations)
with internal issues.

4. If unable to resolve an issue that is critical to the success of
coordination, do not move ahead until it is resolved (above).
There ,is almost never a reason to expect that resolution will
become easier in the future.

5. 'Do not let individuals involved in implementing a coordination
strategy get so involved in the process of accomOishing it
that they forget why they wanted it in the first place.

6. Plan the work with a view toward _konflitting or coiripeting
time requirements. lf, for insta-War -the major activity in
preparing for coordination must ocdur,- simuftaneaus-hy with
final preparation of the yearly itor4o*am -plan of an agency
reorganization, chances are coordmaion will come in sec-
ond -- and last.

1. Once it has, been decided that_coordination will in fact take
place, internal staff' of both programs should be thoroughly
oriented on what this means for them and what will be ex-
pected of them. If staff is involved at the proper 4ime, they
are likely to have more of an interest in and commitment to
the success of the effort.
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FIGURE 1

Factors Affecting Cooperation

Source: Research Utilization Laboratory,
Chicago Jewish Vocational Service, 1977.

0 BARRIERS TO COOPERATION

Fears

- Of being absorbed into or controlled
by another agency or the government.

- That failures or inadequacies will
be discovered and exposed.

- That funding sources will disapprove
ind cut off funds.

- That exchanging resources will mean
losing them, or at least getting-
less than you give.

- Of innovation as such.

Of change.

Lack of Communication

- Lack of information about the functions
and resources of other agencies.

- Not knowing which agencies exist in
the first place.

- Such specialized activities that other
needs or options are not perceived.

Ehergy, drained by dealing with a
large, complex bureaucracy.

- Overworked staff does not plan or see
possibilities.

Environmental Factors

No funds for new ventures and other
resources available for exchange.

Feuds between agencies because of
personalities, or professional
traditions and prejudices.

-Competition for clients and other
resources.

36

INCENTIVES TO COOPERATION

Outside Pressures

Change in a majbr funding
source's priorities.

Scarcity of -resources crucial
to service delivery.

General reduction of funding
levels, necessitating more
efficient operation.

Demand for new services or
improvements in old ones.

An emergency, such as a flood
or earthquake.

- A gap in existing services.

Prevailing Atmosphere

General interest )n
innovation.

A history of cooperation
among agencies.

A mutual desire to decrease
overlap in services and/or

--smoke maximum use of resources.

- General compatability of
objectives.

Self- I nterest

- Status gained from coop-
erating with a more
prestigious agency.

- Gain of tangible benefits.

- Surplus resourT that can
be traded/

- Increased exposure and
recognition through
increased services.



CONCLUSION
-

Several agencies have overlapping missions with respect to preparing
c'

handicapped persons for employment. To avoid duplicative programming
'

and to achieve intensification of resources, agencies can enter into coopera:-

w tive agreements with the aim of increasing their individual and collective'

efficiency. This'paper reviewed some of the barriers to formulating suc-

cetsful interagency linkages and the steps that can be taken to reduce the

risks of entering into non-productive cooperative agreements. A checklist

was given of the considerations to be made during the formative stages of

- establishing interagency linkages. The role of advisory councils and state

plans in formulating linkages was discussed aS was the need for written

agreements of cooperation. Some specific suggestions were made as to how

vocational eduCation, splecial education, vocational rehabilitation, and CETA

can cooperate on behalf of handicapried clients.

There have been previous federal initiatives to encourage interagency

cooperation,, but the outcomes often were not substantial enough to encoiir-

age federal agencies to issue mandates to cooperate. However, the incen-

tives are potentially greater, today than in the past. There are more

handicapped persons and other special needs groups which are aggressively

seeking employment and are insisting that government agencies provide

employment training.

There is a growing awareness that the resources for providing human

services are finite and therefore must be utilized with maximum efficiency.
..

There are more agencies and institutions which are providing services on a

'multidisciplinary team basis. These trends and conditions substantiate the

reasonableness of anothewational initiative toward establishing interagency

lin kages . .

- , 37
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APPENDIX A

CETA Titles

To understand CETA's complex nature even iri a 'cursory manner, it

is necessary to have an awareness of the predominant titles which pre-
-.

scribe the types of programs and services which CETA contractors may

operate or which CETA prime sponsors must carry oUt.

Title I - Administrative Provisions:

1. Establishes an Office of ManageMent Assistance to provide
prime sponsors with management and technical services to
improve administration.

2. Omits client participation to 212 years total in any 5 year
period.

3. Public service wages may not exceed $10,000 per year and
average wages in each prime sponsor area may not exceed
$7,200.

Title II - CETA Services (Training, education, retraining, work ex-
perience, and other Services):

1. 'Participants must be economically disadvantaged and either
unemployed, under-employed or in-school.

2. Public §ervice Employment (PSE) participants must be dis.,
. advantaged and unemployed 15 or more weeks.

3. PSE jobs must be entry-level and provide clients with employ-
ment training and supporthie services.

This part of Title II, Public Service Employment

1981.

Title Ill - Special Federal Responsibilities:

was eliminated in

1. Title Ill provides for special programs for persons with
unique disadvantages in the labor mai-ket such as Native
Americans, migrant. and seasonal farm workers, handicapped
persons, women, displaced homemakers, and other groups.

38 .....
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2. Although Title I l l stipulates that handicapped per.sons are to
be treated as a special responsibility, iteandates no specific
programs for coordination between C'ETA Prime Sponsors and
Vocational Rehabilitation agencies or other agencies ,serving
the handicapped. Reviews of Prime Spon.Kor activities show
tha& the handicapped are served if,, they are referred for
CET services. However, Prime Sponsors in many catchment
areas are serving proportionately few handicapped persons

- beca se of the following reasons:.

a.

b.

Rehabilitation agencies or* institutions are either not
.knowledgeable about' specific CETA services or are not
;using theni?

Insufficient outreach is done by CETA Prime Sponsors to
encourage participation by the handicapped.

c. Few Prime Sponsors have gathered the demographic
information which tells them the percentage of handi-
capped persons within their catchment area who need
employment training.

d. Many rehabilitation counselors, and handicapped persons
themselves, are reluctant to refer clients to CETA for
job assistance because of a reputation some CETA place-
ment specialists have for giving lowest priority to clients
who are the most hard-to-place. This occurs most
frequently when the placement or OJT training services
are subcontracted out and the contractor is obligated to
place people as quickly as possible.

e. The availability of limited job slots may encourage the
1Icreaming" of clients in which case handicapped persons
will invariably end up near the bottom. Also, at pres-
ent, insufficient training has often been Oven to CETA
staff to help them understand such target groups as the
handicapped.

Title IV - Youth Programs:

This title provides a broad range of coordinated employment and- ,

training _programs for eligible youth. There are three parts and several

subparts 'to this title: Par:t A -- Youth Employment Demonstration Pro-

grams; Part B -- Job Corps; and Part C -- Summer Youth Programs.

Sixteen categories o service may be funded under this title, including:

outreach, assessment orientation, counseling, literacy traMing, attainment

A
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of equivalency certificates, job-sampling, on-the-job training, jobtrestruc-
.

turing, and placement assistance.

Title V - National Commission for Employment Policy:
I

Title V establishes a national advisory commission for CETA. The

commission is given the responsibility for identifying national employment

training needs and for evaluating the
oimpact

of CETA on meeting these

needs. The title also directs the commission to assess the extent to which

CETA, vocational education, vocational rehabilitation, and other programs

represent a consistent, integrated, and coordinated approach to the na-

tion's employment training needs.

Title VI - ,Countercyclical Public Service Emplqyment Program (not cur-
rently funded):

Title VI provided for temporary public ser, vice jab opportunities

during periods of high unemployment or recession.
1

Participants must be unemployed at least 10 of the last 12
weeks or be on welfare.

All jobs must be entry-level and provide tcaining.

2 percent of the funds must be reserved for Native Americans
and the remainder can be used at the Secretary's discretion.

Title VI includes enough funds to support jobs for the 25
percent of the unemployed over a 7 percent national unem-
ployment rater

Title VI I - Private Sector Opportunities for the Economically Disadvan-

taged:

, This title authorizes a prOgram to increase involvement of the busi-

ness c rnmunity in CETA 'employment and training activities and to increase

the ntirnbe of private sector jobs for the disadvantaged. It is authorized
. ,

'through 1981. The main focus is upon' the employment of ecc?nomically

\g
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disadvantaged, but no special efforts are mandated to assist the handi-

capped.

A

Title VIII - Young Adult ConservationiCorps (has been eliminated):

This title provided employment and experience in various occupational

skills to out-of-school youth from ale social and economiC backgrounds.

This Title provides work cin conservation and,otber public,
works projects.

Participants may be hired for a maximum of 12 months.

It is authorized through -1982 and operated under agreement
by the Departments of Labor, Agriculture, and Intellor.

41
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'No APPENDIX 43

Checklist,

1. r Appoint a representative from each agency,to become respon-
sible for organizing an interagency team.

2. Seek representation from various levels of progrartiming from
the participating agencies.

3. Seek membership from advisory committees,, liaison groups,
and advocacy organizations.

4. Establish a calendar and determine dates" for interagency team
meetings.

Develop the basic assumptions upon which the need for inter-
agency cooperation is based.

6. Develop a common set of definitions agreed to and used by all
agencies.

7. ,{ Review existing cooperative service kgreements, their imple-
mentation and effectiveness.

8. Collect all relevant information (legislation, regulations,
guidelines, policies, and directives, etc.) pertaining to occu-
pational preparation, especially as it relates to the handi-
capped

9. Categorize data according to a service delivery process which
identifies the following:

- Mandated services
- Permissive services
- Duplication of services
- Gaps in service delivery

10. Identify specific problem areas not, addressed in federal and
state legislation, regulations, and policies which may impede
cooperative service delivery.

11. Establish eligibility criteria by setting minimum inAructional
- components and entry-level requirements.

12. Formulate interagency goals and establish timelines for the
development, implementation, and evaluation of the inter-
agency cooperative service agreement.

13. erepare the criteria and the process by which interagency
collaboration will be implemented and evaluated.
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1.

14. Establish funding procedures to facilitate joint program devel-
opMent and implementation.

15. Present goals, timelines, and evaluation process to partici-
pating agencies and cooperating groups for approval and
acceptance.

16.. Assign appropriate individuals to write the first draft of a
written agreement.

17. Review first draft and agree on revis.ions.

18. Prepare final .draft and make necessary revisions suggested
by agencies.

19. Secure any admirlistptors' signatures.

20. Establish communication linkages and information dissemination
procedure's.

21. Establish Inter/intraagency personnel, department.

22. Assign an interagency team (state and lqcal representation) to
design evaluation procedures and timelines.

23. Establish monitoring procedwes and guidelines to assist in
the evaluation of interagency collaboration. 'A process for
gathering and reporting data has to be jointly developed to
ensure that "monitor data" is shared and becomes part of the
total evaluation. Types of data which monitoring should
provide include:

a. 'appropriateness of service

b. I EP/IWRP reviews

c. gaps and overlaps in service delivery

d. client/trainer input

e. complaints

f. problem/resolution

24 Establish a schedule for periodic reviews, (i.e., 3 or 6
months) of the agreement and its effectiveness in the joint
delivery of services to handicapped individuals. At such
meetings, a review and analysis of "monitor data" can provide
the basis for determining the.degree of sUccess in maximizing
occupational opportunities for handicapped individuals.

2s. Establish process for gattiering and reporting data from the
periodic reviews. The following components could be in-
corporated:

%
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a. Intra/interagency summary of activities pertaining
to interagency collaboration.

b. A summary of major findings from monitoring pro-
cess and from the periodic reviews.

c: Recommendations to be considered in the renegotia-
tion of new agreements. The final report Should be
shared with all participating agencies, advocacy/
advisory groups, and other governmental and policy
making bodies which have influence over educational
and training programming.

44
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Funding CETANocational Education, Special Education,

and Vocational Rehabilitation Linkages

Barbara. Dunn
Youthwork, Inc.

To make possible the-,leap from the rhetoric of linkage to actual

coordination of services, education and employment and training advisors,

planners, and service deliverers need to understand the intricacies of each

others' funding policies and procedures. If planning services for one pool

of federal dollars is difficult, the task of coordinated planning among
,

different delivery systems, with different funding allocations arid adminis-

trative criteria requires a great effort by several actors. Indeed, many

states already have opted not to accept some targeted categories of federal

education dollars because of the perception that the effort required for

planning and reporting is not balanced by the available funding levels.

The stipulationt attached to sp1 ucation., vocational education, reha-

bilitation, and CETA co nfound .rational coordination of services. Eligibility

and administrative mandates which regulate funding policies frequently
.

inhibit linkage efforts. The important question' is whether those respon-

sible for planning and delivering human service programs can be enticed to

make the even greater effort needed to coordinate and plan with others.

For example, CETA funds have changed over the course of each iyear, and

also come late because of the federaleappropiriations process.

There' is nothing in-the laws which authorize federal expenditures for

Vbcational education, special education, vocational rehabilitation, and

employment and training that prevents joint programming. In fact, 'cooper-

ative deliver.y of services is- actuafty encouraged and- articulated in .the
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federal regulations which govern the various laws. The regulations for
,

,the Education fol. Alt Handicapped Children Act of 1975 allow for the

provision, of vocational education, and employ the same definition of voca-
.

tional education delineated in the Vocational Educition Act. The Vocational

Education Act regulations define handicapped in the same way as the

special education law. These regulations also encourage state level coor-
at

dination of vocational education and manpower training, require vocational

education councils to review the activities of state level employment and

training councils, and mandate establishment of an occupational information

system to meet the common needs of vocational educators and CETA prime

,sponsors. .

v

LINKAGE INITIATIVES

In an effort to avoid duplication of effort, CETA prime sponsors who

are the local recipients of CETA funds, are required to coordinate serhces
,

through linkage agreements, especially with schools and any ofher appro-
.\ '

-- priate service providers. Six percent of CETA adult training allocations
*

are set-aside for supplemental vocaVonal programs. The CETA youth

program requireme for programmatic linkages are even more important

mandates for collaboration and have implications for joint programming and

funding under other federal statutes.

The Youth Employment and Demonstration Project Act of 1977

(YED,PA), amended as Title IV of CETA in 1978, represents a landmark

attempt t.o, combine education with CETA youth programs by earmarking

funds for collaborative agreements between CETA prime sponsors and the

schools. The largest local program authorized by YEDPA is the Youth

EmPloyment and Training Program (YETP). Prime sponsors are required

48 Ct. 4
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to direct a minimum of 22 percent of thOse YETP funds, distributed na-
_

tionally, by formula, to joint programming with 'local education agencies. In

some cases, this percentage has been far greater in practice, occasionally

reaching 100 percent. All prime sponsors are further encouraged to

arrange with the schools, for academic credit for work experience. YEDPA

was thus intended as a tool for encouraging institutional cooperation and

collaboration with dollars as the primary incentive. -
. The impacts of the so-called "22 percent YETP set-aside" as a finan-

cial incentive mechanism to promote coordination are uneven. Because local

discretion is allowed, some CETA prime sponsors simply turn the funds
0

over to local education agencies for programming purposes. Without the

active involvement of prime sponsors these local agreements frequently lack
C.

substance. Others have used the funds to creatively and cooperatively

design and implement programs and services to reach those believed most

in need by emphasizing the best features of each agency in a comprehen-

sive service framework.

Washington has actively pursued linkage activities to offset the mixed

local re'sponse by providing guidance. The Departments of Education and

Labor have pooled their Secretarys' discretionary ds to support incen-

tive grants to demonstration projects which aspire rove linkages and

service cOordination. This coordination of money to fund singulaF efforts

has produced many models worthy of replication. Ntable among these are

the CETA and Vocational Education Incentive Programs which supported

several linkage models. The Exemplary In-School Demonstration Project

was funded predoilinantly by the Department of Labor. It actually repre-

sented 85 discrete projects set up through an intermediary non-profit

49
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corporation palled Youthwork, Incorporated. Thou Oh the Youthwork pro-

jects include very littteinteragency dollars from the federal government,

they have focused heavily on coordinating employment and training with

education. The projects were further targeted to particular purposes,

among them career information, counseling and ,güidance, academic credit

for work experience, .0nd projects focusing on service to handicapped and

high risk yoUth.`

YEDPA discretionary funds have support0 literally hundreds of

projects. Similar to the linkage emphasis at the local level through the 22

percent YETP set-aside, nationally funded discretionary projects sought,

among other things, to consciously identify successful school/CETA work-

ing arrangements. Establishment of these arrangements between the two

institutions is necessary before any discussions about linking CETA ser-

vices with specific programs within education makes sense.

IMPEDIMENTS TO DEVELOPING LINKAGES
.0

If coordination is not only desirable but also legally and/or adminis-

tratively highlighted, why then do poorly coordinated and duplicative

services persist? After years of attempts at linking services the answers

are well doCumented. The same regulations which encourage linking also

confound the linking process. But the awkward regulations are only an

overlay to more substantive barriers inhibiting coordination including:

historiCal distrust, differences in standards l'and objectives, "turf" issues,

and difficulties coordinaling the CETA program year wth the schools'

academic and fiscal years. Some local education agencies,, for example,

complete planning in early wring, just,..1s thetETA-planny4 year begins.

Further, local education agencies have little accountability to the Depart-
,

meht of Education because of the traditionally sovereign roles of state and

50
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local gOvernment in public education. Public schools also have no account-

ability to the Department of Labor. In short, local education agencies

cannot, nor should they, be coerced into coope7ating with employment and

training. Persuasion is more appropriate, but it is also a, less direct

approach to accessing education agencies and is a tremendously indirect

approach.to coordination with vocational and special education.

Coleman and Wurzburg (1979) reported on the discrepancies between

what local employment "and training and education planners hoped to accom-

plish and what they actually accomplished through joint programs. Their

study of CETA prime sponsors revealed that the mandates for collaboration

have produced few results because of the lack of mechanisms to facilitate

the process of coordination or of sufficient incentives to overcome the

obstacles to cooperation. Financial incentives alone are not enough to ,-

. -
foster service linkages. The factors inhibiting linkage are rooted in the

administrative and substantive differences between the employment and

training and education institutions.

CETA funds, similar to federal vocational and special education funds,

are allocated annually by formula. However, the formula criteria differ
44111111461**.

substantially. In addition, neither the planning processes nor the flow of

funds under the different authorities coincide. The regulations governing

the administration of various funds also call for different reporting systems

and sometimes varying definitions of populations and services.

The monitors of vocational education, special education, and CETA at

the state level are the councils And boards established and funded,by law.

For the most part, these groups operate quite independently of one an-

other and react to local linkage plans rather than take a proactive stance

to merge the different institutions and programs. A number of factors

- 51
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beyond institutional inertia contribute to the lack of active support from

the top for joint programming between local education agencies and CETA

prime sponsors.

The political volatility of. CETA also makes CETA prime sponsors
a

unrelia6le partners in coordination. Funding for CETA fluctuates more

than funding for special or vocational education, leaving linkage partners

with insecurities about service continuation in successive years or even

within a given year. Fluctuations are ineyitable because local CETA prime

ponsors depend on the federal government for all of their employment and
rtraining money. Educators gdt approximately, $7 of every $8 from non-

.. .
federal sources. A 25 percent reduction of CETA funds has a more dras-

,
tic implication for maintenance of service levels than would a comparable

v . cut in federal funds for vocational and special education which .reduces

only the federal portion of funds dominated by state and local shares. .-

A second reason fOr, the greater volatility of CETA funding levels is

that the formula osech.to allocate CETA funds is more sensitive to change-

able economic conditions than are the formulae used for allocation of fed-
/

eral vocational ,educatiOn and special education dollars. The CETA formula

is keyed to local unemployment rates and the size Of the unemployed pool,

while the categorical 'education funds formulae are keyed to the more

constant universe of need and national per pupil expenditures averages.

The total dependence of CETA prime sponsors on federal dollars also

means prime sponsors must react more to political concerns from the fed-

eral government. For example,ia few years ag6, CETA prime sponsors

responded to Washington's call for a massive build up of CETA subsidized

jolps with a concommitant deemphasis on other prograMs. In the following
4
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years an increasing emphasis on youth programs Culminated in a legislaz

tive proposal in 1980 for adding $2 billion dbllari to" youth initiatives

linking school and work. Then after local planners began making arrair6e-.

ments for massive infusion of new resources and despite biietisan salport

in the CongresS for the meaitre, the administration withdrew funding and

cut funding in existing Programs. With prime sponsors struggling through

externally imposed shifts in programmatic emphasis and dollars, and schools

grappling internally with burdensome planning and repbrting requirements,

it is not surprising that the two sides have little opportunity to sit down

and discuss the fine points

of mutual interest.

Finally, recent federal

of comprehensive delivery of services in areas

budget cUts and the policies behind those cuts

are placing CETA and the diverse education constituencies in competition

wth one another for limited funds. For example, Congressional lobbying

restored some funds cut from vocational education by making additional

cuts to CETA. However, the administration proposals still fall $2 billion

short of meeting current services requirements for education including"

vocational ducation.

among parties which

This competition forces

should be on, the same

damage the fragile linkages

nario on the horizon one is

Javits four years ago:

"In the absence of ... linkages, in-school youth may continue to
be served by two separate and competing delivery systems which
bifurcate their labor market experiense at a critical state of their
transition between school and work."

built over the last

an adversary relationship

side and may significantly

few years. With this sce-

reminded of the words of former Senator Jacob

Perhaps policy makers need to be reminded that the two delivery systems

have a common mission: to prepare youth for adulthood. Recent funding

policies serve to drive the youth-serving instlkutions further apart result-

ing in waste and inefficiency.
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ln summary, the impediments to effective linkages are many. They

include: historical distrust and "turf" issues; incompatiMe_rfunding cycles,

planning requirements, definitions, and allocation formulae; sanctions

against coordination of funds necessitating separate reporting burdens; the

instability of CETA funds; shifting programmatic emphases resulting% from

political maneuvering; lack of lin.kage enforcement and accountability struc-, .

tures; duplicative and uncoordinited state level boards and councils; and

competition for diminishing federral resou es. These
)
impediments and,

issues need to be dealt with before linkages can be made among CETA,

vocational education, special education, and vocational rehabilitation.

IS LINKING WORTHWHILE?

With the institutional ditcentives for linkages having the,edge.over

incentives, why should CETA, vocational education, special education, and

Vocational rehabilitation trouble themselves wth the administrative head-

aches of coordinating services? The answer finds itself in reversal of the

question. That is, why should those in need of comprehensive services be

penalized because of the administrative encumbrances which accompany
. .

coordination? People are served best when the focus is on client groups

and their needs rather than on the institutions pr'oviding certain services.

Prograrris authorized by the federal laws cannot do everything man-

dated, in the laws by themselves. In general, CETA cannot provide train-

ing as well as vocational education. However, . the economically
%

disadvantaged and school dropouts lack adequate .access to vocational

education. CETA cannot provide the same quality of training service to

handicapped individuals that vocational rehabilitation agencies 'can nor can

it compete with special education in delivering basic education skills to

those individuals, In addition, work experience provided by vocational. .
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education frequehtly Ouplicates that offered by CETA. Special education

law is-/overly ambitious, necessitating coordination with a multitude of

social service agencies to ensure the Comprehensive delivery of services.

Linkages make dollar sense. In times of limited resources and the

likelihood of reduced .service levels, the linkage route offers a way for

each institUtion to concentrate upon" what it does best, while permitting

clients to still benefit from a menu of comprehensive services. However,

this Cannot hdppen until CETA and education programs recognize that they

are locked in self-defeating competitions among themselves.

Those who claim that the current trend toward linkage's is one more

passing fad argue quite -persuasively that the risk of delay in gettiong

services off the grourfd and the likelihood that something will go wrong

multiplies as the humber of linkages increases. Their rationale is that the

more pieces there are in the delivery network, the greater is the chance

that the whole linked system will be upset if one piece breaks down.

However, a linkage study (Dunn & Taggart, 1980) of 39 YEDPA-funded

school-to-work transition demonstration, projects did not, support that

argument. Highly linked projects did experience a slower start-up phase

than did the less linked projects. But once started the highly linked

programs achieved greater fiscal economies, were less likely to undergo

modification, and were able to,increase enrollnient mare quicklythraq the

projects with Iiinited linkages.

WHAT ,A kE7,t(TH E COMMONAL I T I ES?
t--

An important commonality among programs for employme and train-

ing, general educatiop, vdcational education, special education, and voca-

tional rehabilitaton is their emp,hasis on serving those who are economically

disenfranchised and who are not part of mainstream America. These

include the handicapped, economically and educationally disadvantaged, and
55
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high risk youth (offenders, truants, dropouts, drug abusers, teenage

parents, the limited English-proficient, and those outside of the predomi-

nant Anglo culture). Many of the services authorized under vocational

rehabilitation, vocational education, special education, and employment and

training agencies are similar and unnecessarily duplicative if not coordin-

ated. The poten I for developing a comprehensive approach to service

provision revolves around a focus on thescommon groups now served by

each delivery mechanism and the pooled resources which support services

from which those groups can benefit.

ARE BLOCK GRANTS THE ANSWER?

The missions of vocational education, special education, vocational

rehabilitation, and CETA are very compatible. The accompanying adminis-

trative requireMents' imposed by the 'different funding mechanisms are not.

Why not advocate consolidation of these funds in a. single block grant?

The current administration proposes cönsolidation of funds of over 100

federal programs into six block grants to the states. As with the argu-

ments in favor of internal CETA consolidation, the notion of block granting

carries some temptfng promises. Underneath these promises lurks a funda-
# _

mental problem. The enterprise of targeting federal dollars to categorical

programs which have been developed because not all states were adequately

addressing the needs and rights of those now served by the targeted

programs. In the absence of federal leverage, is there any reason to

believe that things will not return to where they were in the pre-

categorical program days? Moreover, there is nothing in the current block

grant proposals to suggest that block grants will adequAtely deal with the

problem of non-coordination of services. Current block &ant proposals
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lack any attempts to distinguish rationally among those services and re-

sponsibilities that are appropriately federal, those that are appropriately

state, and those that are appropriately local. Instead, 'block grant pro-

posals appear to be nothing more than poorly contrived pretexts for

achieving another goal of reduced federal spending for social programs.

WHAT NEEDS TO BE DONE?

Policy recommendations can aim at many levels. There are policy

approaches which accept the status quo, for the most part, and emphasize

simple improvements in what is already in place. Conversely, there are

policy approaches which transcend what already exists and look with vision

to more rational mechanisms. The manpower, rehabilitation, and education

commttnities7-can be content with' incremental change or they can become

visionaries willing to move, systems forward. Thp following recommenda-

tions are designed to assist -policy makers in developing effective CETA/

vocational education, special education, and vocational rehabilitilitaion

linkages.

At the national level, the Departments of Labor and Education should

develop a coordinated set of regulations around areas of commonality among

vocational and special education, vocational rehabilitation, and dETA.

These regulations would acknowledge compatible missions, and minimize

differences in plan submission deadlines and reporting' requirements.--

Reporting should be coordinated and centralized with local retrieval of

data.

, A stable system of incentive bonus grants funded jointly with the

Secretary& discretionary funds from Labor and Education should be estab-
.

lished. The bonus grants should focus on and promote national categorical

prioritie$, such as comprehensive delivery of services to the handicapped

and the gifted.
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The maintenance of separate single-purpose advisory panels, councils,

and boards at the state level should be discouraged in favor of multi-

purpose state councils which would have the function of coordinating

services, fostering cooperation, and maximizing use of the various categori-

car"federal funds. These councils should represrt consumer groups,

business, and unions in addition to the current representation which is

spread out over separate advisory units. State councils should establish

and provide assistance to local councils.

The Congrets should consider multi-year funding of programs to

introduce stability into the systems and, therefore, into the lives of ser-.

vice recipients. The formula for determining local allocations should be

stabilized by using factors that reflect long-term client needs rather than

short-term labor market conditions. Reporting requirements and planning

shoulek reflect this 'multi:year fUnding by reducing the frequenty of

lengthy annual plans and supporting documentation. Annual reports,

similar to those prepar by private industry could supplant annual com-

prehensive plans and would serve as the basis for modifying the multilyear

plan as apPropriate.

Funding of various employment, training, and education programs for

the services authorized by companion laws and regulations will come from

the public general revenue. It is suggested here that serious considera-

tion be directed to alternative funding approaches. One proposal to con-

sider assumes a measure of responsibility on the part of business and

industry for all employment and training activities. This proPosal argues

*that employers are the major beneficiarieS of an employable, skilled, and

educated labor supply. Corporations never question their responsibility to

make capital investments in equipment to maintain a competitive edge in a
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free market. However, very few private employers accept the responsi-

bility for investing in human resourCa development. Instead, ind iduals

and the government subsidize human resource development for private

industry. One way to distribute costs more equitably is to finance a

POrtion of sob-specific training with an employer tax similr to the unem-

ployment insurance tax (Taggart, 1981). Additional funding alternatives

need to be developed and examined closely to adequately serve both the

individual and society.
,
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Individualized Planning and-Programming,
.

i Evelyn Ganzglass, Director
CETAAducation Coniortium ,

4

lndividualqed planning is regarded as !baking bath the system and

the individual 'client more accountable. Advocates of individualized pro-

gram planning see it as a way.to'reform irnrespOniive d'eli.vey systems by
,

forcing agencies to identify and deal with the Oeeds o individual clients.

Opponents of individualized plannin'g or at least of
N

req iring_individualized

educational or employability development plans (1 EPs/EDPsY for alL "special
.....

-needs" or "at-risk" populations, argue that such procedures are too expbn-

sive and that individualized planning -is little more than a paper exercise.

Evidence' to date would suggest -thit the trutb lies Somewhere in7

between and that individualized planning in and of itself is insufficient to

achieve successful pakticipation or the desired goal of meeting individual

needs. Rather, it is the deliverysystems and methods of instruction that .

must be changed to affect greater system responsiveness to studen't or

participant needs. Requirements for individualized planning May, how-'
f .

ever, be a useful wedge to drive both the educational and employment and

'training systeMs to make necessary adaptations and changes in the way

services are delivei.ed. .6

The concept of individualized planning is not new. Medical and social

service programs have used diagnostic and case management approaches for

years. However, these techniques are now being applieq to all- handi-

capped children in educational programs., as well asto a variety of other

populations having multiple problems arid needs within employment and

training programs.
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.The focus of this paper% ison the experience of implementing individ-

ualized 3lanning requirements within education and employment and train-.
. . ting programs. Since the primary objectives of these plans are education

0

and training related,1 individual needs are defined as those necessary to

enable the individual to access, participate in, and successfully complete
...

needed educational and employment and training services. Further, a

distinction is being made here between the individualized planning process

it ilelf anci individualized service delivery and individualized instruction
. .

hich are, often included under the banner of individualized planning.

These concepts are defined as follows:

Individualized Planning is the process by which occupational.or
educational objectives are specified and service strategies devel-
oped based on an assessment of each individual's strengths and
weaknesses relative to basic educational and employment related
competencies. The assessment process relates these competencies
to service needs and available services, and measures or evalu-
ates each individual's progress toward achieving specified out-
come objectives on a periodic basis during the course of the
prog ram .

Individualized Service Delivery involves the planning and imple-
mentation of the service strategy that has been structured to

-,,accommodate individual circumstances. Such individualization
assumes both The availability of transportation, health, child
care, and other, services to meet each student's or participant's

-needs and the program interface and institutional flexibility
-needed to make the prescribed services accessible. Terms such
Ait comprehensive service delivery system, integration of service,
111fig range developmental service strategies, and continuum of
service are Used to speak of desired adaptability of service
delivery systems to change and become more responsive to indi-
vidual needs.

Individualized Instruction refers to competency-based, instruc-
tional programs which are self-paced, allowing students to enter
and leave according to their own abilities and needs. Such
instructional programs may be modular, classroom-based, exper-
iential or computer-assisted and may cover educational, occupa-
tibnal, and behavioral areas.
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LEGISLATIVE MANDATES AND PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS

Legislative requirements _for individualized planning am; be found in

numerous currently existing laws. Afthough different populations are the

intended beneficiaries of service, they are all "at-risk" of failure in one

way or another and therefore ir need of a ran of specially designed

instructional, support, and related services which usually cannot be pro-

vided by one individual or one agency. Specifically:

The Eduation for all Handicapped Children Act of 1975 (P.L. 94-

142) requires the development and implementation of Individual-

ized Education Programs (IEP) for all handicapped students as

the central mechanism in providing a "free and appropriate

public education." If vocational education ftmds are used to
4

serve handicapped students, the vocational program must be also

planned and coordinated as a part of the student's JEP. Some-

times this plan is referred to as an Individualized Vocational

Education Plan IVEP. IEP's must include:

An assessment of the student's present levels of
educational pe'rformance with both short-term and
annual learning objectives to be achieved' as a
result of the individualized program,

A process and criteria for evaluating achievement
of instructional objectives, and

A description of the services to be provided
including anticipated timetables for beginning and

.completion of services.

ome educators have added an Implementation/Instructional Plan (I IP)

to the EDP so that teaching strategies can be specified.

Th Rehabilitation Act of 1973 P.L. 93-112 requires that an

Inch idualized Written Rehabilitation Plan (IWRP) be initiated and
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periodically updated for 'each eligible individual and those being

provided services under an extended evaluation to determine

their rehabilitation potential. The IWRP which places primary

emphapis on the determination and achievement' of a vocational

goal must be developed, jointly by vocational rehabilitation staff;

the handicapped indMdual; ,and when appropriate his or her

parent, guardian, or other representative. This agency is then

responsible for providing services as specified in the plan.

Among other things the IWRP must include:

Long-range and intermediate rehabilitation objec-
tives established for the individual,

The 'specific vocational' rehabilitation services to
be provided. in 'order' to .achieve the established
rehabilitation objectiyes,

The terms and,- conditions for the provision of
vocational rehabnitation services including:
financial responsibilities 'of the handicapped indi-
vidual in implementing; the IWRP, the projected
date f r the initiation and anticipated duration of
each v ational rehabilitation service, and any
plan for, p st employment services,

A procedure and schedule for periodic review and
evaluation of rogress toward,-achieing rehabilita-
tion objectilbes, and

The views of the handicapped indMclUal, or his
p*arent, guardian, dr other representative, con-
cerning his goals and objectives, and the voca--
tional 5ehabilitation servicelf 'being provided.

The0evelopmentakDisabilities Act (P.L. 94-103) requires that
,

eadh person receiving services funded under the program haye- a

written Individualized Habilitation Plan OHO which defines goals

and' objectives of the prescribed service program and states how

and by whom multiple services are to be coordinated., and delivered,

,
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be deyeloped jointly by rehabilitation agency staff, the service recip-

ient, and when appropriate, his or her parents.

As do other plans, the rHP includes:

Long-term and intermediate habilitation objective including
objective criteria for measuring the clients achievement,

Services to be provided with ,dates for their inception and
termination, and

Role of the participant in plan implementation.

The 1978 Comprehensive Employment and Training Act (CETA) Reauthoriza-

tion (P.L. 95-524) equires that a personalized employability, development

plan (EDP) be devel or all Title IIB and C participants. In estab-

lishing Employability Development Plans, the CETA prime sponsor is sup-

posed to take into consideration an individual's skills, interests, and

career objectives as well as consider the barriers to employment or ad-

vancement faced by the individual in attaining unsubsidized employment.

Af the time of entrance into the program, a strategy including ap-

propriate training and support services is developed with the goal of

assisting ttle participant in entering unsubsidized employment. Each plan

must identify services to be provided (subject to the availability of ser-

vices) to meet individual needs as well as an individualized plan for making

,the transition to unsubsidized employment. The plan for accimplishing

this transition is expected to be general at first and more specific as

completion of program participation nears.

In addition, the Job Corps which is also authorized under Title IV of

CETA requires tholreparation of an employability development plan for
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each Corprnember prescribing training services directed at placement readi-

mess and direct placement in employment wherever feasible.

The WorIc Incentive Program (WIN) Authorized under Part A and C of Title

IV of the Social Security Act as amended in 1971 also requires development

of an .Employability Plan (EP) for each employable adult welfare recipient

who cegisters for the program.. This E ployability Plan which is developed

by the WIN employment and tining ancy and the Welfare Agency's

Separatardministrativ Unit (SAU) for WIN and the registrant, is based

on a joint-staff assessment of the registrant's employability potential. The

plan sets forth the registrant's employment goal, training, employment and

social service needs, and the timetable for meetng these needs. Since the

1971 Amendments, which shifted the WIN program from training for employ-

ment to immediate employment whenever possible, services have peen

limited to those, which contribute directly to-immediate job placement. The

EP should contain the following information:

A specific employment goal,

A summary of the registrants work arid education history,
statement of present skill level, and any need for testing,

Social and employment service needs necessary to obtain
emPloyment,

Timetable for services, and

Roles and responsibilities for respective agencies and the
registrant.

The National Apprenticeship Act requires the development of written ap-

prenticeship agreement between the apprentice and either his or her em-

ployer, or an apprenticeship committee acting as an agent for the

employer(s), which contains the terms and conditions' of the employment

and training of the apprentice. The agreement alsp,includes:
011
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A statement of the trade or craft in which the appren-
tice is to be trained, and the beginning date and term
(duration) of apprenticeship,

A statement showing (1) the number of hours to be
spent by the apprentice in work on the job, and (2)
the number of hours to be spent in related and sup-
plemental instruction which is recommended to be not
less than 144 hours per year,

.A statement setting forth a schedule of the work
processes in the trade or industry division in which
the apprentice is to be trained and the approximate
tiMe to be spent at each process, and

A statement of the graduated sale of wages to be paid
to the apprenlice..

The proposed Youth Act of 1980 would have placed heavy emphasis on

the development of long-term strategies for educational and employability

development. Many of the assumptions underlying the design of the pro-

posed Youth Act are currently being tested by 14 prime sponsor jurisdic-

tions throughout the Nation A-der the Consolidated Youth Employment

Program Demonstration Project (U.S. 'Department of Labor, 1980). The

CYEPDP experience has been well documented and lacking other studies of

individualized planning under CETA, provides an opportunity for an in-

depth study sof how individualized planning and long-term service delivery

strategies can be incorporated into that system. 'The Demonstration Pro-

ject serves youth, but the systemic problems identified are applicabi to all

CETA services and presumably, to other delivery systems as well. Two

caveats are required. First, the deMonstration is now only in its second

year so start-up problems and staff.,inexper:ience with individualized pro-

gramming may have distorted the situation. Secondly, questions raised

regarding the validity of long-term career planning for teenagers may not

be applicable to long-term educational and rehabilitation planning for the

handicapped and other special needs populations.
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C`i'EPDP guidelines sfate that each participating youth is expected to

'acquire, thro'ugh a progression.of edUpational, experiential, and training

activities, the minimum levels of competency necessary for successful

transition to employment. Two program features central to the CYEPDP

design address the individualization issue. ,These are the Employability

Plan and.Record (EPR) and Service Agreement.

The Employability Plan and Record is the written plan which is devel-

oped by the CYEPDP counselor and the youth' whici, lays out the youth's

long- and short-range employability development goals, documents progress

against these goals, and serves as the youth's record of achi .ement

during his or her participation In the program. EPR development begins'

initially when the youth enters the program and continues through a

ongoing process- assessment resultirig in revisions of the plan as appro-

priate during the course of the 'youth's participation. The CYEPDP paper

states that the EPR:

Guides the'youth's participation in the program by provid-
ing a course of action for the youth to follow,

Guides the CYEPDP counselor by providing a step-by-step
implementation plan for the individualized service strategy
or developmental sequence of activities, and

Provides the docUmentation against which individual achieve-
ment and program effectiveness can be assessed.

The EPR contains:

Intake and eligibil4y documentation,

The youth's long-range and immediate employability devel
opment goals,

The youth's competency levels at the time of initial assess-
ment,

The youth's educational work history Ind data on his or
her characteristic,
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The youth's competency objectives,

The rationale for the competency objectives,

The planned 'service strategy for achieving competencies,
and

Competency, gains identified through periodic reassessment.

Furthermore, under CYEPDP, service agreements(s) between the

participant and the deliverer of service are to be developed consistently
411.

with the EPR:

IMPLEMENTATION EXPERIENCE

The remainder of this paper deals with successful elements of program

implementation as well as issues and problems identified by educators,

CETA prime sponsors and others involved in trying to implement individ-
.

ualized planning requirements. Many parallels exist between experiences

despite the fact that there are several basic differences in the importance

-4 accorded individualized pranning requirements and the nature of how they

are implemented. The major differences between the delivery systems

concern:
.

Importance

The I EP is the written statement of how a school
district will meet its legal obligation to the handicapped
student in providing him or her with a free and ap-
propriate public education. It is the central control-
ling mechanism for this activity. 4

Although assessment and personalized planning ,are
encouraged under 'CETA, the EDP is a program adjunct
Which assumes relatively little importance within the-
CETA delivery system.

Short- and Lonp-Term Objectives

I EP's are prepared annually for each student during
the entire course of his or her educational program.
The I EP therefore deals with annual educational goals
and short-term (one year or less) learning objectives

4
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which are not usually considered final program out-
comes.

The EDP goals and objectives are stated in terms of
anticipated final outcomes except for in-school youth
who may be planning to return to school. The almost
universal anticipated outcome is placement in an unsub-
sidized job in a specific occupational setting.1

Level of Spe ificity
-

One level of plarining deals with selection of ierviCe
componerrts to meet individual needs; another relates to
tailoring instructiohal and service components to indi-
vidual circumstances.

r.

The National Association of State-Directors of Special
Education describes these two levels as follows: (1) a
total service plan, arid (2) the individual implementa-
tion plan. _ The total service.plan includes areas of
educational need and present levels of performance,
long-range goals and annual goals, recommended place-
ment, support services, and personnel responsible for
IEP implementation. The implementation plan includes
instructional objectives, methods and materials t6 be
used, lesson plans and student evaluations, instruc-,
tional tasks, and other designs and devices used by
the teachers under P.L. 94-142 (Youthwork, 1981, p.
42). -

For the most part, prime sponsors have often dealt
only with the service plan level in a rather general
manner.

Experience to date will Me considered in terms of the following ob-

jectives for which individualized planning and service' delivery have been

promoted: .

Making service prescriptions more appropriate to meet
individual needs,

Helping secure needed services,

Strengthening participant arid agency accountability, and

Documenting participant achievement.

f
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MIking_ Service Prescription More Appropriate to Meet Individual Needs

Individualization presumes a change in the basis for program planning

from one based on the needs of the categories of clients to one focusing on

the needs of individuals unrelated to the broader classifications into which

they may fall. CETA eligibility is determined almost entirely, on economic

criteria with the assumption being that those with the lowest income often

have the most urgent need. In addition, groups of individuals presumably

needing special' services called "significant segments" are identified based

on demographic rather than need characteristics. Such significant seg-
%

ments include but are not limited to, the handicapped, teenage parents,

juvenile offenders, individuals suffering from subsfance abuse, and drop-

outs. The National Council on Employment Policy (1980) would suggest

that the operational goal of CETA has been to serve greater numbers of

individuals within these groups rather than to meet the particular needs of

members of.each group. Not surprisingly, The Council found that during

the first year and a half of YEDPA implementation, prime sponsors did not

do much to increase the number of special needs participants and did even

less in developing services to meet their needs where such "tailoring"

would have been appropriate.
4

a study on local implementation of P.L. 94-142 found that

even though one of the intents of the law is to decategorize planning 'and

service delivery, it has been difficult to do so because the' system is, so

firmly rooted in classification by type of disability (SRI, 1980). These

classifications include the visually and hearin.g impaired, the learning

disabl9d and the emotionally disturbed, and others.

Planning specifications and service patterns attest to the categoriza-

tion of program delivery. For instance, under 'ETA youth programs,
r
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despite the emphasis on assessment and individualization, employability
,

development goals, especially for 14-16 year olds, tend to cluster around

several basic themes. These themes include: need to gain labor market

experience, need to gain more knowledge of tile labor market and careeri

options, and the need to explore occupations. Goals for older youth are

more likely to involve preparation for a specific occupational area.

Services similarly tend to follow relatively predictable patterns by age

groups. Although between five and ten types of services we)tce offered in
,

the CYEPDP sites, participants tended to be regularly placed in work

experience, with career exploration and preemployment )ervices following

in frepuency.
AP

Under P.L. 94-142, special education serIvices provided to handi-

capped ch.ildren differ both by age group and by type of school. Pre-4)
school children are more likely than those in other age groups to receive

speech services and motor training. The older the age group, the greater
...

the emphasis on reading and math. Children in special schools,- more often

than children in regular schools, receive special education services in such

functional areas as social adaptation, self-help skills, and motor skills

(Technical Association and Training Corporation, 1980).

The eXistence of these patterns is by no means a condemnation of the

service delivery systems because service needs clearly vary depending on

(the age and the stage of educational and employability development of the

individual. For instance, EDPs for many young people are based more on

their interests than their actual vocational goalg. Thus the goal of the

EDP may well be to help youth develop more realistic career goals through

labor market exposure and career exploration. Age classification only

becomes a problein when service prescriptions are rigidly tied to the youth's

1
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classification. The real need for individualization probably occurs more

within the broadly stated service categories than in deciding between one
,

or the other. For example, although -most 14 and 15 year olds probably

need to explore jobs and gain work experience, the type of occupations

that should be closely explored and the nature of the work experience

planned should be tailored to the particular interests and aptitudes of the
_ (

individual youth. Similarly, development of basic reading skills among

special needs populations needs to be structured to accommodate the youth's

current level of reading and comprehension rather than his or her age or

disabl.ing condition.

Diagnostic procedures in some areas of competence are further devel-

oped than others particularly in oUr ability to link assessment results to

prescriptibn of service. For instance, assessment methods 'for measuring

educational and occupational skill attainment are more highly refined than

those for attitudinal adjustment and other behavioral S.kills which cbmmonly

are called work maturity. Furthermore, such diagnostic procedures can
,

most appropriately be used for placement in instructional programs when

those programs are competency-based and structured to accommodate

student entry at various levels of assessed competency. Where curriculum

does not allow this flexibility, diagnosis and prescription become much less
t

precise and more dependent on the kinds of services tie are available

than on what is needed by the individual.

The overall low level of congruence between assessment and service

prescription is illustrated in the .CYEPDP experience. Of the records

sampled during the first year of operation, only 19 percent contained

adequate assessment information for comparing assessment results with the

service unit in which the indNiduar was placed (Technical Assistance and
A

Training Corporation, 1980)..

,,
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Not only are assessment methodologies not always useful for diagnostic

purposes, but the capacity of the education and employment systems to

maintain an adequate assessm'ent capability is equally or more limited. With
,

tight budgets, school systems have tended to either cut back counseling

and guidance staff or rely on that staff to perform many administrative
,

functions that divert them from the counseling function. Those counielors

that remain are oftbn inadequ 1 ly prepared for dealing with special needs
,

populations and vocational or c eer assessment.

P.L. 94-142's I EP requirement has placed a heavy burden on the

assessment capacity of school districts. Since the enactment of PfL.

94-142, districts have adopted more formalized comprehensive and struc-

tured assessment procedures, resulting in a substantial backlog of children

awaiting assessment. Based on state projections, the situation is not likely
,.

to improve because,the areas of shortest future supply of personnel will be

teacher aides, pychologists, and diagnostic staff (U.S. Department of

Education, 1980). One attempt to improve this situation has been the

Office of Special Education's Regional Resource Center (RRC) program

which trains teachers, administrators, supervisors, counselors, and par-

ents in educational assessment programming for handicapped children. The

Centers also provide assistance in developing and demonstrating materials

and techniques related to iEP's.

Recognizing the need for a strong counseling and assessment compon-

ent in its in-school 'programs, YEDPA required that to the extent neces-
10

sary, CETA funds going to local school districts under interagency
. ,,- .

4reement provide for scbool-based counsVors to carry out the assessment

and other counseling provisions of the program. An unintended contribu-

tibn of YEDPA has been increased pressure on school personnel to focus
/

t

)

attention'on the value of counseling (Butler and Parsons, 1980). .
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. Assessment capabilitiies frithinJCTA are limited by staff s /well as

the organizational structure of th deHvery system CETA ser cies are,
.

for the most part, delivered throil h subcontract arrangements with numer-

ous agencies within the community who do their own intake, assessment,

and' placement in service components. Staff in these subagent organiza-

tions often, do not know about programs other than their own and niore

importantly, are more concerned with meeting their own recruitment goals

than finding the most appropriate placements for their applicants. As a

result, CETA prime sponsors have increasingly turned to c ntralizing

intake and assessment functions. With the assistance of comput rs and the

greater use of standardized testing instruments, centralized as well as
.-

decentralized intake and assessment functions have grown rn re' sophisti-

cated, enabling prime sponsors to better match participant needs with

available resources.

The Department of Education, -Office, cif Special Etucation has also

moved to centralized assessment services with "one-stop" Direction Service

Centers (DSC) which .work with families to directly match the ,,needs of

their handicapped children with appropriate services available ithin the

community: In'fiscal Veer 1979,, there were 25 such centers.

Problem's related ro information -sharing between agencies resulting
a 4.

from the Privacy and Freedom ,of Information .Act of 197.5 'often-preclude

joint development of EDPs and joint utilization of assessment and program

'data on individuals. For example, under CYEPCIP, school-based personnel

Often were reluctant to include problems or "barriers to employment"

(especially related to health problems) on EPI3s I:\icause of legal consti-aints
.40

(Technical Assistance and Training Corporatidn; 1980). In addition there

are simple logistical problems of sharing records' when staff are not co-
.

located and do not meet regularly either on a team or other basis.
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Helping Secure Needed Services

Pare'its\ continually challenge school systems on the quantity and
I

quality cif seVices they consider ,their children to be entitled to as partef
\

a free nd appropriate public education: Because of this pressure, the

debate over what constitutes related services under P.L. 94-142 is far

from (rver. The Second Annual Report on Implementation of P.L. 94-142

(198 ) concluded that overall, the number of 'handicapped students receiv-
i

, ing related services was lower tnan.the number actually needing services.
/

One special education supervisor summed up implementation rePlities by

cçImmenting: "What is appropriate is what's available (RI., 1980, p\ 77)."

Since employment and training programs are not entitlement programs

,, like P.L. 94-142, the question of what services' to provide is less of a
V

political issue. Department of Labor regulations have caused prinie---keon-

sors to limit service only to. those who have the most need to- assure ac-
44

complishment of the specified individual employment goal. Whenever

possible, the shortest and least costly appropriate service is to be pro-

vided. The WIN Handbook (U.S. Department of Health, Education, and

Welfare, 1979) is clear on this point. It states that th9 employment train-

ing program should contain "a specific employment goal attainable in the

shortest time period copsistert,with employment and social .services needs,

project resources , and job market 'opportunities (6.S. Department of, ,

4: Health, Education, and Welfare, p. 11)." The problem is that although

individualized planning is supposed to result in the provision' Of,appropri-
e

ate services to meet client needs, it often ends up reflecting ofilyw.bat the

--'------____,
,
system can provide.

Services can-Aze provied either in-house or by accessing services

provided by another agericy. 'Such accessing may be accomplished through

.,.
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financial interagency agreements providing fOr cross-program, slot buy-
\

ins, or through forrhal and informal non-financial arrangements.. Under

P.L. 94-142, few program buy-ins occur, but under CETA and WIN they
._

are uSed rather extensively. Since prime sponsors are urged to use

. appropriate community services both with and without reimbyrstment, they

are required to prepare a complete inventory of community ,resources as

part of their annual planning requirements.

Experience has shown that interagency coordination cannot be

achieved through formal planning exercises such as community resources

inventories and legislatively mandated linkages. When staff are not famil-

ler with the services provided by other agencies,, and do not have a

personal relationship with other agency staff, cross referrals are unlikely

to occur. Although staff exchange information, jointly developed policies,
.....,-

and interagency and interdisciplinary teams have helped bring about im-

proved utilization of resources, to date they have not done enough.

One major initiative in this area has been the Department of Educa-

tion's support of 13 Regional Re.wurce Centers (RRCs) to work with states
, /

to improve cooperative planning among the various agencies serving the

handicapped.. As a result of a February, 1979 conference on coordinatar,

20 states worke out collaborative agreementd based on an Office of Sjoecial

Education coordin tion model particularly designed for secondary school

level programs that serve handicapped students. Similar initiatiVes have
\

Been undertaken with other community and health servial systems includ-

ing the Rehabiliation 'Service Administration and the Office of Vocational
-, . ..

and Adult EducOon (U.S. Department of Education Report, 1980):

When facilities are limited, individuals who are treated categorically in

terms of their handicaps or disadvantages are directed to facilities in the

( 77
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communi y that serve 'that particular type of. category. Once placed,
-

services are limited by what cart tie made available within that facilfty.
. .

Because of inflexible programming, even more broadly Tgeted school-
.

based'and other programs often cannot adapt programs sufficiently to meet

individual neetils and begin new classes when needed. Long-term school

planning cycles,,, heavy reliance on 'fixed capacity classroom and training
.ot

facilities, uneven adOption,pf open:entry open-exit curricula, and inflexible

4hilhoal. personnel gcstems -make 'it difficult for vocational educators and

other school personnel tO respond to -expressed needs in a timely manner.

Staff become cynical and frustrzated ,tay the limits on what they can

do. , However, theY learn to cope with situations t.eyond their control,

guch a's: limitations on all6wable duratiop Of services, interagency acces's-,

ing prObl6;K1;, and the lack of service oPtion'S l'vai fable, within commynities.

Under CYPDP,' when services were not availéble, esPecially those related

tO a, spetific occupational goal, counselors tendeclo foouSGindivi'dualized

plans on developing good work habits ,and esiablishinga work' hiitory.-,
, -,. .

With such broadly-stated goals, 'virtually any Woe Of work experieke was
A. , - . ,

appropriate. Likewise, under'- ,P.L. 94-142, when resoUrces end facilities -
1

are lirnited',. identified needs tend to fall onl; within available service c;te-I.
so that ageriFies are not, held legally liable for what they cannot

.4
deliver.-

,

Stengthening Participant and Agen'cY 'Accountability

Agency coping behaviors" are Part of the context within which

programs are defhiered and individualized planning ',requirements imple-.

mented. Broadly stated.-,goals. such as those found in many indivi ualized

plans hardlY_ provide the 'bails for strict ,management:processes ,t at mea-
,

,

4.
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sure program effectiveness or set standards for participant or student

achievement.,"
In a way, development of an individualized plan with and for a child

or participant does however, contribute to a heightened sense of program
WI*

purpose and directiOn because it creates a more personal bond between the

. counselor representing the system and the individual needing a service.

Efforts on the part of the counselor to see the plan implemented, make the

counselor an advoc4e for the rights or needs of his/her clients (Walker,
vitt

1979).. Unfortunately, counselors and other staff often do not have thJ

institutional clout to deliver on the plan they have made with their clients.
00 ,

Without clear performance Standards that are applied consistently,

youth often do not know what is expected of them frithin the program or

society.. Without standards there is no opportunity .to earn rewards for

good performance. Butler and Parsons (1980) suggested that the lack of

continuity among prOgrams and service providers, and lack of consistency

, in standards for individuals and prOgrams is why programs fail to ade-
,

quately serve special needs populations.

Increasing, personal,involvement in goal setting and implementation is

eno,ugh. Without a management system to support individualization and

a planning system%whict creates the necessary flexibility in service deliv-

ery, atteMpts 'at increasing accountability and effectiveness will give way

to perpetuation of the number game for measuring success. Without find-

ing ways to .make individualized planning .cost-effective and logistically

feasible, the, Potential beneiik,of individalization will be out-weighed by

the problems associated with it.
4

,Programs need tci be planned, managed,.and*.evaluated based on their
Iability to help people achieve their individual goals: Counseling and other
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staff functioning on their own or within teams should be supported by

management systems that facilitate case management and individualized
tiht%participant or Oialibtxt tracking'. Rewards and incentives should be incor-

porated into management systems to strengthen effective - practices' and

programs, and-staff development aiid :staff assignments shoulcrbe geared to

enhancing:each agency's capacity to better serve indidual needs.
e,

In reality, for individualized planning and the tracking of individual

progress to occur, asseisment information and processes must be sufficient

to permit pre- and post-assessment. Specified learning or employability

development objectives must be stated in terms against which individual

progress can be measured during the time the person is in the program.

The longer-term the objectives are, the more difficult it will be to-meet

either of these conditions. One of the implementation areas needing parti-

cular improvement under P.L. 94-142 is the development of criterl for

deterAining the extent to which short-term objectives are being achieved

(U.S. Department of Education, 1980).

It has been argued that both programs and individual participant

perfcrmance ,should be measured in terms of gains made rather than ulti-
4,mateutcomes achieved (Technical Assistance and Training Corporation,

1980). The CYEP Demonstration Project as well as a number of CETA MIS

"enhancement" projects have sought to develop both the framework and

operational mechanisms for measuring participant progress. The CYEPDP

concept paper uses the term "benchmarking" to cover both the development

of the ,framework for defining, measuring, and docuthenting individual

achievement and the assessment process itself. The paper points out that

it js important to strike a balance between the detail and specificitY needed
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,

)

to measure incnementai oins in an individual's competencies and the gener-

alizability and acceptability of broader statements of competency (Technical

Assistance and Training Corporation, p. 15).

Traditionally, CETA program effectiveness has been measured by the

degree to which participants have been placed in unsubsidized employment

or returned to schools. This method of measuring success has been criti-
ip

cize0 especially for youth programs becauge many of the activities are

developmental, contributing towad long-term employment success rather

than immediate placement. The standards governing CETA and. WIN force

the system toward the selection of applicants based on their ability to

become employed within a short time- with minimal assistance.

IEPs and EDPs are similar to contracts in that they identify the steps

to be taken in implementing the strategy and eliminating the misunderstand-

ing about the obligations of the participant and the system. They serve

as management tools for mopitoring and evaluating the counseling process,

and the provision of services and the participant's progress toward attain-

ment of the stated occupational goal as a-consequence of these interven-

tions. A systemrnatic review of implemented individual plans can also make

it possible to evaluate the effectiveness of different types'? of services and

_service deliverers.

-Under CYEPDP a further step was taken to bring accountability to

the service deliverer level by requiring service deliverers and participants

to sign service agreements. These agreements formally outlined roles and'

responsibilities regarding the specific service or group of services to be

delivered, the expected outcomes to be achieved by the participant stated

in terms of competencies to be gained, the expected duration of the ser-,

vice(s), and the projected schedule to be adhered to by participant and
4--

Aa.
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service deliverer. Similarly, under WIN, the Employability Plan (EP)

actually contains two parts: The employment and training plan which (s
ttoitt,

......-

the responsibility of the employment and training agency and the social

service plan which is the responsibility of thee welfare agency. Plans are

developed and modified if necessary gy the two agencies with input by the
:registrant. However, each agency has authority only over its portion.

4-

Documenting Participant Achievement
)

Neither the education nOr CETA systems have fully exploited the

potential programmatic and management benefits that can be derived from

documenting achievements of individuals during the course qf their pro-

gram participation. This information-can be used for purposes of internal

case managemefit as well as articulation between systems ind activities. In
f t ,

addition, it is potentially useful as a tool to build discipline into the sys-

tem. It can also be used to communicate participant qualifications to

employers and others and thereby building program credibility within the

community. Iyhaps the most progress in using participant information for

program purposes has been made by migrant edUc.ation and training pro-

grams in Which student or participant information goes with the individual

from one location to another. However; internal planning and management

procedures are not designed to use individual client data either in an

aggregated or disaggregated form. Many CETA Management information

Systems (MIS) lack the technical sophistication to,611 up previously stored

program information especially when services were delivered by another

school district or prime sponsor agent.

Prime sponsors and school systems are now beginning to work more

intensively with private sector employers to open up areas of communica-

tion both in the way _employers define student expectations and in how

8?
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programs describe the learning and experiences that have occurred within

the program. To a much greater extent, articulation has already occurred

between secondary and postsecondary programs so that the documented

achievements in one system can be accepted by the other.

With large numbers of students not gaining high school diplomas or

other formally recognized educational credentials, the importance of record-

ing and communicating an individual's non-credentialed achievements is of

major importance and potentially one of the strongest arguments for requir-

ing individualized planning and record keeping for program participants.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Given the limitations discussed previously, can one, expect education

and other service providing agencies to deliver appropriate individualized

services for all youth in need? Will enough resources be made available to

serve all youth? Which_ system, if any, will get the money to do so, apd

who will provide the money? Will performance indicators 'and funding

formulas allow service providers to serve only those that can be helped

inexpensively and quickly? The answers to, these questions lie as much in

politics as in improved program planning. Yet, without more serious

, attention to program planning and_ coordination, individualization of ser-

Vices will be relegated to the status of wishful thinking instead of becom-.

ing an operational reality.

The folloviiv recommendations are directed at five areas of critical

concern that help systems move in the desired directions .in a realistic

and timely manner:
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1. Staff Development

If staff are to assume expanded roles of learning coordinators,
service brokers, and managers of individualized programs, they
must be helped to learn and practice these roles with other
personnel within their own agencies and their counterparts in
other agencies. Staff development, staff networking, and staff
exchange policies should be given priority within agencies.
Such activities should be undertaken on an interagency/inter-
disciplinary basis involving on-board staff as well as those
preparing to enter the profession.

1

2. Technology

Further work should be done in developing methods of applying
modern technology to make individualized planning, participant

1., tracking, and program flexibility feasible and cost-effective.
These areas offer tremendous operational benefits:

Computerizaton of available community resources to facilitate
matching participant need with available service.

0

Automation of participant or student record keeping systems
to permit: tracking of individual progress, improved case-,
load management, and developmenf long-term strategies
involving a continuum of service.

Computer-assisted guidance and instruction to provide for a
range of instructional and guidance opportunities otherwise
not available.

.-

3. Assessment and Instructional Methods
,

Additional work should also be done in developing competency-- based assessment and instructional programs especially related to
employability skill development. Instructional methodologies,
curriculum, and assessment procedures should be shared as
appropriatq between Job Corp, CETA, vocational education,
special education, and other programs. When new instructional
modes need to be-developed, joint efforts should be undertaken.
When employment and employability goals are concerned, employ-
ers should be involved.

4. Formats and Procedures

Agencies serving youth and other populations needing individual-
ized program services should work out arrangements to facilitate
tbe sharing' oof lient information. Such arrangements should
include 'agreement on assessment procedures and instruments,
formats for individualized planning documents, and definitions of
terms to be used. In some cases interagency agreements might
be written to formalize the agreed upon procedures.

,..
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5. Program Planning

\Agencies should work more closely in defining their roles and
1-esponsibilities in working with client populations. Together
they should set priorities and organize to assure that the neces-*
sary range of services is made available within communities to
meet the individual needs of target populations.

Ir
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Personnel Development PolicieS and Practices:

Enhancing Interagency Service of Special Needs Populations

James M. Brown and Terrence F. Kayser
Minnesota Research and Development Center for Vocational Education

University of Mi9nesota

A,

Our nation is now suffering from high 14ndmployment but an even

more fundamental issue affects millionS of Americans--unemployability. Not

only do these unemployed suffer the trials of diminished living standards,

many lose their self-esteem knowing that they are not contributing mem-

bers of society. Meanwhile, working members of our so iety must carry

much of the financial burden that supports the,pnemplovetl?through vari-,--- ,,..... v,
ous antiels financed ,i:iy. federaltaxes (Office of Occkiipational Develop-

,..,
ment, 1980). This is an old and familiar problem, whicA has emerged to

,
become a priority issue among educators, especially those in vocational

education who work wit special needs students.

One of the uniqUe, but confusing aspects of providing vocational

training to handicapped, disadvantaged, or limited English-proficient indi-

viduals is the fact that not one, but seeral organizations are involved to

some degree. Special needs students require and are entitled to appropri-

ate vocational training. This training is usually provided by persons

. specially trained in the delivery of education or rehabilitation. Therefore,

it is evident that this arrangement of vocational services must be examined

periodically, both from the standpoint of the lorganization in which the
_

. trainer operates, as well as thepreparation given to that trainer. That is

the purpose of this paper: To examine the basis for personnel. preparation \
in the various organizations which provide vocationai services to these
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categories of special needs students. The legislative foundations for four

\different organization cDr agencies which have similar outcome objectives

win be examined. These individUal organizations are: CETA, special

education, vocational education , and. Vocational rehabilitation . The possi-
. .bility of interagency cooperative activities, along, with potential barriers

and facilitator6 to bring this tpbout will also* be examined. In -&:Idition,

oalso investigated will be a list of suggested competencies for s*pecial needs

vocational teeinqrs, and two hypothetical approaches will be propdsed to

increase the capabilities of agency interactions through t training of

staff from all four agencies. The basis of both these aptoaches origi-

nates from a philosophy that continuity of services from any one agency to
-

its clients is desirable.

Implicit in our discussion of the literature that has been.,,examined ,on

this topic is the sensitive, emotional topic of change. The facts are begin-

ning to mount %ggesting that future services to special needs persons will

require changes in agencies and agency staff. However, before further

conclusions are drawn, the need for examining this topic will be discussed.

Since the enactment of the Manpower Development and Training Act

(MDTA) in 1962, the Congressional focus on training for employment has

evolved toward a philosophy of deceNtrelized federal control and increased

local coordination. This philosophy was demonstrated by the passage of

the Youth Employment and bemonste.ation Projects Act (YEDPA). in 1977,

which focused on unemployed youth and school' dropouts accessing both

federal programs (Comprehensive Employment and Training Act, i.e.,
40!

CETA) and local private sector employment. Most recently, Title IV of Vie

1978 CETA Amendments specified in even greater detail the 'mandate for
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agencies to pursue a coordinated approach to the problem of youth unem-

ployment (Indiana Office of Occupational Development, 1980)'.'

. Vocational education has been evolving toward its present status since

the passage of the Smith-Hughes Act in 1917. However, it was not until

1963 that the Vocational Education Act (VEA) defined the responsibility of

public education for the entire area of employment skills preparation. The

1968 and 1976 amendments to the VEA included parallel emphasis pn cooper-,

ation among public and private agencies similar to that specified in the

CETA legislation of the 1970's. Mirengoff, Rind ler, Greenspan, and

Seabloom (1980) noted that better coordination and linking1 of employment,
,

1 training, arid related programs are basic to the goals of CETA, and the

- justification for: CETA's existence. However, the potential eoordinatioult of

, federal and local programs with CETA has pever; been fulcy achieved by

responsible local and state officials-. Not only/hal',CETA and itoAclientele

suffered from inadequate dr nonexistant collaboration with other organ

tions, current, effOrts by .Congress and the Reagan Administration td

reduce federal spending in alt. areas (ex-Cept for defense) have motivated
WO'

agencies serving vocational special needs 'populations . to seek ways to

maintain present levels of service while working with significantly lower

funds. - Ferrini, Matthews, Foster, and Workman (1980) believe that there

are usually several service providers responsible for addressing th needs

of the same clientele. These providers "have snot had success in *pcoling'

0

1 Mirengoff, et. al, (1980) meke a distinction between the "terms linkage and
coordination 'as follows: "Linkage refers to -a cooperative arrangement to
provide ancillary service or. training... Coordination 'refers to (a) ar-
rangements\among various progtarnt'or agencies with similar objectives or
(b) cooperation among. agencies with different goals to promote the objec-
tives of each" (p. 64). !for the 'purpose of thi's'study., the te'rm's coordina'
tion, cooperation, and collaboration .(i.e., 'to work ii.Oth one another:or
others) are used interchangeably. . (

r 09. z
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their resources or.coordinating their programs, and often are not even

aware of each other's programs. As a result, Ferrini, et. al., feel the

services delivery spectrum of vocational preparation has the following

characteristics: (a) many unserved or underserved clientele fall into the

"cracks" between agency mandates, (b) inefficient use of resources, (c)

poor or non-existent linkages between related services, (d) inadequate

referral networks needed to help users locate services, and (e) excessive

competition among related organizations for clientele and/or federal and

state dollars.
,

The situation among the handicapped appears to be not much better.

For example, Regan and Deshler (1981) referencing Closer Look (1978)

state that, "unemployment among disabled people far exceeds tile rate in

the rest of the population. In a typical year ... 60 percent of all disabled

adults are out of work, compared to 25 percent of non-disabled adults."

Over ming barriers to employment will necessitate toping with somd

very restri tive attitudes in society. Halpren (1979) suggested that career

opportunities for the handicapped have been restricted by the limitations

of professional imagination;commitment, and resources, more than by the

limitations resulting from the individual's disabilities. Clearly, then collab-
,

orative efforts between agencies serving\ 'special needs individuals must
4

. draw upon their professional imagination and commitment to make better

use of exisiing and potential resources than has been achieved to date.

Batsche (1979) feels that latk of cooperation is the result of a coni-

munication barrier between?' vocational educators and special educators that

has not received the attention it deserves. This could probably.be ex-

tended to include vocational rehabilitation staff as well. This problem also
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includes a lack of planning. and- poor or non-existent communications result-

ing in considerable 'duplication of efforts. It should be noted that these.

limitations plague all four agenties to yaryin degrees.

r- 4

PARTICIPANTS IN THE PURSUri OF INTERAGENCY COORDINATION

Before examining ways that itqmiPte Or ikrihibit interagency coopera-

ton, it is important to establish a common rationale, or purpose for this

activiN, and to look at the federal legislation,\Which brought all four

agencies into existence. First, Vie rationale for interagency cooperation.
,

Efficiency (EffiPiency from the perspective of, the public agency or

more likely, .from heir financial adminis'trators). The source of this
il .

'movement has Ben evolving for a long period of time. According to Boyd
--

. (1980), critics of fragmented municipal and educational servi26- can be

traced back ta the Municipal Reform Movement of the Progressive Era (c.

1900-1914). The question of whin approach to efficient peration is best,

a centralized hierarchically organized bureaucracy, or a decentralized sys-

tem of small service providers who rely on competition and consumer

choice, is unresolved at this time. In fact, as.in most cases, there are

trade-offs between efficiency in terms of dollars, time, effort spent, con-.

sumer satisfaction, and equality of resdurce distribution. Any reorganiza-

tion of related social agencies to pnomote coordinatIon .ahd linkage of

individual services to the public sector yequires changes in. both policy

and practice on many levels.

A Roster of the Players

To even the most uninformed, taking a cursory yiew of occ ationally-
.4 c.

oriented training programs .fol- adolescent and young adult pp uletions,
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there would be. super,ially, little differences between vocational education
. ..

and CETA., Furthe , 'this is only e slight difference betvaeen these two
,

and vocational rehabiliation, but a greater difference when special educa-.
,

tion is considered. This observatiOn seems accurate unless one examines

Closely the different client populations that compri4e the typical caseloads
. 4V

of each agency. On a functional basis, these agencies can be viewed as a

simple, input-process-outcome diagram as follows: /

FIGURE 1

A Special Needs Client-Agency Services Delivery Model'

Input
..

Process Outcome

People People with
needing Service -lop assistance

, assistance agency needs met
".

The fundamental, difference betweep these agencies, despite a similar

outcome, is th4,t different populations require different serviCes in order to

optiMize their chances of arriving at the sime utcome. One of the differ-

ences between these agencies is due to the environments and procedures

applied to these different populations. Considering the fact that -environ-

ment and procedures influence the various populations differentially, it is

the latter aspect that would appear to be a suitable candidate for modifica-
.

tion. This modification would apply to, the personnel who deliver their
,

.. .

. e

agencies' services to their 'respectiVe clientele. Before pursuing this issue

further, itt will be necessary to examine these different populations end the
..

relationship of agency personnel ' who deliver vocational - ser.vices 4o their ,

a
clients, ao as to achieve a better understanding of the problem.

/ Basically, this service consortium .can be divided into', two major
go,

arenas: general vocational development and specialized vocational develop-.,
fr

ment. To begin, the agencies of CETA, 'vocational rehabilitation (VR) and

)
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special education..(SE) may be. Vieweduas 'special&d vocAional training, in

I.

so far as the clients they serve are in need ,of specialized programs and
1

. professionally qualified personnel to coordinate and deliver
V

training. All of these disciplines . a6proach the deiivery of
J

services from a personal or individue perspective. This is evident in the
,

. establishment of the entry orthe client into the treatment process. 'Each. , .

program plan identifies specific services, procedures, and aids that will be 8

,

required to maximize the client's voCational Wential. Although each of
..,

c.

vocational

vocational

these agencies has been created to serve atypical populations', these three.

services can be further delineated on
,

the basis of client demographics.
...-

CETA (Title IV), for example, primarily serves economically disadvan-
ir

--taged persons; with most of CETA's effort .being focused on adolescents
, ..

and young adults, age 16 to 22. Special education's attention hag" typically

focused on persons at the elementary and secondary leyels in public schools
,-

k

and institutions, with ,recent additional. emOiasis" on early childhood ser-
, i.

viceS. Although vocational training is a specified requirement in The

Education for All Handicapped 'Children Act of 1975 (P.L. 94-142), Heller,
Jr

(1981) points out that "programming for handicapped students at the
--)

-secondary level has long been a neglected component of the educational

'continuum (p: 582)." VoCational rehabilitation services have- been offered .
,

since sthe 'early 19201s, but only recentiy have included such major hand-
_ .

capped populations as the mentally retarded, severely handickpped, and

most recently (1978) the learrfing disabled. Furthermore, with the passage

A

sx

, .

oft the iRehabilitation Act of 1973 (.PA.. 93-112) riority has been given to

serving the most, severelyhandicapped persons and those who have been

, unserved in the past. A major characteristic of each of these populatiO

.

ns

/.,

is that they have been unable 'to develop into competitive workers when
. 1

only regular' vocational training is provided. That is, as a result of their
93 (.
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"differences" ip relation to the normal population, special or modified

tr,ais? ning experien'ces are required for them.

Finally, vocational education has, been, since its inception with the

passage of the §mith-Hughes Act of 1917,- the general forum of vocational

training 'available to citizens at -the local community level. Only a few

yers have passed since Congress identified disadvantaged ';nd handi-

capped populations as being in need of-special vocational services (0P.L.

88-210). Vocational education's perforinance in preparing vocatisnally

competitive citizens up to that point in time had been extremely high, but

has not served the special needs populations with equal succeSs daring the

last 11 years (Olympus, 1974; Krantz, 1981).

Two reasons for this inadeqbate service to special needs clients has

'been the resistive .attitudes among vocational educators (Halloran &

Razeghi, 1981) and failure to accept more responsibility forserving special

needs students in regplar and modified vocational programs (Kayser, 1977;

1981). These actions may be traced beck to the contrast between the
1

philosophies of vocational education and special education or rehabilitative

services. Vocational education!s corIcentration ha been on producing

highly qualified ,yvorkers.'to meet the labor demands of the community,while
/.

special education focuses, on optimizing the botential of an , individual's
. s

'ability through whatever methods and services that are individually re-
.

quired.

POSSIBhE CONTRIBUTIOlsiS BY AGENCIES

More than a decade-46, Gallagl-tter (1969) noted that in any complex

social issue which. requires a wide range of skills, the task cannot be .

accomplished by only_ onei\ddiscipline: Niocational rehabilitation, vocationaT

education, and special education all have soNething to offer. Gallagher.
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suggeiteti that each of these specialists can bring the *Ho Wing differential

skills to bear upSy the bomplex problem of providing training ánd educe-

tion programs for spdcial needs clients.

*.

Vocational Rehabilitation. Being the cldsestAf the three to

actual job placement, these profe'ssionals ,could. focus on

vocational evaluation and counseling, gerleral program

objecnves, applicability, and the provision of feedback on

program effectiveness (p. 9)..

VocatiOnal Education. This discipline offers planning and

instructional skills related to general* vocational .education

pla nOng. These professionals can provide specific instruc-

tion in occupational areas designed especially for the

handicapped° with the aid of special services personnel to fit

special needs students into regular vc;frational programs (p.

9)

Special Education. This Aiscipline can contribute a sen

continuity and programming related to the total educe nal

program of the handicapped child. Of .special ignificance

is the fact that special educators ,have the fi al authority

for the total design of/,the handicapped inefivid aft educa-

tio'hal 'programs so that they meg not only t k-study
,

needs, but related educational and social 'goals...as ivell (p.

10).

Gallagher (1969) also suggested that vocational edu,cation programs

/ designed for themhandicapped face the problems of where and -how educe-

tior6i coordination Should take place. However, fie felt that all three of .

these disciplines must bek-meaningful Compor?ents in all vocational education
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programs for the riandicapped or the quality of these programs will suffer:

Gallagher's advrce on interdisciplinary or interagency cooperation was as

N,follows :

"We nrd to be careful that we do not fall into, the trap of
cursing ourselves when complex organizational problems frustrate
'us. There is an enemy, a real enemy, but it is not our col-
leagues in ,related disciplines. It is ignorance of how to best
organize ourselves to deliver services to the handicapped. It is
this enemy .to which all our energies and efforts need to be
directed (p. 19)."

LEGPSLATIVE GUIDELINES FOR PERSONNEL DEVELOPMENT

Each of the four identified service agencies has evolved as a resUlt of

federal legislation aimed at improving the lives of specific populations who

have experiencdd difficulties in accessing services to meet their -needs.

This is especially applicable to vocational training, since we assume that
i

subh training will, indeed improve the chances of the special needs popula-
.

tions to access a better life style. These laws were written 'and enacted to
t ?

provide special services to the individual, but they also include provisions

'for preparing trained personnel who deliver the vocational-related services.

As was mentioned above, the focus of this paper is on developing linkages

and cooperation between each of these service agencies. It should be

noted, however, that ager?cies do not deVelop linkages and make coopera-

tive agreements, ..20/ple, working in these agendes do. Since this is the
.,

'case, it is irhportant to vjew the legislation for personnel developrAnt' from

the perspectiye of interagency cooperation not only for, training of pre-

and inservice personnel, but for using training personnel from these four

areas during personnel preparation activities. Thus, the following material

briefly examines thee laws from these p'erspectives.

le
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Comprehensive Employment and Training Act 'Amendments of 1978: P. L.
95-524

CETA is administered through prime sporesors, usually offices in local

government,----that are coordinated at the state level. Programs are orga

nized at the local level where the population base .is at 'east 100,000.

CETA was deVeloped on the assumption that better services can be pro-
,

vided through an administration at the "grass roots" level, since the needs
\,

f local community are more readily iClentified.
1'

A --T e statutes Make it clear that CETA funds' ,are tO be used for em.-,----\

ployment, "through the utilization ...of all resources for skill development-

available' in industry, Fabor, public, and private educational and training

institutions, vocational rehabilitation agencies, and other state, federal ,and

local agericies, and other ,appropriate public a d private organizations and

facilities, with their consent (29 U.S.C.A. Section, 831 [b]).". Thus, the

CETA administration acts as a broker ofYs-e ices in a sense, to secure

appropriate and needed services for ,persons who meet their eligibility

criteria for assistance.
. - .

With regard to training,- however, Section 882-Training and Technical

Assistance, states that nds are to be p'rovided for "appropriate preser-

vice and inservice: t g for spegjalized suppo?five, s.upervisory, or

other. personnel, and appropriate' techni al assistance with respect to

'programs- under this chapter." Given the fo1egoing statement (Section 831

[ID]) that local unduplicated agencies and establishments be used as place-

ment sites for direct voCational training services, Section 882 can be

interpreted to mean that the CETA agininistration staff would be the recipi-
,

ents of this inservice anq preservice training. This would seem to make
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sense in light of the requirements of the participant's personalized employ-

ability plan (Section 845(a) and (b)).. t hi plan is iimi,lar in many aspects

to the Individualized Education Program I.EP) specified in P.L. 94-142,

and the Indifidual Written Rehabilitation Plan (IWRP) &gm P.L. 93-11-2:

Howerer,,the legislation is not clear on identifying who is targeted for this
4

inservice and breservice training in contrast to the specific wording in tl:ie

other three statutes under consideration here.

The Education fror All Handicapped Children Act of 1975: P.L. 94-142
, 4rContrary to the vagueness of the CETA legislation in regard to train-

'1
in , Section 1413(a)(3) of U.S.C.A.. (P.L.' 94-1421 clearly states that

i dividual state plans submitted to the Office of Education must specify
,

whcri will be given inse'rvice training and for what purpose. It states' in

part provides for in-servica training 'to general and sRecial education

:instructional and s'upportpersonnel ... to assure that these persons are

appropriately and adequately prepared and trained ... to provide, services

as specified in the law." Furthermore, Section 1431, Grants to Higher

Education, specifies that the purpose of this section is to train teacher
4

trainers in fields related to the education of handicapped children, and

personnel already teaching or about to teach handicapped. children Fur-

thermore, Section 1432, Grants to State Educational Agencies for .Trainee-
_ ,

ships, provides funds to states for the training , of both teachers, and

upervisors 4f teachers, as they..are needed in these localities.

Also in contrast t% CETA and vocational rehabilitation regulations, the

language of the law does not require that outside, already etxisting agens-

cies must, be used to provide the training for either the staff or the clients

beLg served. ;0

a
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The 1978 Amendments to the Vocational Rehabilitation Act of,1973: P.-L.
95-602

The Vocational Rehabilitation Amendments as ,elaborated in 29

U.S.C.A. Chapter 16,. have several features that are similar to provisions
. ,

in the other three laws while ,some Natures are unique. Within the state

plan, Section 721(a)(1)(A)(ii)\authorize states to establish, joint programs

with othar state agery(ies so as to share funding and administration respon-

sibilities. These other state agencies may inciude major public educaion

botil vocational and special, public ,he'alth, welfare, and labor programs

such" as.- CETA. In addition, Section 722(a)(12) includes the specification
.

that existing public and other vocational or technical training facilities or

1*

other appropriate resources in the cOmmunity, such as existing rehabika-
/

tion' 'facilities' (ec. 121(a) (5)) tT used- to the Maximum extent' possible.

Also,. Section 722, defined the Individual :Written RehabOtation Plan ((a)

`(9)) and the requirements 'pf coordination with dsther state and local agen-;

cies ((a)(11)).

This law also srovicles for training funds in the form of grants, 4

primail'ily far preservice purposes, specifically to 11...assist in increasing.
go.

the number of 'personAel trained in providing vocational frelatedP services
.

,

to' handicappd individuals... ,(Sec. 763(a))." yin ) Secton 774, various ..

1. . ,

service areas a're identified as beind included under these training stipule-
. .

tions, including vocational, medical, social, and psychologic. service

tirovidel's," as well as ,person's specially trained in providing employment.
.

.

-assistance; jobo development, and 'placement- services. Therefore, fflis law

identifies personnel by area,! who are responsible for direct rehabilitation

services that are.to tie trained through grant monies.

,
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One unique feature of this,paqicular law appears in Section 721

(a)(7) regarding state plans, It specifiesthat each state establish and

maintain personnel standards as well as standards governing acilities nd
)

personnel used in these facilities. This feature of P.L. p5-602 placeS
a.

vocational rehabilitation personnel and facilities on a similar level as that of

vocational and special education in terms of certification require nts.

These requVents 'have a tendency to separate thete"thrge gencies from

the CETA. personnV who are not required io be certified.

Title II Of The Education Amendmethts Of 1976: P.L. 94-482

The current vocational education legislation P.L. 94-482, 'has several

additional features that overlap with the other three laws besides the basic
't:t

emphasis on providing vocational training. These specfications are found

in 20 U.6.C.A., beginning at Chapter 44, Section 2300. To begin, Sec.

2307 (b)(5) specifies that criteria .must be developed and specified in the

state plan, relating tothe development of coordination efforts with man-."
power training programs conducted by prime sponsors established under

the CVTA Act of 1973. It would appear that since both of these acts

relate to vocational training apd employment outcomes, Congress felt justi-
ea.

fied in requiring coordinated efforts between the gi? two agencies.. How-
,

ever, neither the VEA nor the CETA regulations clearly delineate

responsibility for initiating these actiOns, thus it could be assumed that

cooperative efforts should be 'a mutual undertaking.

A second feature that makes overlap with other laws is the/require-

ments in Section 2310 that: (a) handicapped persons be served, and (b)

disadvantaged persons, including those with limited, English-speaking

ability be served in all vocational education programs. These provisions

overlap .with P.L. 93-112, P.L. 94-142, and P.L. 95-602 respectively.
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Personnel development under the Education Amendments of 1976, Sec.

2355 includes a variety of persons who are engaged in direct service de-

livery of vocational training as well as supervisors and administrators but

does not specifically address those persons\ who are directly working with

any.special needs student other than the teacher who works with limited

English-proficient clients..

What is clear from examining these laws is that pe.rsons'4and content

areas are well depned for only three dt- the four providers of 'service,

special education, vocational educationjaod vocational rehabilitation.

Since most, if not all, of the expertise of OA personnel may be fo,und in
.4

these other three progranfs, it would suggest that these existing- training

programs could .be dffectively and efficiently used.

BARRIERS TO COLLABORATION

Tes owski, Rosenberg, and Hammond (1980) proposed that the voca-

tional development of handicaped and disadvantaged individuals will re-

quire collaborative and coordination among the following: people, public

and private agencies, legislation, and professional organizations. Such

collaborative 'efforts to integrate service to special populations of people

through federal legislative mandates, agency services, and professional

organizations are vital components of the movement.to better serve special.

clientele. Stedman. (1977) has stated that lack bf coordination increases

the inherent competitiveness between agencies and special, organizations

,and inhibits effective delivery of services to selected populations. Clarcq

and Cattanach (1980) also support this. position. Obviously, 'the ide.al

conditions as identified by Likert (1967) for enhancing interorganizational

cooperation do not seem to exist al this time -- favorable attitudes, confi-

dence, and trust.
101
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Tesolowski, et. al. (1980) reported that the need to develop and

improve cooperation between special education, vocational rehabilitation,

and vocational education has already been the subject of formal discussion

at the Commissioner level with the U. S. Department of Health, Education,

and Welfare (HEW). A November 21, 1978. memorandum jointly issued by

the M.S. Commisiioner of Education and the U.S. Commissioner of Reha-
.

bilitation Agencies stated:

t1This mqpnorandum announces a joint national initiative to expand
and improve the service delivery system to handicapped individ-
uals... It is a basic tenet of the State and Federal participants
that the development of new interagency agreements among State
Departmvnts of Special Educationi State Departments of Voca-

,tibnal Education, and State Rehabilitation agencies is critical to
the achievement of the goal. It is the expecta-fion of all of the

participants that States will develop new agreements during Fiscal
Year 1979 (Office of the Secretary, HEW, 1978)."

Tesolowski, et. al. (1980) also stated that collaboration between agencies

servirt special needs populations is' of the utmost importance. Now that

agencies have begun to recognize the commonalities of their "goals for their

clientele, professionl staff within these agencies must begin to share their

expertise while realizing the importance of the other service delivery

agencies and overcoming the belief that their agea of eApertise is the only

critical one (Aiken, Dewar, DiTomaso, Hage, & Zeitz, 1975). Cooperation

among service discipline agencies will, hopefully, result in moT comPrehen-

siye delivery of services along the continuum of re_dApation and training

services. Eventually such an approach should improve services that

eliminate unnecessary duplication of efforts; but mostsimportantly, does not

exclude needed services. It seems apparent that current legislation,

. financial restrictions, and societal attitudes all ingicate that now is the

time for all professlonals serving vocational special needs populations to

pursue more effective, concentrated efforts aimed at defining and inter-

facing their collaborative endeavors (Tesolowski, 1980).
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Potential Barriers Within the Legislation

A critical component of Title II of the Education AMendments of 1976,

- the Nocational Rehabilitation Amendmentt of 1978, and the Education For

All Handicapped Childr'en Act of 1975 is that there is a spe!cific, substan-
A

tive content imparted to aspiring practitioners through either pre- or
.-\ A

-,

inservice training. This content, which is identified, in- eiach of 'these

laws, .pertains both to the subject matter and speeific practices'inherent in

that profession. This is not the case in the CETA legislation. Further-
,

more, CETA's Section 882 does not explicitly specify who will receive this

training. . However, in a conversation witp a state CETA offi43I

Minnesota, it wa learned that funds used under this section have been

used 'for CETA staff for inservice activities- provided by other CETA staff.

In essence, while CETA shares activities and job, titles similar to those in

vocalional education, vocational rehabilitation specifically, and to a lesser
4

degree, special education, there are no stipulations in the legislation that

individuals' training will utilize existing programs from any of the other

three disciplines to meet staff's needs.
.., ,.

For example, all disciplines except CETA have developed professional

roles which were established over a 'lengthy period of time. With only one

exception, the professionals in these three ard'as expend from four to six
<4

years in
1

preservice training. Even the one exception to this standard,

skilled journeymen of a particular trade as instructors, possess eXperience

that ca;not be matdhed in other wayS.

.According to Intriligator (1978); interorgaRizational relations including

collaboratives, cooperatives, or consortia, drawn together to increase the

qtectiveness of public education systems tend to diminish their major goal:

the satisfaction of individual needs. Intriligator further stated that the
..)..
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general. state of knowledge about, interorganizational relationships acknow-
-

ledges that a diversity of assumptions underlying cooperative relationtips

or arrangement is "good" almost by definition, and' their. prombte greafer

efficiency, higher performance, and reduce the duplication of services
.,

(Warren, 1967). This 1 type of thinking is used by leaders, especially

legislators,4who may be sequestered away from the rejl wOrld and evaluate
4 t-their world only in dollars and participant numbers4

. .

Resistance tO Interagency Efforts

One reason for the low levels'of cooperation alluded to in the above
,,

dipqmssion involves the ettablished domains of service and clientele_ of. .

these four agencies. From this perspective, each agency views th-eir
4,

serviv as specifically .designed for their clients. Eventually ihis proce-
-

dure evolves into very specific services, unique to the individual agency
.,

.
and clientele. This results in the acceptance of a specific clientele and

cejecting all others who were viewed as atypical These atypical individ-
. _

uals are then r erred to other agencies for helP. This perspective is also
_.

perpetuated in eacher/counselor preparation' programs. An example is the

dearth of vocationally-related components in special ducation programs or

the absence pf efforts to introduce the handicapped to acational educators.
_...._

Likewise, special,,edqcation 'provkles services for -children, not adults.
..,.., , , ,

The older handicapped are the "rightful" domain' of the vocational rehabili-
,

tation Man-ag rs. .

,
By main,aining a narrow foctis, on clientele ahd their equired d'er-

vices, the Pontent and mithodS of teacher/counselor program become very
,

specific and refined. While Ahe positive effect of this evolution results in

,

N.
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,

better services one speyific group of clients, the corresponding nega-.

tive effect, is that ,more ahd more "other group" persons are erxcluded from
-

,
these services. Thus, it may be observed that if any of those agencies

S'

wer provide -their/standard services to another' agencyq clients, the
'

treatment would not be as effective as for the individuals who were the
. \

recipients for whom the services were initially detigned This would tend
.

\

to indicate that such differential sprvices to populations are necessary.
t ,

RecentlY, advocates f o r handicapped youth have attacked this proce-

dure stating that these youth are systematically excluded from vocational
e AP t

training (Holloran & Raze9hi, 1981). They sta e that one reason for this...

exclusion is the reluctance of the vocational inst uctar to work with stu-
.

dents. who need extra assistance since they ha e not been trained to work

with this clientele. Such reluctance is a rationa'INreaction thit could have
's

been predicted years ago when the mandate of P.L. 94-482 -was new and
-

,

1

orientation courses were unavailable. However, with the availability of

various inservice cOurses to familiarize instructors with these special needs
e

clientele, ,such continuing reluctance must be interpreted as a formidable

barrier resulting from unaccepting attitudes.

Based on enrollment figures, one observes- an ,implicit resistance to

serving disadvantaged students as' well (Lee, 1974V. This group, how-

ever, has several limitations which have not been addressed adequately to

date. First, there have been few organized advocates for this group
,

which could promote vocational education with equal zeal at for the handi-
< .

capped. Second, the only educational area emphasized for the disadvan-

taged group has been Title I of the Elementary and Secondary Education

Act, which has specifically focused on improving early eaucation programs:
44.

Thus, while the disadvantaged population makes up a Potentially large
. ,
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body of learners, there are nOt curriculum content or methods- areas which

give emphasis to their special learning needs.
a

Cooperative Governmental Agency Efforts

Albright, Hasazi, Phelps, and Hull (1981) observe that current fed-
.

eral and stafe level activities promoting interagency cooperation are only at

an "embryonic" stage at 'this time. SAveral ageements have been, formu-

lated at the federal level between responsible governmental agencies, but

fewer agreements have been developed between state level agenores:
p,

Surveying the 50 states, these authors piked that a- major condern at the
.1

state level was .how effective 'are, or will be, state level agreements in

stimulating futuee comprehensive programntg at the local level. , For

example, CETA, vocational rehabilitation, and °special education all require

clients to have .some form of individualized program plan which specifies

4 the nature and substance of required services. Since each of these agen-

cies aee required to submit state plans identifying cooperative efforts, it
.

would seem likely that these individual program plans will reflect this

cooperation as well. The authors noted that while some colleges and

universities have initiated efforts to train professionals in related agencies

to work with handicapped persons, considerable effort in this area is still

needed. The /driving force' lAhind ihe, current emphasis On collaborative

agency efforts can be traced to the federal government. -State tgovern-
..

ments, in turn, are required to submit their one or five. year plans stating

how they will comply, with federal guidèlThes. However,-it is at the lowest

level, i.e., the lbcal level, where individual clients are served, and: that

the actual efficiency and effectiveness of such collaborative efforts are

measured. The r'most critical link in this service deliXry chain, then
/
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appears to be at the local level here these mandates must finally be

carried out, but where' sufficierit e pertise may be lacking.

Collaborative efforts appear . o have good intentions, as, implied 12y

examining areas suCh as, ",problems of overlapping and duplication of

services, .shootages. of state poll rs, : lack of fedklal3inancial suppoi-t to

implement regulations, and div rsification of responsibilities over -manyf ,

agencies ... forcingstates 'to r examine their pattern, of delivery of ser-

vices (Burkhalter & Waldorf; 4981)." In the rehabilitation arena,` prticipa-

tionJri networks, is uncommon. 'Here again the major reason for this

barrier appears to be the "people problem." This includes factors such as

personnel attitudes, unwillingness to share infoimation... (competition be-

tween agencies), personnel overload in terms of extra work, ahd extra

requirements to yet another level of bureaucracy. ..-T-he second problem

they identified was the geographic separation between the agencies , in-
,

volved: This .factor could be especially critical if some agencies were"
,

local, some regional, and others _statewide: There is consensus among
,

several authors that in order to facilitate)any kind of collaboration effort,

planners must Jam an, intermediate bureaucracy level above (the local and

below' the state level (Albr'ght et. al, 1981; Burkhalter 8; Walden, 1981)

rIntriligator,' 1978). Intr. igator (1.978) has stated-,/hat since educational

leaders hold positicins at several levels of the .schoor governance system,

i.e., local and' intermediate levels, = cooperative efforts are thus facilitated.

This is an interesting dilemma, as was the specialized training for

staff resulting in little cross-agency integration. The esta6lishment of an

intermediate level 'means that another level of bureaucracy is established,

with all its demands for money, time and manPower, its development oft,
cooperative laOlicies, procedures> and practices, which consequently take
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away frorA the *original effectiveness and efficiency the individual agency

haa previously' achieved. One additional, yet ,fundamental, problem Might

be identified *Aith the development of cooperative efforts; that problem is

social change. The two basic principles of social cIingt would apply

to the t= of coliaborative networks are number of persons involveclacA,=

f
and the in

i
olvement Of persons at the level where the proposed change fr

to occur (Zaltman & Duncaci, 1977).

Number of person's involved*. Zaltman and Duncan .(1977) state that

the efficiency of the change process is directly 'related to the number of
c.

different people involved. SeveralampJes of this principle bave alwady

been alludil to above. For example, t federal cabinet officials can issue

-a joint memorand4m, informing others of their concern tor the establishment

of cooperative efforts. However at lower levels in any two agencies, there

will be a diminishing Percentage of mutual agreement between local staff,

simplyc jaased on numbers. 'Albright, et. al., (1981) referenced a list o

activities identified as important for establishing intergency agreements
f

designed by Tindall, et. al. (1979). The first three activities are opposite

in terms of establishirrg substantial -change between agencie . 'These

include: (a) appoint a representative from each agency, (11 seek repre-

sentatives from various levels of programming from the participating agent

cies, and (c) seek members ips from advisory cot riaees, liaison groups,

. ."" and advocacy organizations (p. 586). in principle', this procedure is

altrustic but in Practice it may be self-cThfeating.

Involvement of personnel at the local level. The local level is where

,the final 'responsibilitli for.,change is to reside. It is also where the:

'greatest eTfect of change may be observed and realized... A cardinal prin-
,

cjple for effecting change is to involve the people at the level of responsi-

bility where .change is to take place. Basic to effttting change among
.141,4



encies, .is the peed to inform participants of each agency of their ,

relaionships to other agencies. Since .thrs has been noted as a problem

area in the above discussion, subsequent change at the local level seems

doubtful. .

tzr
UNMET INSERiICE NEED 'OF /AGENCY PERSONNEL

Bowen (19'80) has repOrted that teacher education is faced with a

number of challenges in p aring teachers and other educational personnel

to meet the mandates established by state and federal vocational and spe-,

-ciar education-related legislation. the believes -that several of the prob-
g-

lems in teacher prepara ion programs exist because special ed- ucators and

vocational instructors have triaditionali een trained eithout interaction

with one another. That) is' eduCators.in- eachruP function in ignorance

,of the other group with little or no coordination of efforts to improve

services for gpecial needs learners. The comment by Sparks and Younie

(1969) that few insFeutions have rekgnized the vocational/career prepara-
. C oN 0. .

'tion neecisNatlispecial populations is still valid' today. 'Only a few colleges
...z,.... .. .

and universities, which recently became aware of the prollems of educAing

personnel to work with special need students, provide teacher preparation
..'

programs..

Bowen (1980) als'o noted tHat a limited number of research 'and devel-

opment projects are being conducted that exainine the role of special needs

personnel. Most f these studies haVe focused on ways in which to de-

velop the skills and leadership abilities necessary to work effe ively with

special needs individuals at the secondary and postsecondary levels and,-
-

thus, expand the vocational and career lions of those special needs

poOula ns.



1:lo Imes (1975) reported .research efforts which led him to conclude

that there is a lack of role definition arid little desire to clarify those roles

among personnel fran all three. argencies -- special education, vocatiotiel

education, and vocational rehabilitation. In -addition, he concludes that

this research supports the need for cooperative agreements among these

agencies and that meeting the needs of special need's individuals is not an

endeavor which slioulq be approached by agencies or individuals in isola-

tion.

Categorizing Competencies and Inservice Topics
17""

If cooperative interagency efforts aimed at serving the educational'.

needs of a variety of special needs populations are to be carried out

effectively .and efficiently, the.planning of these efforts.must be planned

logically to deaF with the wide range of complex issues end problems. In

addition, personnel involved in such agency or institutional activities must

possess. adequate competencies in appropriate areas.

In 1980, Peak and Brown noted that a degiand has arisen in recent

years of specialized training for vocational educators. This training must

facilitate the service of students with "special needs" who are enrolled in

regular vocational programs. The authors stated that this concern is

shared; by educational planners at local, state, and national levels: Since

thg,eventual educational achievements of students are.greaily. influenced by

educato they, along witp other agency personnel with'parallel concerns,

must possess the competencies and skills necessary to serve special needs

populations.

bespite legislative mandates that were established during the 1970's to

serve students with wider ranges of abilities, handicaps, and cultural/ ,

Plinguistic needs, recent studies have shown that teachers are riot being

..
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prepared to cope With these issues dui'ing their initial teacher preparation

programs (Phelps, 1976; Figamilton & Harrington, 1979; Reynolds, 1980).

Peak and Brow (1980) reviewed numerous studies of special needs-related

educator competencies and found competency lists containing from 16 to 384

competencies. Holkever, individually, none of the competency lists was felt

to be comprehensive or.complete. Through an analysis procedure utilizing

several experts from the vocational special needs field as resources, many

of' the previously identified competencies were assembled into a matrix

Model incorporating 12 categories or "domains." Each of the 12 competency

areas was further reduced into four specific stages common to all major

(_ educational activities: (a) needs assessment, (b) planhing, (c) implementa-

tion, and (d) evaluation (See Figure 2). ,

l'he needs assessment phase focuses on a person's ability to identify

and measuresa client's educational needs. The planning Ohase focuses on,

the ability to plan and prepare activities and materials while the delivery

phase concerns skills related to the implementation of delivery of planning

activities and mateeriars. Finally, evaluation refers to determining the
)...

tiveness of materials and activities used to meet specific identified_
;

educational peeds. ,
..-- 7

Each of the 12 domains of skills.' listed in Figure 2, must ,be possessed'

by at least one member of the interagency group serving the special needs
Jo*

client. These competency domains are defined as follows:

1. Teaching styles versus learning styles. The ability to use or to

advise others .to use'stYles of instruction Which help the special

4 needs client to learn vocational skills and knowledgel,

2. Students' 'interpersonal The ability to help special needs

clients improve their understanding of themselves and their

relationships with others.
111
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FIGURE 2. A Matrix of Special Needs-Related Educator Competencies
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learning styles

2. Student interpersonal skills
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environment
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4. I nstructional physical
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6. Curriculum design and
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7 . I nstructional materials
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9. Parents

10. Community resources
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Adapted from Peak, L.. and Brown, J. A conceptual framework and process
for identifying the inservice needs of vocational educators serving special

%Iv needs populations, 1980, p. 20.
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3. Classroom sodal-educatiohal environment. The abilitpo-maintain

a desirable social environment Which will encourage special needs

cliertts to learn.

4. Instructional physical environment. The ability to plan and

'organize he physical environment in 'which special needs clients

are se d.

5. Individuarized education programs. The ability to provide- the
\,

special training and/or services required by .the client's Individ-

ualized Education Pro6ram (IEP), or whic44ver individualized

plan is used by the respective agency..

6. Curriculum design and modifications. The ability to p;lan and

organize the curriculum to best meet the needs of special needs

clients .

instructional materials. The ability to educate special needs

clients with instructional materials which' match the ways in

which they learn most effectively.

8. Special support service;>-- The ability to use an agency's or
.1

institution's 5pport services (tutors, counselor interrreters,

and .others) to supplement services to the spec I needs client.
<

k

9. 'Parents. The 'ability to effdctively interacI with the parents,

.guardiaT, or others related to the special needs client to better

meet the client's training needs.

10: Community resources. The ability to use community re'sources to

supPlement efforts to serve special needs clients.

11. Legislative and regulations. The abilit9 to educate special needs

clients 'while cbmplying with the rules and regulations which

apply to those individuals.
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12.. Professional growtH and development. The ability to develop and

carry out plans to grow professionally in order to more effec-

tively serve special needs clients.

This ,competency matrix represents a classification system that can be

useful when categorizing and examining the broad range of competencies

and activities applicable to these related agencies. The competenEies

identified her are believed to bete common to the efforts to be pursued

cooperatively b members of special edUcation, vocational education, CETA,

and vocational rehabilitation. If personnel who are trained to function./

within these programs are to effectively serve special needs, clients, they

must recognize that these clients hive unique needs and that personnel in

each agency must be competent at meeting such needs. Although some

personnel function in specific competency domains, the collective staff

resources of those agencies should ,address all of the pompetencies con-

tained within the competency matrix in Figure 1. Thus, the matrix may

serve 'both as/san effective organizer for structuring interagency coopera-
-.

tive efforts and as a set of criteria for identifying the collective staff

competencies,needed.

FACTORS AFFECTING PERSONNEL DEVELOPMENT WHICH WILL
FACILITIE OR LIMIT COOPERATVE'EFFORTS

Maitlen (1,980) stated her belief (that the development of'. working

relationships between CETA and the various education systems is "bound

to haveitups and downs (p. 1)." One of the typical "roadblocks" to inter-

agency cooperation identified by Maitlen is that educators and -CETA per-
.

sonnel" often tend to think that the two systems are at odds with one

another, and that they tare so different in their structure ;hat they simply

cannot..work, together effectively. Althodgh there are- differences in the

/B.
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way 'die two systems are structured, potential collaborators Must' focus on-
1

the advantages of those,-clifferences and the belief thItt the systems can .

work together if they .are willing to commit themselves tO the effort. One

of the first steps toward that goal is to recogriize the differences in the

systems which must be dealt with, including:

Differences in the plahning and funding cycles,

Differences in the start-up times of the two systems (schools are

on school years, CETA is on a fiscal year, and the real world is

on a calendar year!)

Differences in procurement systems,

Differences in accounting monitoring, and evkluation Systems,

and priorities,

Differences in pay structures and tenure (of clients), and
-

Differences in the scope of target populations (CETA deals with

a portion of education's total population) (Maitien, 1980, p. 6).

Intriligator (1978) stated that organizations, ..`when conceived of 'as

social systems (i.e, agencies and institutions), must necessailly exchange

resources and interact with other swtems in their external 'environment.
I

These interactions may bee initiated by the organization,' l;e imposed by

forces, within the environment, or by the result of joint planning efforts

by a specific agency'or other organizationp within its environment. As the

study of organizations has matured, Intriligator feels the systems approach

has focused attention on the tendendy with which an agency interfaces

with the other agencies/institutions in' its environi.iient. Leavitt, Pinfield,

and Webb (1974) state that within this context the organization and its

members behave:
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alternatively [as] recipients of environmental piessuzs-and
active, modifiers of their society. Self-directing systern'mtist
adjust both temporarily to external contingencies and reorganize,

'themselves on a more permanent basis to deal with changed
61 environments. They have to ride with' the punches and learn

tiow to counteract (p. xix)."

CHANGES NEEDED WITHIN HIGHER EDUCATION/

It cannot be stated too often or too strongly, that, althougtthese

four agencies serve populations with slight differences in characteristics,

they seek similar outcomes. ,Several of these agencies have personnel who

perform similar jobs and even have similar job titles.' The major differ-
,

ences are in, the treatment of individuals through specific methods that

optirre their vocational opportunities. Such organizations can interact in

ways characteristic of a symbiotic consortium (Chin, 1974). ,This type .of

oroganization is one where agencies share services which are complementary

to each \Other. This framework adheres to twd fundamental principles.

First, each agency is seen .as' being the best single agency to serve their

particular clientele. Second, the continuity of services to the individual

will be best achieved as a result of each agency providing the majority of

services to...meet the client's Reeds within their own agency and only after

they exhaust their resources,' or acknowledge their limitations, would the

client be referred to any of the other outside agencies. Based on these

two principles, the needs of these agencies appear to be best served

through a continit0 model of services (Shorr & Natting, 1.977).
-

Role of Higher Education

HigHer education institutions hold an important role in the future

development of 'col.laborative services and (agreements since they can pre-

-pare staff members to transition into these new and demanding roles which

have been thrust upon -them.. B*asic policy and practice changes at the
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local levels will require a degree of change in higher education as well.

This fact is evident since the staff from these local agencies require, for

the most part, at least a baccalaureate degree. Thus, colleges and univer-

sities will need to develop training programs for pre- and inservice per-

sonnel directed at examining the basic service components of each of these

agencies. An additional concern which must be considerethin the °province

of higher eduatiOn is the efficient use Of existing programs while` not

,. overburdening faculty with major demands in new subject areas or the
r

accommodation of large numbers of new enrollees. The following two

examples ,might be employed ih college and university programs, each

based on prep@:p g different numbers of qualified staff for local agendies.

All participa "One alternative would be to expose every enrollee
, .

in special education, vocational educkion, and vocational rehabilitation to

specific course content and methods relating to each of the others, as well

as to CETA's areas...of experpse. SuchN.a course could be offered at either

the pre- .or inservice level. Instructors for such a course(s) would bec/# drawn frdm already existing college or utiversity programs and local C'ETA

administrative staff. While this would facilitate the p z.aration of individ-

uals with critical *skills to be'applicable in any location any state, sev-

eral problems are inherent in this model which are elaborated as follows. to.

1. Availatiility of trained personnel. One major ,problem is the

limited availability, of, personnel trained in all four discipline

Not all higher education Ostitutions may have programs

in special education and vocational education a'nd fewer may offer

vocatiDnal rehabilitation programs. In addition, the availability

of .qualified instructors released from other class responsibilities

to teach a new course may/lu,rther limit the use of this model.
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2. Mandating licensure. Most teaching certificates specify minimum

courses to be taken for state ficensure requirements. Inter-,

agency; collaborativet. strategies may not be of high priority for

many trainees or existing staif members, despite the fact that

the future may require these skills just as there is a developing

demand for computer literacy. Thus, in order to prepare mdi-

vduaIs ,for future responsibilities, such a course may be man-

dated at a state level through a certification-' department, or

mandated within each educational institution of higher learning as

required to complete programs for certification. Either of which

would i'sequire additional agreements among still other agencies

that have not been +.; enerally collaborative in the past (i.e.,

higher education and CETA).

3. Organized resistance at the local level. One potential problem to

consider seriously would be local opposition to a .new, mandated

requirement such as the above suggestion.. This opposition

might be even more reactive since more than one group is in-
. .

volved. Furthermore, in the area of special education, many

,practicing teachers at the preschoot and elementary levels of

education could justifiably complain that such training would be

useless fot: their professional.development.

Selective partidpants. An alternitive route to follow, potentially

leading to the same destination, is 'to train selected members of each of

these four agencies to serve in specialized roles. With this approach the

individual would be responsible for acquiring knowledge about each discj-

pline through course work or practicum experience. Thus, no special type

of higher education programs need be developed, although this should not

elf.

,
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be dismissed outright. However, to ensure that this position will be

acknowledged in the service field and programmed for in the college or

university, . some incentives must be developed by the state departments of

education such as a 'special certification,' an add-on endorsement, and

possibly monet incentives as well (i.e. shared reimbursement by several

state agencies)z It would appear that some of the problems identified

above May be relieved to some degree by using this approach to personnel

preparation.

1. Availability of trained personnel. While this plan would still call

for college or university instructors to provide knowledge about

the procedures'and operations of each agency, this could con-

ceivably be accomplished hrough existing couries, primarily of

. the introductory-administrative type. In some locales where

vocational rehabilitation training staff would not be available,

local vocational rehabilitation counselors might be used in a

visiting professor type role to provide an introduction to their

agency's processes. 'A similar arrangement might be made with

selected CETA staff.

2. Mandating licensure. Mandating a certificate or an add-on

endorsement for a few persons responsible for interagency coor-

dination rather than for all persorts within these educational

disciplines would probably be more acceptable to all agencies.

The use of a variety of incentives,such as tuition reimbursement,

special role identification, salary -increment& for the individual,

and partial salary reimbursement through these state offices,

would probably do much to recruit sufficient numbers of instruc-

tors from within these exi&ting specialized programs to assume

these new roles.
119
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3. Organized resistance at the local level. By using a system. of

. reimbursement and other incentives, plus the facr-that such

roles would be optional and that persons elect voluntarily to

enter it, there may be reason to belieVe that less opposition

would be encountered at the local level. In fact, a situation in

which each agency would have its, own representative, trained

from their philosophical perspective, With direct ties to other

service delivery staff, would tend to promote such cooperative

efforts by these agencies and a--c-ctance of those tr'aining proce-

dures.

CONCLUSIONS

The activities discussed in this paper related to cooperation, coordina-

tion, collaboration, and linkages are relatively new endeavors for some of

the four 'agencies that served as the basis for the discussion. Several

pbints need to be addressed in thiS refrain. The first deals with an

underlying, but subtle implication for change. While many factors point

directly to this need, few of the authors 'reviewed have actually been bold

enough to directly recommend it. Change is both ine'iitable and desliable

at this point in time. *Given the severe limitations on various resources of

Many service agencies, those persons, groups, and institutions who resist

change and fail to plan for changet demonstrate to the world their limited

commitment to their professionis longevity and development.

Cooperation, collaboration, coordinatioA, and the development of

linking agreements between relkAed service agencies will require not only

changes in policies and behavidral practices of each agenCy4,, but also

changes in competency levels, attitudes, and behavior patterns of staff
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within them. ` Chatiges within staff could be accomplished through appro-
.

priafe pre- or inservice, training programs 4ocated in institutions of higher

education. However, even this solution for prOblems at the local level may

require changei .in same college or universtty irograms. This is a good

.example, of a "ripple effect" in which outside forces in the environment

impact upon different organizations that are peripheral to the locus of

,action. Forces acting in an unidirectional mAner usually cause organiza-
9

tions to respond either positively or negatively. Resistance to the status

quo may have its underpinnings in the philosophy of the individual or

group but this can not be used tO justify their narrow-minded.$ursuits at

the expense of any given group of eligible clients. Planning activities

a. which consider alternative consequences to present and future goals and

activities of Organizations will enhance the likelihrood that these organize:-

tions will prevail over changes expected during the coming decade.

The decade of the 1980's will see continued and increased changes in

most aspects of our personal and professional lives. At this time, it is not
.

known whether programs that were established last year oe last week may

be eliminated at any tirnel, How ever, if termination does not occur; -some

'of these pro rams may be so 'drastically altered that little resemblance toJ

their pre ent form will remain. ,How far arid how fast change can occur

between related organizations it not well established. Continuing research

efforts are still needed. As° Intriligator (1980) has stated, it is unfortun-

ate that most of the research on interorganizational relations,is based upon

basic assumptions that are, in general, well accepted but have little empiri-

cal evidence to back them up. _, .

,

.. Three implicit assumptions c4 Ititerorganization research have been

. identified by Aldrich (1970) ancj. include: (a) cooperative relations are. .
,
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atsured to be "good," since they facilitate higher organizational perfor-
.

mance and efficient, non-duplicated use of resources; (b) cooperation

among organizations will cause resources to be maximized and innovations

to be :developed; and (g) formalizatiOn of interorganizational research is
1.

Vet

the best waif to deal with changing federal, state, and local environments.

In the realm of special needs populations where several related agencies

simultaneously Operate, verification of these assumptions is a high priority

' at can no longer be ignored. .

Meers (1981) recently stated his belief that our society is now at a

point in time where local and state educational agencies must assume the

responsibility to deliver quality education to All citizens. Until cooperative

linkages are formed between noneducational human service agencies anti

educational agencies so that the total range of necessary services are

provided to special needs individuals who need them, the needs of those

individuals will not be met. Meers feels that, as inadequately served

persorts grow older. and increase in numbers, society's problerr(s will in-

crease correspondingly. Thus, it would seem apparent that current and

past- agency pracAkes must be examined and alternative interorganizatio?

procedures developed in order to avoid in early retirement or untimel

demise for those organizations. As Confucious said (n.d.) "If a man takes

no thought about what is distant, he will find sorrow close at hand."

. 1 2.
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Program Evaluation in CETA/Vocational Education,

Special Education, and Vocational Rehabilitation Linkages

George A. Korn, Bureau Director
Program Audit and Assistance
Division of Special Education

Massachusetts Department of Education

The evaluation o kCETA/Vocational Edt:Ication programt for special

%needs students/clients s an area of great complexity. This Complexity is

the result of legislati,n and regulatory mandates eminating froth several

sources. Alttiough such legislation and its subsequent egulation by

diffetent offices at the national level have common elements, they vary

significantly in maay facets resulting in diffkultyttby state and local ser-

vice providers to brganize and evaluate their)! results. This paper will

attempt to identify the problems of implemerhing, operating, and maintain-

ing CETA/Vocational Education programs for special needs studentg/clients

and the use of evaluation as a, tool to facilitate progrkam developmented

maintenance.

BACKGROUND OF LEGISLATION

The focus of this paper on CETA/vocational education,Vspecial educa-

tion, and vocational reha ilitation linkages _emphasizes the 'three separate

legislative actions and regu tions. When attempting tà evaluate ,programs

and effective linkages to assist handicapped ividuals, consideration must

be given to some of the similarities and diffe which exist between

the .source of aUthority funds for a paOticu ogram. While all of

. us would most likely agr e that the c9ordination o grams from various

agencies is desirable, we are mitigated in implementing so programs and
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linkages by discrepancies in regulation and procedure adopted to implement

those regulations.
11"

Vocational education has the lead in these 'areas, if Only jby the virtue

of being the oldest, since it has 'been a federal priority since World War 11.

Vocational education originally was developed to Meat the nieeds, of our

nation's industries and to train skilled workers -in a variety of vocational

areas. With the passage of the( Vocational Amendments of 1976, new ern-
.

Oasis was given by P.L. 94-142 to the assistance of handicapped and

disadvaritaged students. This emphasis was built Upon previous revisions

and specifically allocated 30 percent of all vocationq, education funds to the

handicapped and disadvantaged. Specific funds were set aside for the.

hapdicapped ,(10 percent, Section 110a) and for, the disadvantaged (20

percent, Section 110b). Such set aside funds must be expended for

programs to provide vocational services to the target population. How-

ever, these funds are computed by states on a state-wide basis. This

method of computation allows for some schooli to emphasiZe programs for

non-handicapped and non-disathiantaged stUders without any efforts

towards Instruction for the handicapped and disadvantaged. This can

result in services clustering in. areas where adrylinistrative and local inter-
,

est ,groups wish to emphasize progr)mis, for t 'h 4 handicappécl.- Depending

then on the area in which a handicapped individual resides, vocational

education programs may or may not exist.

Next to be introduced was CETA, the CoLehensive Employment and
,

Training Act in' 1973. At that time the CETA mandate was to ,open the

door/ of the job market to unemployed people.' CETA emp asis was placed

on classroom 'fraining, work skills', and movernrt into a job after a limited

period of CETA employment. C'EtA was initiat' d at a time of high national
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unemployment and ,was designed to provide skills to the chronically unem
#

ployed. As CETA went*about its assigned task it was found1that a Caro

segment of the population was.not receiving training in vocational areas as

provided by the Vocational Education Act. This, population was in part

characterized by low ability as meastired by various tests, racial and

ethnic characteristics, sex.' "and handicapping conditions. Although. original\
CETA Regulations did, not exclude hanaticapped. individus, they-did re-

,

quire the same economic and, employment ihdicators for,: entry as were

required fOr the non-harVicapped.

The '1979 regulaiions for CEtA reinforced a commitment to the handi-
r

capped young adults anct there are .now new vocational education service

available with CETA t'esources. With the 1979 Regulations, It is now

possible for a young adult with a handicap to be considered "economically

disadvantaged" as long as that individual has reached the age of 16..

Special education at the national level was revised and strengthened

with the passing of P.L. 94-142, This law was a revision of previous

stat'ute (P. L. 93-380) and represented changes to further define a free

and appropt:iate public educativn. Public Law 94-142 is perhaps the most

restrictive in that it specifically requires procedures in the areas of pro-

ram proVision and parental input into the process of developing an indi-
,

vidualized 'ed,ucation plan. ,While special ealication under P.L. 94-142 is

designed for all handicapped individuals 'from pre-school up to age 21 this

paper wiyddress only those studerits who are bf secortdary school ages

- (C.A. 14 to 21). 'Vocational1 education for the handicapped is specifically

addressed in the regulations for P.L. 94-142 by. the Code of,'Regulations.

"Each public agency shall take steps to insure that its
handicapped.children have available to them thevariety
of equcational programs and services available to
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non-handicapped ciiildren in the area served by that
agency, including art, music, industrial arts, con-
sumer and homemaking education, and vocational edu-
cation.

Comment. . . Moreover, vocational (education pro-
grams must be, specifically designed- if necessary to
enable a handicapped student to benefit tully from
those programs; and the set-aside funds under- the
Vocational- Education Act of 1963., as amended' by P.L.
94-482, may ,be used for this purpose (45 CFR
121a.305)." .

As can be seen by this quotation from the Code of Federal Regulations/

P.L. 94-142 is closely tied to P.L. 94-482 as "it relates to provision of
ii

vocational education for handicapped individuals.

One final law must be considered for closure to the background of

this paper. Public Law 93-112 which governs the provision af vocational

rehabilitation services to the handicapped, muit also be considered in

relation to its impact on linkages between CETA/vocational education and

special education, Zhe Reheilitation

countepart' should be a partner in

capped individuals.- While vocational.

Services Administration with its state

the proision Of services to handi-

rehabi,litation has no direct responsi-

bility for a student while in khool, they have an Ore-Fest in the success
t

of that individual In the program. "Should the individual fail the program

and be placed ohly to quit or be frred from the job, then it will (*el

the vocational re6abilitation corrission in the state who will be requested

to provide additional ,vocational trSining to th,AiiThvidual to make him/her

employable. TO this -end, the'vocational ra ilitation agency in each state

should .be a part of the plan development process to, assure 'that the exper;-
,

Use and Knowletibe of the employers and their expectations are conside'red,

in :the vocational training. For the vocational rehabiltation agency, the

input to assUre tkPiot the individual is. successfully placed is critical, so
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...\that services need not be provided at a later date. To gep-the training

done correctly and avoid the failure at a later date are both rzsychologi-
.

ally. desirable for the individual and fiscally desirable for the- agency.

REGUL TORY OVERLAP AND ITS PROBLEMS FOR EVALUATION'

Evaluation of programs in concert with the regulatory authority is

ac omplished with relative ease. HoweveP, when evaluation is attempted of

pr grams combining several independent , laws a nd sets of regulations,
. - ,...

. ii
certain accommodations ,Must pe made. Prior to specifying ,some of those

.,

accommodations, it is helpful to understand the complexity of combined

programming introduced by varying .regulatio Ure.1 sets side by_

side the definitions of handicapped from P.L. 4-142 and the definitions of

disadvantaged from P.L, 94-482. Specifically, notice the definition of

,learning disabled under 94-142 and the,definition of "academic disadvan-
,,

tage", under 94-482. ,

"Learning disabilities" is defined as "imperfect ability to listen, think,

speak, read, write, spell, or to do mathematical calculati s." "Academic
_-

disadvantage" is defined as "(1) Lacks reading and4 writing skills, (2)

Lacks mathematical skills, or (3) Performs below, grade level." These two

definitions are nearly identical. However, they ar separate and distinct

in funding allocations based on a difference in po ulations. Evaluators
r

must be aware that ir) making determinations\:)about programs the allowable

individual may be either handicapped or disadvantaged depending on the

definition used under the applicable law.

. The 4eVe1opment of linkages between CTA/vocational education,
,

special edu Von,' and vocational rehabilitation have within t em many

distinct- adva tages. Tliese advantages -are sufficiently large at they

1\
offset the pro lems of evaluation which come with he inter-mingling of
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FIGURE 1

Definitions of Handicapped and Disadvantaged

P.L. 94-142.
tPEcIAL EDUCATION

"Serio sly emotiorIallY disturbed" is
defined as followts4

1. The term means a condition exhibiting
one or more of the following character-
istics over a long period of time and to
a marked degree, which adversely
affects educational performance:

a. An inability to learn which cannot,
be explained by intellectual, sensory,
or healh factors;

b. n inability to build or maintain
satisfactory interpersonal relation-
ships with peers and teachers;

c. Inappropriate types of behavior or
feelings under normal circumstances;

d. A general pervasive mood of un-
happiness or depression; or

e. A tendency to develop physical
symptoms or fears associated with
personal or school problems.

2. The term includes children who are
schizophrenic or autistic. The term
does not include children who are'
social maladjusted, unless it is
determined that they are seriously
emotionally disturbed.

"Specific learning disability" means
a disorder in one or more of the basic
psychological processes involved in
understanding or in using language,
spoken or written, which may manifest
itself in an imperfect ability to listen,
think, speak, read, write, spell, or to
do mathematical calculations. The term
ineludes such conditions as.perceptyal
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P.L. 94-482
VOCATIONAL EtUCATION

1. The term "disadvantaged"
means persons (other than handi7
capped persons) who:

a. Have academic or ecOomic
disadvantages; and

. b. Require special services,
assistance, or programs in order
to enable them to succeed in
vocational education programs
(Sec. 195(16);20U.S.C.2461).

2. "Academic disadvantage," for
the purposes of this definition
of "disadvantaged," means that
a person:. Lacks reading and writing

skills;

b. Lacks mathematical °skills; or

c. Performs below grade. level.

3. 114.41nornic disadvantage,"
for the purposes of this defini-
tion of "disadvantaged," means:

4

a. Family income is at or be-
low national poverty level;

b. Participant or parent(s) or
guardian of the participant is
unemployed;

c. Participant or parent of
participant is recipient of pub-
lic assistance; or

d. Participant is institution-
alized or under state guardianship
(Implements Sec.140;2U.S.C.2370).
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handicaps, brain injury, minimal brain
dysfunction, dyslexia, and developmental
aphasia. The term also does not include
children who have learning problems
whicl-k are primarily the.result of visual,
hearing, or motor handicaps, of mental
retardation, or of envirpmental, cul-
tural, or economic disadvantage.

4. Eligibility for participation in
the special programs supported
under 104:801 is limited to persons
who (because of academic or eco-
nomic disadvantage):

a. Do not have, at the time of
entrance into a vocational
education program, the pre-
requisites for success in the
program; or who

b. Are enrolled in a voca-
tional education program but
require supportive services
or special programs to enable
them to meet the requirements
for the program that are
established by the state or
the local educational agency.

diverse regulatory requirements which make evaluation difficult. Each 'of
,

these four service providers posss ess similar requirements for a plan to

meet the individual needs of the student/client. Each aency develops an

individual plan. Each agency also has the basis of an inter-disciplinary

team to develop the plan. While again there are subtle differences, some

,evaluators. may wish to key in on evaluation of the program from this

common element. Evaluation of the program by quantifying the number of

students/clients who successfully meet all of their objectives is a viable

method of determining that the program is offering services which are

meaningful. Figure 2 shows the individual plans and their main foci.

Each agency has similar aims, and although there are differences, in

the terms and content, the plans are all individual and constructed in

equivalent styles. Linkages between these agencies have as their strong-
,-

est 4ond the commonality of their plans for the individual student/client.
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FIGURE 2

Agencies' Individual Plans and General Objectives

NCY

CETA

INDIVIDUAL PLAN GENERAL OBJECTIVES

1. Assess readiness for
Employability emrSloyment.
Development Plan (EDP) 2. States barriers to employ-

ment.
3. States training needs and

how they can be met.
4. Specifies plan for placement

in unsubsidized employment.

Vocational
Education Individual Vocational

Education Plan (IVEP)
1. Assessment of occupational

area.
2. Specifies skills necessary.
3. Sets goals for training.

Special 1. States' goals for learning.
Education Individual 2. Specifies curriculum,

Educational Plan (IEP) materials, teacher, and
outcomes.

3. May in the case of industrial
arts or occupational educa-
tion, specify training in shop.

-

Vocational
Rehabilitation Individual Written 1. States vocational re-

Rehabilitation Plan (IWRP) habilitation goals.
2. Specifies objectives and

services.
3. Specifies timelines.
4. Establishes employability.

COORDINATING CETA/VOCATIONAL EDUCATION,
SPECIAL EDUCATION, AND VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION PROGRAMS

With the federal emphasis on interagency coordination and coopera-

tion, there are many interagency agreements which address the combined
asp*

efforts to develbp successful programs for the handicapped young adult.

,
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Most such agreements are difficult to develop since the staie directors of

CETA, vocational education, aiid special education are dealing with the

lack of agreement, between the Jaws and regulations. Many abreements

have been put into effect in a numl3ier of states with considerable efforts

iby the people, to get' agencies to agree. While this laudible effort has

achieved agreement in principle, it has not assisted many local agencies to

implement programs at the local- level. Such programs which are innovative

and serve a large number of handicapped are usually the result of enlight-

ened efforts in a particular locality:\ These programs are nogenerally.

available on a state-wide basis. For the state agency, this presents some

particular problems wiiich will beaddressed later in this paper.

The interagency agreements are only steps which allow change. They

do not bring change ,in and of themselves. Often such agreements are'

reached at the Commissioner and Assistant Commissioner levels and are not

understood or supported at the regional office or local office levels.

Considerable effort' continues to be required to get agencies at the regional

and local levels to agree on the implementation of agreements. This prqb-

lem is frequently evident in the forms of lack ofotime allotment to staff to

attend meetings required to coordinate the services, and linking the ef-

forts :Alteveral agencies to the plan for the individual.

The effective evakiatlon can illicit to bear some of these concerns on

the problems of implementation of the interagency agreement. The critical

element in -development and maintenance linkages between the agencies is

the coordination . at the local level; that is, the cooperation of the case

workers at the local level on the development of the individual plan. For

CETA, vocational education, and special education to link services, it is

necessary for these agencies to have representatives who meet regarding
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the handicapped individual and participate in developing the genet* and

specific objectives of 'the individual plan. This plan may be called the

EDP, IVEP,. IEP, or 1WRP, and may be deliwered 1?y one agency or a

combination of the agencies. What is importani is that each agency which

is linking to provide services, has a representative at the multi-disciplined

team meeting to participate, comment, and help guide the development oi

the Ian. Oke the plan is developed it will be representative of the

agencies present. If a change of agencies does occur during the plan,

there is ample coordination to assure the individual will not be lost 'be-

tween the "crkks" in the provision of services.

Evaluation, if centered on the success of the individual in this/her

attainment of goals, can document the success of the program by the

individual receiving ,service. Current federal uidelines for eValuation of

federal projects are not built in this capacity, but can modified as to

permit this type of evaluation.

EVALUATION METHODS

'Eyaluation of educational programs need to be considered in light of

their intended use. This concept applies regardless of the origin of the

, program being CETA, vocational education, special education, or vocational

rehabilitation. The role of evaluation may be many things....
/

,. "it may form part of a teacher training activity, of the -
pi-ocess of curriculum development, of a field experiment
connected with the improvement of learning theory, of an
.investigation preliminary to a decision about purchase or
rejection of materials; it may be data-gathering, supporting
a request for,tax increases or research support, or a pre-
liminary to reward or punishment of people in an executive
train'ng program, a prison, or a classroom. Failure to
make this rather obvious distinction between the roles and

, _:....1 gdals o f evaluation, not necessarily in this terminology, is
one of the factors thqt has led to the dilution of ,the pro-
cess of evaluation to'the point where it can no longer serve
as a basis for answering the questions which are its goal

.. , (Scriven; 1964)."
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In the evaluation of proem linkages it is important to identify the

purpose of the information being gathered. If the program is being evalu-

ated on the .baSis of the number of haLicapped students who graduate and

find successful employment, then data on individual students achieving

educational goals.may be appropriate. If the purpose is to document the

cost-effectiveness of the program, it may benecessary to gather diffvent

or ,additional information. If the purpose is to meet federal program re-

quirements -for evaluation, still different iiiformation 'needs to be gathered.

The federal requirements to receive funding under P.L. 94-142 are ex-

pressed in the USOE/BEH, P.L. 89-313, and Part B Administrative Manual,

. CETA/vocational education, special°. education, and vocational

rehabilitation linkages using this funding should attempt to deal with the

criteria set forth in, this Manual. Such requirdments create the context for

the programs and the, evaluation of programs. By general categories the \

following information is.required for P.L. 94-142 funded programs:

1. Special Education Services

2. Chili:I-centered Objectivei

3. Size, Scope, and Quality

4. Coordination with Local, State, and Other Federal Efforts

5. Evaluation

6. ,Dissemination and Reporting

Projects that are funded with P.L. 94-142 money and provide direct

services to students must be evaluated in terms of the impact of such

services on the educational achievement of the students served, and other,

Major project objectives.

The same USOE/BEH Manual also states:

1 4
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Iniportance of Evaluation:

"Essential to every project is the process of appraising
what is happening or has happened as a result of the
expenditures of efforl and money. Evaluation' is important
to those who conduct4he project as a part of their ongoing
efforts to achieve their goals and to keep educators and
members of _the community appraised of educational develop-
ments."

"Into. each instructionahour of each project there must be
built a critical self-eval'uation of how that segment of the
project contributed to the overriding project objectives of
meeting educational needs of handicapped children. Much
of this evaluation may be subjective in nature; some may be
fragmentary, some %ay be* intuitive based on only slight
dbservable change in 'student behavior, but all such assess-
ment should be considered and allowed to contribute to
continued direction of the project activities."

"Evaluation is an ongoing process, done periodically and
consistently if a cause-effect relatibnship is to be identified
between what the teacher does and how the student re-
sponds. Evaluation reinforces good teaching by identifying
what teaching procedures and materials yield the greatest
benefits. The_greatest beneficiaries of effective evaluation
are therefore the teachers and students concerned."

Method of Evaluation:

"Methods and procedures to be used in. evaluating each
project in terms of its stated objectives and of its impact on
the educbtional achievement of participating handicapped-
children shall be described in detail'in an application.
Project funds should not be used extensively for the devel-
opment of new test instruments where none are available.
It is appropriate to use subjective data based on carefully
collected records and descriptions when objective data are
not available."

The evaluation usefulness depends on knowledge of the uses of the

summary, the skills df the individual(s) gathering the data, and producing

the report, There are three common ways to conduct an evaluation:

1. The proculrement of an independent evaluator.

2. Evaluation by the project directo`r or administrator.

3. A staff person from the project who works undei the direc-
tion of the project director.
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While all three ways can produce the desired evaluation, there are

obvious benefits depending on the 'project and other concerns; such as,

community and the amount of funds involved. Probably the most useful

tYpe of evaluation is, that which is ongoing and helpful to the staff and

students in the project. A formative evaluation at or near the mid-point

of the project is useful. .The evaluator in a vocational training program

for handicapped stadents can be a great asset in that he/she brings in a

view of the project unclUttered by inbred feelings born of desires to see

this project in a most positive light. The independent evaluator can assist

in fine tuning a vocational training project.

STATE-WIDE EVALUATION SYSTEMS AND EFFORTS

Most states have standards for evaluating the delivery of services to

students. The methods vary, and in most cases have been developed

within one agency to answer its needs to document efforts for achieving its

goals. In Massachusetts there does notL'exist a state-wide evaluation

system capable of evaluating all programs which could be conducted through

liQkages with CETA/vocational education, special education, and vocational

rehabilitation. These

eval uation .

However, .the Department of Education, Division of Spedal Education,

has developed an extensive system for the monitoring and evaluation of

ervice 1delivery to handicapped children under the Massachusetts Law,

agencies do have to varying degrees, systems of

Chapter 7

gram Audit

Department

and P.L. 94-142. This system uses two major tools: a Pro-

and a Compliance Review. Both tools were developed by the

with the need to monitor and evaluate special education but' not

vocational training.
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The Program Audit involves extensive effort including (1) a self

. ,evaluation>by the school system, (2)- a review of randomly selected'files,

and (3) an on-site visit to condUct ihterviews with a number of partici-

pants in the educational process including parents. The Program Audit

doei look at some vocational training plans, but only in the context of the

special education component. The Progran Audit tool uses a team of

people from other scf;ool s t ms to conduct the on-site interviews. Pro-

gram Audit is valUable and informative, but it is arso expensive and time-

consuming. Presently, many school systems in the Commonwealth of

Massachusetts have received a Program.Audit, and in the future near!y
all

of the school systems will be audited. /
the Compliance Review involves nearly the same elements. However,

the on-site visit is conducted by.state department personnel, and many of

.the assessments are more limited in their scope. Eighty percent of all the

school systems in Massachusetts have received either a Compliance Review

or a PrOgram Audit since the implementation4f Chapter 766 in September

of 1974.

State evaluation systems are difficult to establish and control quality

since they must address so many variations in local school systems. A

team to evaluate a program in a small city may be quite capable of produc-

\ ing a viable report, while the same team in a larger city may be inadequate

for the task.

Another major problem for state wide evaluation of CETA/vocational
I ,

education, special edudation, and vocational rehabiljtation linkages is the

very diversity of the regulations and overlap of responsibilities in,differ-

ent languages. The potential for a state-wide system to overcome these

problems and address the variance in lo'cal systems on a fair and equitable
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basis is not great. Such a state-wide syste is also likely to have the

problem, of emphasizing pro5ess issues er ubstantive program issues of

service delivery.

Local evaluation efforts are likely to be more meaningful and accept-

able to all the agencies involved if agreement can be reached on an evalua-

tion method emphasizing the individual service plan. Emphasis in this area

by the four agencies will increase the efficiency of program eNiatuation.

STRATEGIES AND INFORMATION SOURCES FOR LOCAL AND STATE
LEVEL PROGRAM EVALUATION

Given that each agency will accept a program evaluation based on the

individual service plan, the formulation of a tate-wide evaluation system

should be able to be developed. Theflinior ation source would be the

vocational training agency, regardless of the federal mandate under which
4

it operates. Such information as it relate; to individual service plans'

could be collected which would form the basis for making judgments about

the program. The following is a Hsi of 'suggested types of information

which could be collected: 4

1 Number of success ul completers from*a specific
training program (a to repair, commercial art, and
others).

2. Number of successful completers from a specific
training program by handicapping condition.

3. Cost per client of training.

4. Number of ,successful completers who remain in
employment by handicapping condition.

5. Number of applicants who were not served due to
space and other limitations.

6. Number of silident/clients who failed to achieve
their individual service plan.

7. Number of student/clients who ere re-assessed.
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As this type of information is gathered at the local and staie levels,

it can provide a basis on whi0 to make decisions for program options

which are successful and not successful. This can then form the basis on

which to mtke decisions on establishment of additional training sites.

The ability to provide training ser(tices and evaluate them effectively

can only happen when the four independent agencies agree that they want
. -

this to happen. Issues of turfdom and bureaucracies impede effective

evaluation from the standpoint of ,the system as a .whole. Linkages are,

necessary and profitable for the student/client. However, for evaluations

to be acceptable to all agencies and usecl ,for commOn purposes, they must

have support,and mutual elements which are capable of analysis.

State-wide ,analygis must be based on *local evaluation) and control,

with common elements of the evaluation being prescribed by. the tate.

State-wide evaluations conducted by the state are not feasible based on the

divergence of regulatory authority and the cost of implementing a 'reason-
',

able and effective evaluation system.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR STATE LEVEL POLICIES
'ON PROGRAM EVALUATION

Program evaluation in the complex structure of the four independent

service areas of CETA, vocational education, specfal education, ar;c1 voca-/

tional rehabilitation can be accompl-i-red by obtaining jnformation from the
. -Individual nice Plan of eacill agency. The recommendations for, state

level policies of program evaluation include:

1. State level interagency agreement§ need to be continued and

refined.
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, 2. State level interagency agreements neeCi to involve More

regional and local office personnel at 'the developmental stage..

t

3. State level interagency agreements need to address the sped-

fics of evaluations and how such evaluations will be used to
.

determine future prodram development. . .

4. State agencies need to foster .linkages between programs at
,

the local level, even if agreements have not been formalized
,

, at,the state level.

5. State agencies should produce.a combined policy statement on .

program evaluation which transcends each agency's own needs
1

for eValuation.
'

' 6. CETA/vocational educationi special education, and vocational

rehabilitAion linkages must be supported where pOssible in

any combination. ,.

.

,State agendes are aware of the need for agreement and mutual coor-
,..

dinatjon, What is needed now is imblementation of linkages to take advan-/
tage .of dwindling fiscal resources in the face of increaSed demands for

,

,

_

services.
, :--

!
.L.._...,

FOR CHANGE IN FEDERAL
PROGRAM EVALUATION REQUIREMENTS

Federal program evaluation requirements are aimed at a 'number of

, concerns which relate to Monitoring of federal funds for programs as wellA.



as sane quality issues.
:

phasis on federi program evaluation require-

ments must -,,be re-focused oh the quality issues of service delivery at the

local level. The main problem of linkages between the agencies discussed

here is the diversity of thelegislation and the regulations promulgated to

enforce the tegislation. Federal rulemakers should establish common defini-

tions, procedures, and due proceds concerns which all agencies could

follow. This would allow the state agencies to have a common method of

dealing with service delivery issues which would not emphasize such- diver-

gent requirements. State agencies -have been responsive to federal direc-

tion for coordinating services. The constraints they face,- however,

emanate from the very source of the direction to coordinate their efforts.

It 'makes good sense for the federal qulemakers to come up with coordin-
%

ated regulations which have two major parts: (1) a part.which addresses

common definitions, procedures, and due 'process concerns that would

apply to CETA/ vocational education, special tducation, and vocational

rehabilitation linkage programs and would bethe tame for each agency--
and (2) a part which could address a necessarily different foCps, such as,

ages of those to be servel, financial flow, specialized services, and target

priority populations.

If such a system can eventually be implemented it would simplify the

evaluation of programs which are linked together. Such programs will

continue to function even without a coordinated movement at the national

level. However, 'assistance from the federV rulemaers would help facili-

tate linkages and effective program delivery.

"...,
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Program Improvement and Research Needs of CETA,

Vocational Education, Special Education, and Vocational Rehabilitation

Gregory Wurzburg, Director
Operational-Research arid Policy.

Youthwork, I nc.

The November 1980 Presidential and Congressional elections produced

what, at least for now, is being iRterpreted as an unequivocal shift in

public sentiment favoring a more constrained federal government presence.

On a more subtle level, some are also interpreting the elections as a man-

date for restricting the role that public policy might play in reducing

poverty and in assuming a role of helping those individuals who because of

physical and emotional disabilities, have difficulty/ becoming economically

self-sufficient. 1-Fese trends, together with earlier state and local mea-

sures restricting taxes (and spending), have a discouraging ,effect on

human resource development programs and,institUtions. .\

The programs are not as demonstrably effective as ther kinds of

government interventions, and many have only a narrow political constit-

uency. Even the best human service programs have difficulty in defini-

tively demonstrating effectiveniesbecause of the multitude of nonprogram

factors influencing program participants. Moreover, some programs by

design, serve only a small spectrum of the population. In the end, both

of these attributes make the programs more politically,yulnerable.

However, human resource development policy makers, administrators,

and line practitioners should resistttfe temptationtolet the current crises

dictate longer term agendas. Over the last few years a number of priori-

tie been emerging in the human resource development field. The

1111111-
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priorities which have reflected cumulative development--progress--based on

geheral experience, evaluations, andAesearch. This paper suggests first,

what some of the research priorities in the human resource development

area should not be, and then goes into suggesting the kind of research

and evaluation agenda that should occur, and what shape further program

development should take.

PRETEXT' AND PURPOSE: THE DANGER OF "POLICY RELEVANCE"

There has been a quiet revolution in the evaluation research commun-
.

ity's prevailing attitude about how helpful evaluators should be to users,

whether they are national policymakers or classroom instructors. Much of

the energy that went into a pursuit of methodological rigor has been

-diverted by a growing willingness to make reasonable compromises,. for the

sake of making. evaluations timely and responsive to particular questions

that decision makers may have. This change in thinking is due in part to

the recognition that even the most rigorous evaluations add only marginally

to the understanding and knowledge of decisionmakers. Either real-life_

has confounded sophisticated methodologies, producing ambiguous result,

or rigorous approaches have produced definitive findings--that only con-

firmed conventional wisdom. But evaluation, also has been forced out of

the ivory tower by the need for a market. Too many evaluations have

wound up "on the shelf" for the evaluation community to be able to afford
-......../

ilk----to keep distance, avoid co ri tion, and prevent interaction between

themselves and those who are evaluated. However, as evaluators recognize

the need to make their work relevant, those who evaluate human resource

development programs, or reqUest that it be done, should begin recogniz-

ing a new constraint on their work. After spending years trying to
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cultivate an audience among policymakers, those responsible for evaluation
>7

must now recognize when evaluation is likely, to be a useless exercise.

As long as national policymakers are confident they have a mandate to

curtail the role of the federal government, and the role of government in

general in providing human service programs, no amount of evaluations will

change that thinking. Unless their confidence in the mandate*.changes or

they see voters changing their minds,, human resource development pro-

grams are a low priority. Moreover, evaluations will not appreciably

change public perceptions. Therefore, to the extent those politicians view
r

the last election as a public rejection of the increasing role that govern-

ment has taken in providind° human services, whether that perception is

correct or not, no amount of objective evidence, no Matter how convincing,

Will change the minds of those in the position to make and implement

policy. That woad reqiiii-ethm, tor their own politicar safety, to con-
, -

vince the public that the programs are working, and try to mold public

ópinion rather than responding to it.

In this climate, CETA, vocational education, special education, and

vocational rehabilitation policymakers cannot succumb to the temptation to
e ,

devote evaluations and research resources to documenting the worth of

their programs. Rather, those ,resources need to go ihto answering more

basic and practical questions, such as: who benefits most from job rrairi-

ing, what can high schools best teach and what can postsecondary voca-
.,.

tional institutions best teach, or how can sheltered workshops be managed .

in such a way as to protect the workers in them as well as to maximize

worker& potential?

4
These kinds of evaluations ignore the question that is frequently

asked todaY: Do programs work? However,,the answer is currently

, .4, .
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unimportant for -policymakers. Reoa dless of the issue, policymakers want

government to limit its role. The real question is not "Do programs work?"

The real question is "Do we want the federal goverhment involved in these

programs, no matter how good they are?" If the curren federal policies

of reallocating federal dollars without regard to evidence of cost-
..

effectiveness'are an/ indication, it is apparent that even the most compel-

ling piece of research or evaluative evidence would change nothing.
.

Regardless of what becomes of the federal role, however, there will

be human resource development agencies very much in need of guidance.

However, their questions will not be what should be done, or whether it

should be. done, but how it should be done. t>

-.
The need for evaluation and research then, is a need to . provide

-

guidance on improving existing programs and fine-tuning recent new

In Lidtives. --T--hi-seans a-- greater -orientatioa to -the -needs of practitioners

and prograth clients emselves.

WHAT IMPROVEMENTS NEED TO BE MADE?.

The prospects for lean fiscal resources over the next few years

provide perhaps the most compelling Ohcentive for adapting new ideas in

the hopes of improving the various activities in place. Change may be a
,

paradoxical prescription when retrenchment seems to be the order of the

day. But amidst 'the attack under which many public institutions find

themselves, the ability to change may be the only virtue standing between

long term survival and extinction.

Fortunately, although resource constraints may limit the extent of

certain changes, policymakers and practitioners alike do not suffer from a

shortage of ideas for innovation. The Youth Employment and Demonstra-

tion Project Act of 1977 (IEDPAI was enacted 'to authorize a range of
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employmrt and training related programs for young adults. Some pro-

grams were intended for youth typicall*-skerved under the comprehensive

Employment and Traini g Act, by vocational education, special education,

or even vocational rhabilitation. Taken together, the various activities

under YEDPA were intended to test different apprOaches to meeting the

employability needs of young people. In fact, YEDPA has become a water-

shed for experimepts, demonstrations, and other evaluation and research

findings that have implications for all aspects of human resource develoP-:

ment programs, for both youths and adults. There have been evaluations

and research in other non-employment related areas, albeit on a smaller

scale, particularly efforts to evaluate vocational education. However, the

YEDPA reseirch and evaluations deserve special examination because of

their cross-institutional implications.

Joint Programming

YEDPA did .not introduce the idea of joint programming to the human

service delivery arena. Indeed, collaboration among institutions serving

similar client groups, or providing related services, has been encouraged

under federal employment and training, national education, compensatory

education, and rehabilitation legislation as a means for providing more

comprehensive services and reducing the cost of needless duplication. As

worthy a goal as joint programming may be, it has been achieved rar
1.

Collaboration has flourished in certain communities, but as the product of

local good will and initigive. Where that has been lacking, the time and

communication needed to make it effective has sometimes not made the

effort worthwhile. Turf battles. have erupted over questioned authority

over joint programsr divergent laws, regulations, and goals under which

different institutions operate.
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Under YEDPA, however, both the employment and training institutions *

and the educational institutions were encouraged and paid to support joint

programming. YEDPA required that a minimum fixed portion of all locaf

dollars be spent under the terms of agreements negotiated between local

schools and the CETA sponsors.

The YEDPA joint programming mandate made sense since the schools

(vocational education and public education alike) and the employment and

training institutions served youth. - Both, in one form or another, co

buted to their employability.- However, there were barriers. Planning and

budget cycles were not synchronized. There were disagreements toyer

what kinds of program experience deserved acadeMic credit, -awl what were

appropriate staff qualifications. The impediments and benefits of joint

programming have become readilV apparent. Where joint programming, has

worked, it Was produced more comprehensF ser---7ices for the young adults

being served, created better articulation between education employ-

ment, reduced drop out rates, contributed to the creation of effective

alternatives to traditional education, and producel changes in the way in

which the larger student body population in traditional schools has been

served.

If the- human resource development community is to capitalize on the

YEDPA experience, collaboratiye.action should proceed along three lines.

First, research is needed to heid"-establish readily usable criteria for

determining whether joint programming would be Useful. As helpful as the

YEDPA experience with collaboration has been, there is enough anecdotal

evidence to indicate that collaboration among institutions in certain settings

is not needed. Administrators need to be able to make an informed judg-

ment in advance about whether it would be appropriate for them.
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Second, in the cases where collaboration seems appropriate, institu-

tions need both guidance and suPport from higher authorities in negotiat-
. _

ing joint programming arrangements. The barriers to joint programming

are well documented. What is not so well documented is how those obsta-

cles can be circumvented. Indeed; there is ample evidence that certain

imsediments 'themselves' hold the solutions. The U.S. Congress, for ex-

ample,4 could improve prospects immediately by adopting multi-year funding

for CETA just as it has for 'education programs. State education agencies

could settle local debates over academic credit for alternative educational

experience by posing some responsible options. But in other casps such'

as differences over staff credentials, more serious thought is needed

betore remedies can be developed.

New Services vs. Reallocation of Existing Services

A matter very much r4lated to the issue of joint programming is the
/

question of how ,service- cotribines change with joint programming, or other

"program improvements." Program changes can take two forms. One is to

reallocate existing services by changing the access that different sub-
.

groups in the populations have to those services. The second is to create

new kinds of services, which may then be allocated according to rules

governing allocation of pre-existing services.

Reallocation of existing services has been one form of change favored

by what have been traditionally seen as antipoverty programs. Federal

employment and training legislation and fedreal tuition support measures

have sought to reduce poverty by increasing the access of the poor to the

kind of -job trainin skills and educational opportunities already available to

others who can afford them. The rationale has been that access to job
'C---
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training and education, will increase employability and earning power.

Another assumption has been that poverty, and not a lack of readiness is

the barrier to access.

The second kind of change, creation of new kinds of services, rests

on a different set of assumptions. Programs targeted for this kind of

change are focused on providing services different from what is usually "..)

available>. and to the particular needs of the population served. The

needs go beyond simple economic criteria. Vocational rehabilitation and

compensatory education progrart4 both recognize that all the access in the

world will not help certain individuals because they have needs more acute

than and different from most others, or at least from thos whom "main-

strea stitutions cin serve.

Program changes do not and should noPalways fall neatly into one

kind of change or the other. But the dichotomy. between ,the reallocation

of existing services and the creation of new services is a useful concept

for assessing program improvements, and it suggests criteria for judging

the usefulness of collaborative arrangements in particular. The two objec-

tives are not necessarily mutually exclusive. However, when both are

present, there is a danger of conflict. The two objectkes can guide the

way proposed impfrovements are made by forcing decision makers to more

fully consider what the proposed changes are intended to accomplish, and

reducing the dimensions for consideration down to two.

Human resourtdevelopment programs7have attempted to both in-
,

crease access and to provide the extra services needed by some individ-

uals. Even an environment of fiscal restraint does not require-giving one

objectrve a higher , priority over the other. However, good management,

social equity, and economic efficiency will be better served to the extent

'4(
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program improvements, no matter what else they do, alio increase access

or provide new needed services.

WHAT DO THE CLIENTS THINK?

One of the distinctions made between good d services produced in

the private and public sector of the Americtn economy is the fact that
%-

they must pass a market test in one sector but not the other. The dis-

tinction makes good rhetoric, but is not entirely true if we do not want it

to be. In the private sector, the buyer is the consumer. In the public

sector, the buyer is the taxpayer, and not necessarily the consumer. In

any event, the consumer is almost certainly getting more than he pays for

as a taxpayer, and is therefore not in the position to' rfrovide a true

economic market t by det\ermining whether he is -willing to give up

resources equal th the cost of public services to receive those servites.

While the economic market test may not be relevant for testing the

suitability of certain human resource development services, that does not

mean that there should not be .a test of "consumer demand."' for those

services, and it certainly does not mean there c;nnot be a test. It does

mean, however, that if those responsible for making policy and delivering

services in the Nfields of employment and training, vocational education,

special education, and vocational rehabilitation are really interested in

meeting the needs of their clients, they should pay more attention to what

their clients are actually looking for and need. This requires that those

responsible for providing human resource development services pay more

attention to what the recipients of those services have to say about the

services. It also reou,ires that recipients of those services be allowed to

play a role closer to the cons9Iner in the private market, the role of
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evaluator. 'This does not mean that service recipients' preferences pre-

,- empt'ttaxpayers' preferences in deciding how much and. what kind of ser-

vices should be provided. It does mean, however, that the views of

recipients need to be incorporated into the ongoing process by which

services are designed, developed, and evaluated.

Involving clients in an active role is a 'difficult task, but it certainly

is not unattainable. To be done right, two kinds of changes need to take

place. First, there has, to be recebtivity in the human resource deyelop-

ment community to an active client role. Second, effective vehicles need

to be developed ,for client involvement in the service design, development,

and evaluation process.

One problem in achieving greater client involvement is the chicken-
,

and-the-egg. .dilemma. There is some resistance among human resource

development professionals to gi;./dclients too large a say in what service .

they receive. , Some of this is Inatural bureaticratic self-interest, and, a

desire to preserve the mystique of profesSionalisman instinct not unique

to the human service field. However, at least part of the resistance to
,

greater client involvement is a healthy skepticism about whether effective

vehicles for clients- involvement exist, or whether clients even want to be

involved. The dilemma then, is which comes first, a more receptive atti-

tude on the part of professionals to a greater client say in what happens,

or some proven models of client involvement. In all likelihood, greater

client involvement will require an interactive process'. of simultaneously

changing attitudes, and trial and error with different 'models.
f

Although the Department of Labor's Youth Programs which began in
_

1977, may not immediately change attitudes among service delivery profes-

sionals, they at least provide ideas for determining what form effective



&

Models for 'client involvement might take. Private, non-profit internvdi-

aries that have managed some of the U.S. Department of Labor's demon-
/

stration programs ,have,found ,some workable approaches to' giving young

adults a role that is more then, as simply the, recipient's of, services.

Youthwork, Inc. has found useful models for inC/Olverffent in' ivork and

education programs; and in certain enterprise PrOgraros. The Corpor'ation

for Youth Enterprises has also worked on models for -increasing the deci-

sion making role of young persons. Ideas based on the experiences of

these intermediaries, all documented by the Department of Labor, can at

44. least suggest 'models that could be adopted and work in otheU settings.

ENHANCING THE INVOLVEMENT OF ADVISORY COUNCILS

Genuine, prodram improvements .do not rest on greater client involve-

ment alone. If, to paraphrase a popular piece of' rhetoric, "human re-

source development policy is tociaimportant to be left to the human resource

develoment experts," then simply intreasing the say of clients is not

enough to reach truly optimal service combinations and delivery strategie.

Broader involvement, like that suggested .in the various federal mandates

for advisory councils, may also be helpful. However, fine-tuning, if not

complete overhaul of the advisory council concept is needed.

The various state and local advisory coLincils presently required

under law must establish open-ended mechanisms for participation by a-,

range of institutions and the pubJic at large in making policy for federally

funded human resource development programs. The record of these varied

advisory councils is mixed. They range from being activist bodies filling

power vacuums in the established bureaucracies', to ceremonial rubber-

stamps. In-between are councils that have achieved good working relation-

ships with ongoing institutions, and serve in useful advisory capacities.
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There are othefs that are little more than clearinghouses for serving a

multitude of self-interests.

Obviously, any attempts to make improvements in the, advisory pro-

cess must balance the rieed for more careful prescription than current

mandates provide, tolerance' of variations in*local conditions. 'and in the

' involvement of various parties; and flexibility to adapt advisory council

mandates fo differing, situations.- The difficulties of balanced prescription,

not withstanding, greater attention, needs to be given to (1) who should be

advising, (2) wt4t kinds, of decisions they should be advising on, and (3)

how explicit financtal and implicit insititutional or turf conflicti of interest

migtit be handled, without turning, the advisory process itself into an

issua. It is inevitable tliat any federal or state program imposing local.

responsibilities across the' board is not going to be capable,of fully achiev-

ing its objectives in every community. This implies that federal and state

prescriptions on advisory councils (or any other program specificiation.,..for

that matter) be fashioned to permit some failures, which are ioe/itable.

To preverit failure requires a level of yrescription which inhibits creative

adaptation, achieves a, mediocre no and ultimately still does not waraQ-
.

tee against failure..

CONCLUSIONS

The human resource development community is under its severest

attack since government first entered into the business. The questions

being posed now, especially, at the national level, differ _from pak com-

plaints about inefficiency, fraud, or abuse, by asking ighether government

has any responsibility for persons who cannot make it on their own. The_

remedies invited by past complaints were to improve client eligibility deter-

mination or assessment. 'The remedy Am-plied by the tone and content of
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. o
today's criticisms is the dismantlement of many human resourpe--cielopment

,

programs.
,

,,-, While fiscal cabacks are a fact .of life for employment and training,
. \

vocational educition, special education, ahd vocational rehabilitation in the

nepr ffiture, it is necessary to avoid a rethenchment mentality. bmtinued

change is ne,cred to fine-tune poIic,cand inItrove management of programs

in these areas. Theris little thatLpgiams in *these fields can do to,
,.. .
make themselves "politicaly acceptable" und r the concePt of government

- that pervades national policy offices today. If that thinking persists, 'the
,

long prospects for human resource development policy is bleak. The

operating premise for improvernen't now shOuld be that (1) rationale and
,-- .

Vcommon sense actions will eventually prevail and affirm a legitimate govern-

ment mandate to provide a,full range of human services, and (2) research,

evalliation, and program improvement, efforts should be focused-on provid-

ing quality services.
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EPILOGUE

Linkages between CETA/Vocational Education, Special Education, and

Vocational Rehabilitation are becoming more Importint. _ Effective service

delivery for special needs learners is dependent upon the coordination of

resources and efforts between and among these agencies. In addition, the

authors..have substantiated' the need for and advantages of effecthKe CETA/

Vocational Education, Special Education, and Vocational -Rehabilitation Link-..
ages. Further, several issues were identified that pertain to linkages and

various recommendations were suggested:

Several issues and recommendations were discussed by Dr. Johnson

relative to legislative issues concerning CETA/Vocational Education, special

Education, and ,Vo,piional- Rehabilitation linkages. These issues and recom-

mendations included:

e AI National, EmplOyment Policy should be clearly articu-
lated before thy reauthorization of the Vocational
ITducation Act and the Comprehensive Employment and

aining Act. it should form the concpptual frame-
w rk uppn which employment, preparation legislation is
de eloped. The policy should be based on a thorough
review of current and projected needs of the business
and industry sector; youth,and adult workers (includ-

, ing the handicapped and ,drsadvantaged); and federal
labor, education, and training legislation and regula-
tions; and the strengths and weaknesses of current
work preparation p7ograms. Relationships and respon-
sibilities, among local, state and federal .governments
and the private sector with respect to labor .force
preparation shOuld also be carefully.,examined.

Moi:e emphasis needs to be focused on the local, state,
and federal levels in updating work preparation per-
sonnel and curricula, exploring low cost learning
environment alternatives, exploring alternatives for
equipment-,upgrading and modernization in Vocational
facilities, and ,creating stronger links with business
and industry. .In addition increased attention should
be focused ,on those occupations in which technology
has or is changing :the nature of jobs for which train-
ing is being 'pro "ded..
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If retained as separate programs, the Vocational Educa-
tion Act and the Comprehensiye Employment and Train-
ing Act shokild be funded on the same budget cycles.

If the present Vocational Education, Special Education,
Rehabilitation, and EmPloyment and Training legislation
continue; to function . under separate jurisdictional
authorities, the following recommendations are sug-
gested: reexamine the philosophies and premises of
each program based on future needs, communicate
relevant ideas and directions for the future, give more
focus to the nepds of adult learners as displaced
workers, allow greater flexibility for state and local
governmental agencies, create standard 'definitions for
subpopulations, expand researcliond development and
dissemination networks, update cupational curricula
and personnel, continue to increase efforts in occupa-
tional forecasting, increase incentives to state and
local agencies to respond to new initiatives in the
occupational clusters in their locales, significantly
increase incentives for 'collaboration with the private
sector., and increase the provisions for supportive
services to those most in need.

In terms of State Planning for Linkages, Dr- Hull, et al. suggested

that the following major issues should be further addressed:

Barriers to linkage's need to be removed; 'these bar-
riers may include fears of agencies, lack of communica-
tion, and environmental factors.

Incentives to linkages should be useCI; such as outside
influence; prevailing atmosphere, and gelf-interest.

Barrier removing strategies need to be included in
state planning for linkages; such as-, "If unable to
resolve an issue that is critical to the success of
coOrdination, do not move ahead until it is resolved.
There is almost never a reason to expect -that resolu-
tion will become easier in the fuiure."

/
Advisory councils should be used for establishing
ongoing linkages .

Linkages need to be written into. state plans:

Regarding funding, D. Dunn cited several issues that need resolution

and provided recommendations for future policy. They include:
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.The Departments of Education and Labor should' de-
veloP interagency agreements and identify the common-
alities, roles, and responsibilities of vocational

' education, special ,education, vocational rehabilitation,
and CETAs.

Vocational education, special education, rehabilitation,
and CETA should have common regulations (e..g.,
missions, plans, and reportirig requirements).

State level m ti-purpose councils should pe created
and have the f ction of coordinating services, foster-
ing cooperation, nd making the most use of categori-
cal federal funds.

Ca.
The federal government shoul onsider multi-year
funding to promote stability ofprogrems.

Local funding allocations should ,be determined- by
using factors that reflect long:term client need, -rather
than short-term labor market conditions.

Individualized planning and \coordination has become An essential

-component in providing comprehensive services to all silickl needs p-opu-

lations. Dr. Ganzglass offered several suggestions related to individual-
,

ized planning and coordination.

Staff development, networking, and exchange policies
within agencies should be given high priority if per-
sonnel are to assume expanded roles in providing
individualized instruction and services to various client
populations.

New methods such as computerization of 'available
community resources, automation of participant or
student record keeping systems, and computer-assisted
guidance and instruction need to be developed for
applying modern technology to make individualized
planning, client tracking, and program flexibility fea-
sible and cost-effective.

Further investigation needs to be done in the area of
developirig competency-based assessment and instruc-
tional programs, particularly related to employability
skilt development.

Agencies should develop interagency"-, agreements to
facilitate the sharing of ciiient information.
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Agencies should define collabbratively, their roles and
responsibiliti for serving different client populations'.

The preparation and retraining of CETA, vocational education, sliecial
i

' education, and rehabilitation personnel is jegarded by many people in the
,

field to be the most important factor in delivering appropriate instruction

g

,

and services to handicapped youth and adults. Dr. Brown and Mr. Kayser .

,

.cited several jssues and recommendations for 'personnel development.

r

Alth gh there are increased initiatives and resources,
many ervice agencies and institutions resist change
a'n not plan for change.

Interagendy cooperation efforts will require changes .in
policies, roles, competency levels, and attitudes of all
agency staff and could be facilitated through inservice
or preservice training programs at colleges and univer-
sitiss. . .., ,

. The legislation governing vocational education, special
education, vocational rehabilitation, CETA and other
private ancl public agencils present barriers to coop-
eration.

Various differences among agencies inhibit cooperation
and include:. planning and funding cycles, start-up
times, procurement systems, accounting, monitoring
and evaluation, priorities, pay structures and tenure,
and scope of target population._.

College& and universities need to develop training
programs for inservice and preservice p'ersonnel di-
rected _at examining the basic service components of
each of these agencies.

Higher education institutions must us,e exi g pro-
grams efficiently while not overburdening facuql and

- staff with major demands in new subject areas or the
accoMmodation of large numbers of new enrollees:

There is a liMIted availability of personnel trained in
. all four discipline areas since appropriate programs as
well as qualified instructors are lacking.

A course(s) riiay need to be mandated at the state
level for licensure, . and/or within eaCh college or.
university to complete .programs for certification.
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The twelve- competencies in the model presented and
discussed must be possessed by at least one member of
the tearil.

The model provide& a basis for communication among
agencies-

There is a need for stability and continuous availabil-
ity of services withih given agencies.

Interagency efforts typically represent a small but
critical component of each of the four agencies' respon-
sibilities and services.

Agencies, must take action toward change since person-
nel development will continue to be the major factor
impacting future interagency efforts to serve special
needs groups.

There "needs to be mbre focus on neediror an -inter-
agency model on planning, monitoring, and evaluation.

Legislation is too fragmented and inconsistent among,
the four groups to be linked.* Oft.

Future legislation should fouls on prior success in
each of the four agencies and build upon successes
when placing additional emphasis on the training of

, personnel who possess overlapping and complementary
competencies, thus facilitating individual and coordin-
ated services on a continuous and hopefully improved
basis.

13

With raspett to program evaluation in CETA/vocational education,

special ecitication, and vocational rehabilitation linkages, Dr. Korn reviewed

numerous problems and issues and offered, several recommendations which

included:

Evaluation of CETA/vocational education, spedal educa-
tion, and vocational rehabilitation linkage programs is
inhibited by legislative and regulatory diversity.

Evaluation of linked programs can be accomplished by
using the agencies' service plan achievements as a
common denominator for program evaluation.

State agencies need to involve regional and local
agency personnel in linkage agreement developments if
effective assistance in evaluating linked programs i to
be accomplished.
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There needs to be coordination at the federal level if
linked programs are to effectively attain their goals.

.4,

The, existilig federal legislation provides funds which are designed for

the purpose of improving present programs through research and develop-
.

ment, curriculum development, personnel training, and dissemination activi-

ties. Dr. Wurzburg discussed several considerations for program

improvement.

Research is needed to assist in establishing usable
criteria for assessing whether joint programming would
be useful.

Local a6encies need both guidance and support from
state and federal personnel in developing interagency
cooperation and agreements.

The reallocation of existing services and the creation
of new services are two useful ways in which program
improvement can be facilitated, and criteria need to be
established for judging the usefulness of collaborative
arrangements.

Clients need to qtve an active role in program and
service, delivery and this can occur if the human
resour6es community is receptive to 'an active client

*role; and there must be effective vehicles for client
involvement in the service design, development, and
evaluation priess.

Increased client involvement will probalY require both
changing . agency attitudes and the use of various
proven models of client involvement.

Advisory councils need to become more involved in the
program improvement process, however, more attention
needs to be focused on who should be advising, what
kinds of decisions they should be advising on, and

. how explicit financial and implicit institutional turf
conflicts of intei-est might be dealt with.

.

Continued change is needed to improve policy and the
management of programs in employment and training,
vocational education, special education, and vocational.

habilitation.
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The identified issues and functional recommendations will hopefully

provide information that will assist in developing CETA/Vocational Educa-

tion, Special Education, and Vocational Rehabilitation Linkages.

issues cannot be considered an exhaustive list. However, the issues and

recommendations provide considerations( for planning.; implementing, ,and

evaluating CETA/Vocational Education,. Special Education, Ad Vocational
vi4

Rehabilitation Linkages.
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